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THE EMPLOYMENT SITUATION: JULY 2001
Friday, August 3, 2001

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTrEE,

WASHINGTON, D.C.

The Committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:30 a.m., in Room 1334,
Longworth House Office Building, the Honorable Jim Saxton, Chairman
of the Committee, presiding.

Present: Representatives Saxton, English and Watt; Senators Reed
and Sarbanes.

Staff Present: Christopher Frenze, Robert Keleher, Darryl Evans,
Colleen J. Healy, Brian Higginbotham, Patricia Ruggles, Matthew
Salomon, Daphne Clones-Federing, and Reed Garfield.

OPENING STATEMENT OF
REPRESENTATIVE JIM SAXTON, CHAIRMAN

Representative Saxton. It is a pleasure to welcome Commissioner
Abraham here before the Joint Economic Committee (JEC) once again to
report on the release of new employment and unemployment data for
July.

Let me just say at the outset that the Senate apparently is going to
have a vote immediately after their opening at 9:30, so I suspect that we
will have some Senators here very shortly. In the meantime, we will get
started with the Commissioner's opening statement.

Let me just say, as I have noted since last year, U.S. economic
conditions have remained quite weak. A survey of economic data shows
that the U.S. economy has been in a serious slowdown for the last year
or so. The rate of real GDP (gross domestic product) growth has slowed
dramatically over the last four quarters and investment has plunged.

We have a chart that shows that for the last four quarters we have
seen quite a decline in gross domestic product. Of course, four quarters-
takes us back to the middle of 2000 when this decline obviously started.
[The chart entitled "Gross Domestic Product" appears in the Submissions
for the Record on page 27.]

In addition to the evidence that we see in GDP decline, the next chart
shows the manufacturing employment has trended downward over the
last year as well.
[The chart entitled "All Employees: Manufacturing," appears in the
Submissions for the Record on page 28.]

Again, going back to the third quarter of 2000, the red trend line on
the chart and the accompanying arrow show that the manufacturing sector
has been in serious decline over the last year as well, again starting in the
middle of last year. These and other data demonstrate that the effects of
the economic slowdown have been widespread.

However, on the other hand, consumer spending and the housing
industry have held up surprisingly well. This year, the Fed has
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aggressively cut interest rates, Congress has reduced the tax drag on the
economy, and energy prices are retreating. This is all good news, of
course. Although I am in agreement with many of the economists that
these factors should work to foster an economic rebound in early next
year, I am still concerned about the vulnerability of the economy to
shocks and various disruptions.

The employment data released today reflect the economic slow down.
Payroll employment has declined by 42,000 jobs in July, a poor
performance relative to the 225,000 to 250,000 increases typical during
a healthy economic expansion. Manufacturing employment has been in
decline and has lost 837,000 jobs since July 2000, and of course that is
reflected again in the chart that we see with the red trend line showing
those 837,000 lost jobs since July of 2000. The unemployment rate has
remained unchanged this month at 4.5 percent.

The domestic economic situation is cause for concern, but the
international economic situation is also problematic. A worldwide
economic slowdown coming all at the same time magnifies the potential
for cascading contradictory forces to undermine the U.S. economy.
There is also weaknesses in the international financial situation that bear
close examination. I continue to believe that an easing by major central
banks in the U.S., Europe and Japan should be considered to alleviate the
potentially deflationary pressures.

In the event others do not act, it would certainly be appropriate for
the Federal Reserve to act on its own to reduce interest rates. I have
made these statements in the past and continue to believe that a
downward trend in interest rates fostered by the Federal Reserve would
be a positive force. Chairman Greenspan's policy actions in 1998 did
much to stabilize the international economic situation. Although the
circumstances are different today, actions by the Fed could have very
positive effects not only on the U.S. economy but for the international
economy as well.

All Americans look forward to the resumption of healthy economic
and job growth. The economic slowdown has caused job losses in
several sectors, but manufacturing has been especially hard hit over the
past 12 months. Fortunately, the economy seems to have avoided
slipping into a recession, and there are indications that the slowdown may
have bottomed out. However, policymakers must remain alert to any
signs of economic deterioration and be ready to take further actions if
needed.

Commissioner, again, thank you for being with us today, and we look
forward to your remarks at this time.
[The prepared statement of Representative Saxton appears in the
Submissions for the Record on page 26.]
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OPENING STATEMENT OF KATHARINE G. ABRAHAM,
COMMISSIONER, BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS:

ACCOMPANIED BY KENNETH V. DALTON, ASSOCIATE
COMMISSIONER, OFFICE OF PRICES AND LIVING CONDITIONS;

AND PHILIP L. RONES, ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER OF
CURRENT EMPLOYMENT ANALYSIS

Ms. Abraham. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It is a pleasure for me
and my colleagues to be here.

Let me just go ahead and make a few remarks concerning the data we
have to report today.

As you have already noted, total nonfarm payroll employment
continued to erode in July, with a net loss over the month of 42,000.
Manufacturing employment continued its year-long slide, which you also
have alluded to; and most other industry divisions have little or no job
growth over the month. The unemployment rate remained at 4.5 percent
in July and has been essentially unchanged since April.

Manufacturing employment fell by 49,000 in July. During the first
six months of the year, job losses in manufacturing had averaged nearly
100,000 a month. The largest declines in July continued to be in
electrical equipment and industrial machinery. These two industries,
which produce high-tech products such as computers and
communications equipment, account for about 40 percent of the 632,000
manufacturing jobs lost thus far this year. Elsewhere in manufacturing,
autos, chemicals and apparel showed gains in July, following job losses
over the April through June period, although this month's gains may
merely reflect vagaries in the timing of summer plant shutdowns,
something I would be happy to talk a bit more about if you would like.

Construction employment was little changed in July, as growth in
non-residential and heavy construction was offset by a decline in special
trades. Although many parameters of construction activity remain at
relatively high levels, we have seen some recent softening in construction
employment.

The services industry, which has been a steady source of employment
growth for decades, has shown no net job gain since March. A major
factor in this weakening has been the large job losses in the help supply
industry, which is principally temporary help firms. In July, employment
in help supply service declined for the 10th month in a row, for a total job
loss of 429,000 over the period. This industry provides workers to other
businesses. Thus, the decline in its employment reflects the weakening
in manufacturing and other industries.

The services industry also provided some of the very few bright spots
in this month's report, as substantial job gains continued in health
services and in engineering and management services.

Average hourly earnings for production and non-supervisory workers
in the private sector at $14.35 in July rose by 4 cents over the month.
Over the year, average hourly earnings were up 4.4 percent.
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Looking at some of the data obtained from the survey of households,
the unemployment rate at 4.5 percent in July was unchanged from June
and has remained essentially the same since April. The jobless rates for
major worker groups saw little or no change over the month. Rates for
all of these groups were somewhat higher than their recent lows reached
last year.

In summary, total non-farm employment declined further in July,
manufacturing continued to shed workers, and few industries throughout
the rest of the economy showed significant job growth. The
unemployment rate remained at 4.5 percent.

As always, we would be very happy to address any questions you
might wish to raise about the data.
[The prepared statement of Commissioner Abraham appears in the
Submissions for the Record on page 29.]

Representative Saxton. Commissioner, thank you very much for
being here with us today and bringing this information to us to share with
the Committee and with members of the American public. It is always
good that we understand as much as we can about the current economic
conditions and what has led us here as well as what we might expect to
happen in the future, recognizing that your job is not to look through a
crystal ball but to tell us where we are and where we have come from.

As I mentioned in my opening statement and as I believe you have
verified in your opening statement, you noted that the manufacturing
employment continued its year-long slide-

Ms. Abraham. Right.
Representative Saxton. And I mentioned that there were some

837,000 jobs lost during the last year. Can you tell us when that
happened and whether there were any economic conditions that you
might be able to identify that occurred that may have brought this about
or - I know that you hesitate to speculate on cause and effect, but if you
can share your thoughts with us relative to that subject it would be
appreciated.

Ms. Abraham. Just to start with the numbers, I also would peg the
recent declines in manufacturing employment as having occurred since
last July; and, as you noted, over the period from this July as compared
to last July, manufacturing has shed 837,000 jobs.

I might also note that the rate of decline in manufacturing
employment has seemed to accelerate beginning about in January. The
rate at which we were shedding jobs picked up a bit. I don't know that
there are specific things that I would point to as responsible for this other
than what I would perceive to be an overall weakening in economic
conditions.

A lot of this manufacturingjob loss has been concentrated, as I noted
in my statement, in the manufacture of high-tech products. The electrical
equipment and industrial machinery industries account for 40 percent of
the reduction in manufacturing employment that we have seen. So it
seems to be tied into the hard times that high tech has faced in particular.
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Representative Saxton. Commissioner, just by way of observation,
I recall in 1999 that because of worry about inflation or because of worry
about the economy, some folks used the term "overheating" because they
were worried about the Phillips curve, meaning that the economy couldn't
continue to grow at the rate that it was. There were actions taken by the
Fed to, in effect, raise interest rates beginning in 1999 and through the
first half of 2000. I am wondering if you have any thoughts relative to
the effect of those interest rate increases.

Ms. Abraham. As a very general matter, purchases of capital
equipment and so on may be sensitive to interest rates, but I have not ever
looked into trying to draw those specific linkages.

Representative Saxton. I appreciate that. That is, as I said a few
minutes ago, I know that your job is not to try to forecast into the future
but to tell us where we are. But in looking back it seems to me that the
Fed policy of increasing interest rates, which began in 1999 with a
recognized historic lag time of nine to 18 months and then in the middle
of 2000, we begin to see a decline in manufacturing jobs. It seems to me
fairly obvious that, based on historic trends and based on activities
carried out in terms of raising interest rates by the Fed in the preceding
nine months or so, that there could be an effect there as well.

And let me just ask this, also: obviously, there are economic
conditions that occur or that are not related to government or at least not
directly related to government activities that also from time to time have
an effect on the economy and in this case perhaps the manufacturing
sector. It occurs to me that, thinking back, that energy prices started to
go up rather dramatically in 1999 as well; and certainly by the middle of
last year I remember, as a matter of fact, the worrisome statements stated
by the Clinton administration officials back in 2000 that energy prices
could have a negative effect on the economy. I am wondering if you see
any relationship between energy prices that went up in 1999 and the first
half of 2000 and the loss of manufacturing jobs.

Ms. Abraham. Energy prices clearly also could have played a role.
Again, we have not carried out analyses or entered towards identifying
the causal factors lying behind these figures.

You have mentioned interest rates. You have mentioned energy
prices. I guess a third thing that I might mention that you did allude to in
your opening statement is also conditions abroad. As you know, we do
export a lot of the output of our manufacturing sector, and one thing that
we have seen in our data is declines in employment in what we categorize
as export-sensitive manufacturing industries, those that are heavily
dependent on exports for sales of their products. So I might add that to
the list as a possible factor as what has been happening in the rest of the
world.

We certainly know that back a little bit earlier, 1998, 1999, when we
started to see problems in the Asian economies, there was an indication
in terms of a pattern of employment impacts in manufacturing that we
were seeing that was having an impact here in the United States.
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Representative Saxton. Commissioner, let me move on to another
specific. In your statement you note that there has been a decline in
electrical equipment employment during July. How does the current
level of employment in this sector compare to that level in July of 2000
and how many jobs have been gained or lost in the electrical equipment
employment sector?

Ms. Abraham. If you look at the two-digit industry, electronic and
other electrical equipment, employment in that industry actually reached
a peak last August of a little over 1.7 million jobs. Employment in that
industry has now fallen to 1.6 million jobs: So it has shed 140,000 jobs
over that I 1-month period.

Representative Saxton. Commissioner, in your statement you also
note the July employment decline in the industrial machinery and
equipment sector. Has there also been a continuation of a longer term
trend and how does the employment level in this industry compare with
the level of July, 2000?

Ms. Abraham. Let me just add one comment on electronic and
other electrical equipment. That decline in employment was about 8
percent of the starting level as of last August. Industrial machinery and
equipment is down 127,000 over the last year. On a percentage basis,
that is a drop of about six percent.

Representative Saxton. Thank you. And let me just follow up with
one additional question, which takes us into a slightly different area of
the economy - construction employment. Construction employment was
flat in July after being down in June. Might this reflect some weakness
in the construction sector and do you have any data that would support
this notion?

Ms. Abraham. The data for construction, by way of preface I might
say, as I think we have discussed on previous occasions, is a little hard to
interpret month to month because construction is so weather sensitive.

This winter, we had a very mild January. Construction employment
through the first quarter was really strong, reflecting in part I think the
fact that it was possible for people to be out there working on projects
that under more normal conditions might have had to have been shut
down.

In recent months, we saw a big decline in April, and a decline in
construction employment in June. It is hard to know the extent to which
that is sort of a payback for the first quarter having been so strong.

Having said that, if you look at the growth in construction
employment over the year to date, comparing July to December of last
year, the growth over that period as a whole has been 11,000 a month,
which is running behind the pace that we saw in 2000 either over the
whole year or for the comparable period. So when I look at that I am
seeing some softening in the employment data for construction.

Representative Saxton. Thank you. Commissioner, since
manufacturing firms often contract out to the help supply industry
couldn't some weakness in this industry also reflect in the weakness in
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the manufacturing sector? And, also, how does the level of employment
in this industry compare to the level of 2000?

Ms. Abraham. I think that the weakness in help supply probably
does, at least in part, reflect weakness in manufacturing. Anecdotally, we
do know that these help supply firms supply substantial numbers of
people to manufacturing, and there is sort of anecdotal information based
on press accounts and so on that some of the manufacturers are cutting
back on their use of these temporary folks.

We don't have any way to quantify that. What we get from the help
supply firms is just how many people they have got on their payroll. We
don't know where they are sending them. That is not something we are
able to collect. But I think it likely is almost certainly tied to what is
going on in manufacturing.

Over the past year, from July of last year through July of this year,
employment in help supply is down by 387,000 on an initial base of
about 3.5 million. So that is a decline in excess of 10 percent of the
employment in the industry.

Representative Saxton. Let me ask one final question and try to
make an observation. We have covered most - we have covered many
sectors of the economy. Let me ask a question about the high-tech sector:
What has the trend been in the high-tech manufacturing employment over
the last year and how many jobs have been gained or lost since July,
2000?

Ms. Abraham. To answer that question, I would need to start with
a definition of high-technology employment or high-technology
manufacturing employment. We define a group of industries that we call
high tech based on employment in the industry of people working on
research and development and people in technology-oriented
occupations. We identify industries with lots more of those people than
the average as being high tech. So that is what I am talking about when
I say that.

If you look at what has happened in the industries that we identify as
high-technology manufacturing industries over the last year - let me just
do the math here - it is down by about 227,000, which is about 3.8
percent over the year.

Representative Saxton. Well, Commissioner, thank you very much.
We have been joined by Senator Reed and by Congressman Watt and

Congressman English.
I would just like to make an observation, which this information

gives us an opportunity to understand. The losses in manufacturingjobs,
as demonstrated by trends in GDP over the past 12 months, pointed out
- and let me just point this out for the other Members because I think this
is very important - growth in gross domestic product over the last four
quarters has dropped at a significant rate. Our second chart also shows
this trend in manufacturing employment. The trend lines show this
decline started in the second quarter of last year.
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This is something that we all have to be concerned about. And in
conversation with the Commissioner, together we identified at least three
reasons why this may have happened.

The first had to do with increases in interest rates during 1999 and
the first half of 2000 brought about by the Fed, which perhaps for good
reasons worried about the overheating economy at the time, and about
inflation in the future and tried to avoid the bad effects of the Phillips
curve, which essentially means that an economy that grows too fast for
too long causes inflation.

I don't happen to believe that that is a valid theory, but there are some
who do, and this could have been something that brought about the
change in policy.

Second, energy prices began to go up dramatically in 1999, and it is
obviously going up in the first two quarters of 2000. And, as a matter of
fact, they continue to go up even beyond that. They have begun to
decline now, which, of course, is good news. And the Commissioner
pointed out that the international situation as it relates to U.S.
international trade also became somewhat of a concern during this period
of time and may have contributed to this year-long decline as well.

The good news is that the Fed has reversed its policy on interest
rates; and we are hoping that sometime soon, maybe in the last half of
this year or the first quarter or so of next year, that that will begin to take
effect. We have had a reversal in tax policy during 2001, which we hope
will have some positive effect on the economy. And, of course, as was
mentioned a minute ago, energy prices have begun to drop significantly.

So if the theory is correct that these factors worked together to cause
the slowdown which occurred last year, then perhaps the new policies of
the Fed, coupled with some change in tax policy, coupled with some
decrease in energy prices costs will have the opposite effect in the
months upcoming. We hope so.

In any event, I have enjoyed the interchange that we have been able
to have, Commissioner.

Senator Reed, the Vice Chairman, has joined us, so let me turn to
Senator Reed for any statement or questions he may have at this time.

Senator Reed. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
First, let me welcome Commissioner Abraham and also thank you for

holding this hearing. This is an important tradition of the Committee, to
review these statistics, particularly on certain times as we are
experiencing uncertain times.

My colleagues are delayed now by a vote in the Senate, so I assume
they will be arriving shortly to join us.

But I would note that this is my first hearing as Vice Chairman of the
Joint Economic Committee, and I look forward to working with you, Mr.
Chairman, and all of our colleagues.

I can recall that we first met in this room as Members - and we are
that old - of the Merchant Marine and Fisheries Committee, which no
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longer exists. That historical moment aside, I look forward to working
with you.

Over the last several years, we have had some extraordinary
economic prosperity and consistent economic growth. So this period of
slowing GDP growth demands some judgment and insight to understand
what is going on. That is why I think it is particularly important we are
here today.

It is also important at this time, as employment softens, as GDP
growth declines, to be particularly sensitive to those people who are the
most vulnerable to these types of changes, the low-income workers in
many different sectors of the economy. So I hope we can spend some
time focusing on those concerns. But let me turn to some questions.

First, Commissioner, in many parts of the country initial
unemployment claims are declining, yet the unemployment rate seems to
be steady, and that suggests either inconsistency in the surveys or
something perhaps even counterintuitive. Can you help explain those
apparently conflicting points?

Ms. Abraham. Let me just make a couple of comments in that
regard.

I guess the first comment that I would make is that unemployment as
measured by our monthly household survey is a very different thing than
unemployment that is measured by people who are collecting
unemployment insurance benefits. Our effort is to count everyone who
is looking for work and available for work, and there is a much broader
pool than the set of people collecting unemployment benefits. So the two
often don't move together.

I guess the other comment that I would make is that the
unemployment claims numbers are extremely volatile from one week to
the next, depending on things that may be going on. They can jump
around quite a lot. That, in turn, causes some difficulty in seasonally
adjusting those numbers, and so you can get erratic movements.

If I am really looking for a statistic that gives me a picture as to what
is happening with people who want work and can't find it, I would look
at the monthly household survey data, rather than focusing too heavily on
the claims data.

Having said that, in a number of recent weeks, initial claims are
running at a faster pace than we had seen at earlier points in time, so I
don't think you are truly inconsistent.

Senator Reed. This raises perhaps a larger question. That is, that
looking at the various surveys, both initial claims and the unemployment
rate, some are suggesting that we are bottoming out, that we have reached
the end of the decline and that there will be an upturn. Can you give us
any insights as to your perception?

Ms. Abraham. No. Really, what I can comment on is what we have
seen to date, and I prefer to leave it to others to try to project the future.

Senator Reed. Fair response. We have a tendency to look at those
industries which are shedding jobs - manufacturing, as the Chairman
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points out is a classic example - but there are still some industrial sectors
and service sectors that are desperately looking for workers - health care
is one that I think of particularly - and managers, professionals, et cetera.
Can you comment on situations where the existing labor markets are
tight, and what does that suggest overall to you?

Ms. Abraham. Sure. I think you make a very good point when you
say that, relative to historical standards, that the labor market today is
still fairly tight. There are times in the not-too-distant past when the
thought that we could ever get unemployment as low as 4.5 percent
wouldn't have been believed by people. So, by historical standards,
unemployment in particular does remain fairly low.

You are also correct that, in terms of where we have seen substantial
job losses in recent months, they have been very concentrated in
manufacturing and also in the help supply industry, which is the
temporary help firms. They have also taken a bit of a beating.

But the other thing that has changed is that, even outside of
manufacturing and help supply, we have seen a slowing in the rate of
growth of employment. Industries that for long periods of time added
jobs regularly, month after month after month, at this point in time many
of them are not adding jobs. There are some that continue to add jobs.
Health services is one. We continue to see growth in engineering and
management services.

Over the longer haul, the year to date, we are seeing growth in
construction continue, which is in some sense a little bit surprising. So
there are pockets where in recent months or at least over the year to date
we continue to see growth.

Senator Reed. Are there any regional pockets also in terms of areas
where unemployment remains robust and other areas where it is of
concern - or I should say employment remains robust?

Ms. Abraham. Particularly when we get this first report our focus
tends to be on the national picture, because that is really what at this
point we have the data for. We at this point don't have state-by-state
numbers. Those come along a little bit later. So we do have figures
through June on employment growth regionally and State by State; and,
as I guess has been true for a very long period of time, the more rapid
growth in employment has tended to be in the western part of the country
rather than the eastern part of the country. But I don't have any particular
insights beyond that to offer.

If I could ask my colleague, Phil Rones, to comment on the
unemployment figures.

Mr. Rones. Just looking at the data that we produce for the states
and the regions, the unemployment rates, which as you know have gone
up maybe half a point or a little bit more at the national level, the biggest
increases have been in the Midwest; and that goes along with what you
have seen in the problems with manufacturing. So, just as an example,
in the Midwest overall the unemployment rate has gone up from 3.7 in
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June a year ago to 4.2 percent. That is a little bit bigger increase than in
other regions of the country.

Senator Reed. Thank you very much.
Let me ask one additional question and then withhold so other

Members can ask questions, and perhaps we can do a second round if that
is appropriate.

It also appears that businesses are experiencing a slowing in
productivity. Last year nonfarm labor productivity went up by less than
half the rate it had maintained over the previous 4.5 years, and that raises
several questions. Do you believe the productivity slowdown is a
cyclical phenomenon? And then, also, given the importance of
productivity in supporting economic growth and also in terms of- and I
know we don't get into projections here - but in underlying many of the
projections that we rely upon for making our decisions, can you just
comment generally about productivity?

Ms. Abraham. With respect to the productivity experience of the
recent past, as you know, productivity growth in the past few years had
been quite strong. We had really seen a pickup in productivity growth,
which is, of course, unambiguously a positive thing.

Recently, productivity has dropped off a bit. It could be that that is
a cyclical thing. If you see slowing in output growth or in some cases
even slowing in output, and employers are slower to cut back on
employment than they are to cut back on production, that is the kind of
pattern that you would expect. So I will have a better sense as we get
more data.

You also were curious about what we might see going forward, and
I guess I would only say I am as curious as you to see what the data will
show.

Senator Reed. Well, we will all wait on the arrival of the data then;
and I thank the Chairman.
[The letter and accompanying data from Commissioner Abraham to
Senator Reed appear in the Submissions for the Record on page 53.]

Representative Saxton. Before I move to my friend from
Pennsylvania, Congressman Phil English, let me just say that my friend
from Maryland, Senator Paul Sarbanes, has arrived. We thank you for
being here with us. We know you had a vote in the Senate, which held
you up, and we are pleased that you are here.

Let me just, if I may for one moment, follow up on something that
Senator Reed just brought up which I think is an extremely important
point and that is the effect of productivity on economic growth.

One of the things that we watched very carefully up until the
beginning of the decline in the middle of the last year was that
productivity seemed to be having a marked positive effect on economic
growth, which started during the very early 1 980s and then continued on
through the 1 980s until we had a very brief interruption in the last quarter
of 1990 and early 1991. Then the economic growth started again, and
one of the factors we thought was playing in that positive growth was the
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use of - or the increase in - productivity because of technological
developments. Do you have any data that you can tell us about that
speaks to that seeming cause and effect of technological improvement
and its effect on the economy?

Ms. Abraham. I do not have anything that speaks very directly to
the issue that I think that you are getting at, but I would be happy to go
back and take a look as to whether there is any research that we are aware
of that would help shed light on that.

Representative Saxton. Now we, as a matter of fact, released a
study recently that developed the theory that the development of
technology and its effect on the economy was very positive. I think it is
something that we haven't looked at in great depth outside of the study
that the Committee has done, and perhaps that would be an area that we
could look into in a future hearing. Thank you very much.
[The July 2001 study, Information Technology and the New Economy,
can be found online at http://www.house.gov/jec/growth/it.htm]

The gentleman from Pennsylvania: Mr. English.
Representative English. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Commissioner

Abraham.
Commissioner Abraham, I must say I find your presentation very

interesting and also in some respects very disquieting. I would like to
maybe focus on a couple of details for starters.

One, within the manufacturing slump that you have identified, what
are the current trends with regard to the steel industry?

Ms. Abraham. Let me see whether I have here the detailed data for
steel. The most detailed information that I have with me is the data for
primary metals which steel would be the largest single component; and
if we look at employment in primary metals, it has been going down, as
has manufacturing overall, since the middle of last year.

Representative English. Well, in fact, steel has been declining
fairly steadily over a period of several years.

Ms. Abraham. If we go back to the most recent peak in employment
in primary metals, which was in June of 1998, we have seen a drop in
employment of more than 70,000, which is about 10 percent of
employment in the primary metals industry over that several year period.

Representative English. You have identified some of the sectors
that are involved in the slump as being within manufacturing, export
sensitive; and you have indicated that clearly because of the export
situation we have seen a significant loss ofU.S.jobs. Now Irealize some
of those are long-term trends, but you seem to attribute in your testimony
some part of that decline to a slump in foreign consumption because of
international economic conditions. May I ask, how much of this slump
in export of manufactured goods can be attributable to the strength of the
U.S. dollar?

Ms. Abraham. I am afraid that is just not a question I can answer.
Looking at the data, I can see that there have been substantial declines in,
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as I said, earlier employment in export-sensitive industries, but linking
the causalities is not something that the data let us do.

Representative English. I represent a district, within Pennsylvania,
which represents almost a unique concentration of manufacturing, and
much of it is very export oriented. So we are particularly interested in
that question.

Also, it seems to me most of the industries you have identified - and
going back to Senator Reed's question, he had asked you how long you
might anticipate it before there is a turnaround. I guess I would rephrase
that question. Are not many of the areas where you have identified a
slowdown typically lag indicators within the economy, reflective of
situations that were occurring last year and even before that? Aren't these
some of the areas of the economy where orders are made longer term and,
as a result, it is only after the economy has rebounded that you start to see
a rebound in some of these particular sectors of manufacturing?

Commissioner, can you comment on that?
Ms. Abraham. You certainly will collect that in terms of the effects

of economic development on employment as well as on the level of
economic activity overall, that there are often significant lags. I had been
looking at employment, total employment and how movements in total
employment, which is itself often considered a lagging indicator, relate
to turning points in the economy as identified by the National Bureau of
Economic Research's Business Cycle Dating Group; and employment
overall lags what they identify as turning points in the economy by a
couple of months on average.

It would be interesting to do as you have suggested and to look at
some of these specific industries that have been hard hit in recent months.
We have not done that. I would be happy to take a look at that.
[The letter from Commissioner Abraham to Representative English,
including information on business cycles in export-sensitive
manufacturing industries, appears in the Submissions for the Record on
page 61.]

Representative English. I would welcome your input on that.
Mr. Chairman, my time is up, but I want to thank the Commissioner

for making this presentation. It seems to me it would be very helpful for
us to get a picture through some of these statistics of some of the
subgroups of the economy and specifically some of the sectors that can
give us an indication of- I think what you are presenting today is bad
news, but some of it is dated news, and some of it I think we might be
able to put in a better context if we had a sense of how some of these
areas might actually be the areas we would anticipate would be slowest
to recover from a slowdown.

I thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Representative Saxton. The gentleman's time has expired.
Senator Sarbanes. I wanted to just make an observation, if I could,

very quickly.
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Representative Saxton. Let me go to Mr. Watt, and then we will get
to the Senator.

Representative Watt. Mr. Chairman, as much as I have always
aspired to be senior to Senator Sarbanes, either in knowledge, service,
looks or otherwise, I am happy to have him go next in line.

Senator Sarbanes. I will just take 10 seconds.
There is an article in this morning's New York Times, on the dollar

valuation point which you made, which I think is extremely important,
about Treasury Secretary O'Neill who is now talking a strong dollar.
They make the point that when he was the head of International Paper
Company - because the article is about the loss of jobs at International
Paper - he had an entirely different refrain.

Representative English. I would simply point out that Secretary
O'Neill was the President of Alcoa, which is another one of our local
companies. But that perhaps may highlight the problems of using the
New York Times as a primary source.

I thank the Senator.
Representative Saxton. Mr. Watt.
Representative Watt. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you,

Senator Sarbanes.
Madam Commissioner, in addition to my service on this Committee

I have the pleasure of serving on the Financial Services Committee, and
we had the opportunity to have Chairman Greenspan come periodically
to deliver his exposes. And it started out being the Humphrey-Hawkins
hearings. I guess there is no such thing as Humphrey-Hawkins, but the
whole theory of Humphrey-Hawkins was that full employment was a
desirable thing. That is certainly the philosophy that I came to Congress
with and that I started my service with.

I was somewhat appalled to go to the first hearing and find Chairman
Greenspan saying that there was something desirable about
unemployment because his theory, the first time I heard him testify, was
that you needed at least 5.5 to six percent unemployment to keep the
economy from overheating. It seems to me that the entire paradigm has
shifted in a much more desirable direction over the nine years or so that
I have been in Congress.

Fortunately, even his perspective on that has changed. He came a
couple of times to our hearing and said, this can't possibly be sustained
because unemployment can't go down any further without the economy
overheating. And then he came and said, well, the decline in
unemployment is being compensated for by the increase in productivity,
all of which I understood and agreed with to some extent.

I am just wondering whether it is in your province to tell us what you
perceive to be the structural unemployment level that this economy is
going to have when all is said and done. What is the best-case scenario
we could have on unemployment without dramatic increases in cost of
living?
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Ms. Abraham. That I am afraid really goes beyond the data and the
interpretation of the data.

Representative Watt. I won't put you on that spot then.
Let me ask some more factual questions. Minimum wage is $5.15

per hour, which means that somebody working 40 hours, 50 weeks a
year, makes $10,300. That is below the poverty line. Can you tell me
how many people in this country are working below the poverty line and
what percentage of the workforce that is?

Ms. Abraham. Boy, we certainly have those data. I don't have them
here.

Representative Watt. Okay, so you could provide that to me.
Ms. Abraham. So it was the number of people below the poverty-
Representative Watt. And what percentage of the workforce that

is.
Nobody that is with you has that information either?
Ms. Abraham. No. We bring these large binders with lots of stuff,

but I am afraid we don't have that in it.
Representative Watt. Okay. That is fine.

[The report, A Profile of the Working Poor, 1999, appears in the
Submissions for the Record on page 99.]

Representative Watt. Let me go on to another question.
In a number of local communities, communities have gone on beyond

the concept of a minimum wage to something called a livable wage. In
fact, in my local community of Charlotte, North Carolina, where I live,
there was a big stadium referendum on the ballot that got defeated
because the city council would not agree to pay a hundred or so
employees a livable wage or commit to that; and a significant portion of
the community believed that that was important as part of approving a
sports facility, so they just voted down the referendum.

The question I would like to ask is, there are about 41 localities
around the country that have living wage ordinances or standards in local
communities. Does your agency track any of those local communities
and do you have any statistics about what impact those livable wage
agreements have on local or regional labor markets?

Ms. Abraham. We do not track those ordinances. I suspect that the
Wage and Hour Administration in another part of the Department of
Labor may do so. We likely also would have data on what has happened
to employment in those communities, though, again, it is not something
that we have looked at.

Representative Watt. You think that is something you could
provide to us?

Ms. Abraham. Certainly.
Representative Watt. I just - the argument is always made that a

livable wage requirement reduces demand for jobs and has some adverse
impact on the economy; and if there is some reliable information out
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there that would either prove that or disprove it or at least provide more
intelligent information about it, it would be very helpful to have.

Ms. Abraham. What we may be able to provide is information on
employment in at least some of these communities. It would require
considerably more in-depth study than we have done.
[Data on living wage ordinances appears in the Submissions for the
Record on page 10.]

Representative Saxton. Gentleman's time has expired. If you have
one more question in this segment.

Representative Watt. Thank you. Just one other thing that you
probably don't have with you that I think would be interesting to have is
information about people receiving TANF (Temporary Assistance to
Needy Families). That number apparently has fallen significantly since
1996 in the context of welfare reform; and it would be helpful I think to
know how many of these people are employed, if they are employed,
what kind of wages or income they are earning and whether you might
have any recommendations about how better to deal with people who are
leaving welfare and going into the workforce.

Ms. Abraham. We do have a research paper that was prepared by
one of our staff members looking from our household survey data at
people who were TANF recipients and then looking at those who stopped
receiving benefits, whether they were moving into employment or other
things. I am sure there is a great deal else to be done in analyzing this,
but I would be happy to share that work with you.

Representative Watt. That would be wonderful. I won't burden the
Committee with it, but it would be wonderful if we could just get some
written responses to those questions.
[The study, Note on the Possible Effects of Welfare Reform on Labor
Market Activities: What Can be Gleanedfrom the March CPS, appears
in the Submissions for the Record on page 71.]

Representative Saxton. .I thank the gentleman. And let me just say
that I thought your first question or observation was extremely important,
going back to - and it is easy to Monday-morning quarterback, especially
a couple of years after some policy which may or may not have been the
most productive was carried out, in this case by the Fed.

I don't mean this in any way to criticize the Fed, but the point that
Mr. Watt made relative to the perception at that time - or the seeming
perception - by the Fed that the labor shortage was about to be a factor
in bringing about bad economic times and the resulting Fed policy of
increasing interest rates to try to throw a wet blanket over the economy.
Looking back, I can't justify that policy.

Representative Watt. I think what has happened over a period of
time is there was a significant shift in the paradigm. Because technology
apparently made it possible for productivity to substantially increase, and
that made it possible, according to - I am the last person that should be
trying to explain or defend or elucidate anything Chairman Greenspan
says, but, as I understand it, his theory is that as productivity rocketed
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higher and higher you could have unemployment get lower and lower and
lower without having a resulting adverse impact on the cost of living; and
I think I understand that. You have got to have productivity, and I guess
one way to have productivity is to hire more employees. But if you can
make the employees you have more productive and need more
employees, which is what happened during this technology boom,
apparently, that that offsets in.some way.

Representative Saxton. And let me just say for the record that it
was Chairman Greenspan who for a long period of time held the position
that labor wasn't necessarily the key factor to look at. As a matter of fact,
it was Chairman Greenspan who for many years talked about the Phillips
curve and the faulty assumptions that were part of the theory that labor
shortage would cause inflation. As a matter of fact, it is too many dollars
chasing too few goods in Chairman Greenspan's opinion that causes
inflation, not a shortage of labor.

So it is one that you have got on the record, because we are
Monday-morning quarterbacking the Fed; and it was in fact Chairman
Greenspan who held many of the theories that we are now saying were
right.

Senator Sarbanes.
Senator Sarbanes. Well, thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
First of all, Mr. Chairman, I want to commend you for holding this

hearing and I understand that - I think you have already done it earlier in
the year - it is your intention to do them on a regular basis.

Actually, these hearings began in a struggle between the Congress
and the Executive Branch in terms of laying this information out to the
public. I think the Congress over the years has made a significant
contribution by holding these hearings, although occasionally it is
difficult because of the Congressional calendar and so forth, but I think
it is very important to hold the hearings. I very much appreciate your
doing this, and I generally appreciate your concern to make the JEC a
quality, functioning Committee.

In that regard, I also want to say it is a step forward for us that
Senator Reed is now the Vice Chairman of the Committee. I know he is
going to bring a lot of energy and commitment to the work of this
Committee. I am hopeful that you and he, working together, can develop
an agenda that all of us are supportive of and makes a real contribution
to economic discussion in the country; and I am looking forward to that.

Now, Commissioner Abraham, it is nice to see you again.
Ms. Abraham. Hi.
Senator Sarbanes. I haven't been able to make these hearings the

last couple of times. I understand that before I came in you were asked
a question about whether the economy was bottoming out, and you said
that you declined to forecast. Does nothing ever change?

Ms. Abraham. No, not that.
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Senator Sarbanes. Well, that has been a consistent answer by
commissioners since I have been here, and obviously it shows a
sensitivity on your part to what you can lay out and what you can't lay
out.

Now let me ask you a couple of questions which I hope you will be
able to answer.

The unemployment rate I understand this month is 4.5 percent,
correct?

Ms. Abraham. That is correct.
Senator Sarbanes. I also understand, though, that there has been a

- if not a shrinking - a significant deceleration in the growth of the labor
force, that people seem not to be coming into the labor force at the same
rate as was earlier the case, even though the population demographics
would lead one to assume that the numbers would be higher than they
are. Is that correct?

Ms. Abraham. Well, comparing July to December, the labor force
is up by several hundred thousand, which is a slower rate of growth than
we had seen over the prior year.

Senator Sarbanes. But that doesn't reflect some change in
population growth or the attaining of a labor force age on the part of
young people or anything of that sort, does it?

Ms. Abraham. No, it does not. The labor force participation rate,
that is, the share of the working age population that is in the labor force,
has come down several tenths of a percentage point since January.

Senator Sarbanes. If the labor force had grown this year at the rate
of last year's growth, if you had maintained the trend line, what would the
unemployment rate be this month?

Ms. Abraham. Roughly, if the labor force participation rate were
what it had been in December and what it had been the December before
that, we would have had about 280,000 more employed people. So that
would be a couple tenths of a percentage point more on the
unemployment rate.

Senator Sarbanes. Now what about the number of people that are
working part time who want to work full time? They are working part
time - I understand some people want to work part time, but others work
part time because that is all that is available to them. I think we call that
part time for economic reasons, is that correct?

Ms. Abraham. That is correct.
Senator Sarbanes. Has that number increased?
Ms. Abraham. Let me find the series on that so that I am citing the

correct figures for you. That number is up again several hundred
thousand over the year. In July of this year as compared to July of last
year, there were about 350,000 more people who were what we call part
time for economic reasons.
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Senator Sarbanes. So those are people that want to work full time.
They can't get full time work. So if you factor them into the
unemployment rate, where would we be?

Ms. Abraham. I guess I don't have a figure that is exactly that, but
if it is about 350,000 people that would be another 3/lOths on the
unemployment rate.

Senator Sarbanes. So we get up to about 5 percent or slightly above
if we had all these things that we have just been reviewing.

Ms. Abraham. If those people had been counted in the
unemployment figures, if we added in the change, that is how much it
would be. As I think you know, we do calculate, on a routine basis,
alternatives to the unemployment rate that are more inclusive in terms of
the groups that they cover. We do have one that includes these people
who are part time for economic reasons, as well as that whole set of
people who say that they would like to be working and who have actually
done something to look for work in the last 12 months, but aren't counted
as unemployed because they haven't searched recently.

If we were to add the so-called marginally attached plus these people
who are part time for economic reasons in with the unemployed, they
account for just over eight percent on a nonseasonally adjusted basis of
the labor force plus the marginally attached group as compared to an
unemployment rate not seasonally adjusted for the same month of 4.7
percent.

Senator Sarbanes. Well, the point I am trying to get at - and let me
see if you concur in this - is we have had arguments from time to time as
to exactly what we ought to include in the unemployment rate. And, of
course, we leave some things out of it that other countries include, but,
generally we work with these figures. On the other hand, when you are
trying to evaluate the economic situation and the unemployment rate
raises from 3.9 to 4.5 percent, it seems to me if you are trying to gauge
where the economy is it is also relevant to look at these other groups as
well that are not counted to see if the indices in those areas are worsening
in order to get a comprehensive picture of where the economy is.

It is one thing if the unemployment rate goes from 3.9 to 4.5 percent
and then all these other related areas more or less stay the same. Then
you are going to get the picture of just a 6/lOths of a worsening in the
unemployment rate, which is of course significant.

But in this instance we also have to take into consideration that these
other indices are worsening as well in terms of giving you some sense of
what the economic circumstances are. Am I correct that all these other
indices have worsened as I understand. And the situation is actually
worse or more serious than what one might deduce solely from the rise
in the unemployment rate itself?

Ms. Abraham. I think it depends in part on how you look at the
data. If you look over the last year, on a not seasonally adjusted basis,
which I am using because that is how we have these other figures, the
unemployment rate has gone up from 4.2 to 4.7 percent. Our most
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inclusive measure, the one that includes these marginally attached people,
the people who say they would like to work, but miss being counted as
unemployed because they haven't searched recently, and also the people
who are part-time for economic reasons, that rate has gone up from 7.3
to 8.1 percent over the last year.

Representative Saxton. Senator, your five minutes is now 10,
which is okay. Could you ask one final question?

Senator Sarbanes. I'm sorry, Mr. Chairman, I didn't realize the time
had-

Ms. Abraham. We do track these other measures, and I guess from
the perspective of trying to think about where the economy is headed, our
experience has been, and the recent experience is no exception, that they
tend to move up and down together. Their movement patterns aren't
always identical, but they very much tend to move up and down together.

Senator Sarbanes. But the most comprehensive measures you have
of unemployment put it at 8.1 percent; is that correct?

Ms. Abraham. The share of the unemployed, plus the marginally
attached, plus the people working part-time for economic reasons,
divided by the labor force, plus the marginally attached, that, the former
group is 8.1 percent of the latter.
[The letter from Commissioner Abraham to Senator Sarbanes appears in
the Submissions for the Record on page 124.]

Senator Sarbanes. Thank you.
Representative Saxton. Thank you very much.
Senator Sarbanes. Mr. Chairman, I apologize. I didn't realized my

time had elapsed.
Representative Saxton. Thank you very much. If I may suggest, we

are going to have a second round here, but if we will all limit ourselves
to five minutes, that will be fine. Let me just turn for a minute to my
home state situation, Commissioner. In New Jersey the economic
situation data and the - if we could just look at those for just a minute.
Understanding that they are obviously from earlier months, what do the
recent trends in employment and unemployment suggest about the State
of New Jersey's economy and in what industries does employment growth
seem strongest and perhaps in which segments in New Jersey does it
seem the weakest?

Ms. Abraham. I know that Phil has a package here with some of the
information for the State of New Jersey, and perhaps I could ask you,
Phil, to comment on what the data we have at hand show.

Representative Saxton. Thank you, Mr. Rones. Proceed, please.

Mr. Rones. We may have to follow up with you with some
additional information. I have some summary information that we
provided to the staff for you. If you look at just the overall
unemployment rate in New Jersey, last fall we had rates of 3.8 percent,
roughly in line with the national rate. The rate for June was 4.5 percent,
again identical to the national rate. So overall, I would say that New
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Jersey has very much mirrored the national economy or at least the trend
in New Jersey for the payroll employment. We have seen very little job
growth over the year. In fact, so far this year, so far in 2001, we have had
no net job growth whatsoever in New Jersey, again not very different
from the national picture.

What I don't have is a detailed industry-by-industry look for you, and
we can actually provide that quite quickly to the staff as soon as we get
back.
[The employment data for New Jersey appears in the Submissions for the
Record on page 131.]

Representative Saxton. Thank you. I am anticipating the answer
to my next question then and you may need to provide this after you have
a chance to review it as well. But we have a map of New Jersey here,
which shows a county-by-county breakout of the unemployment rate, and
it appears that some of New Jersey counties are doing very well with less
than two percent unemployment. Others are between two and three
percent, others between three and four percent. And then two counties,
which, when you pass through or drive through them, a cursory look
would indicate that their economy is doing okay, but they are between
seven and 10 percent unemployment, and that is curious to me.

I guess the question is, do you have any information that would
explain this? And if not, can you provide some information that might
be helpful in helping us to understand that?

Mr. Rones. We will provide more detailed information. But I notice
that one of the counties with the high unemployment rate is Cape May.

Representative Saxton. Yes.
Mr. Rones. And one thing that we know, in areas that tend to have

big seasonal swings in economic activity, when you look at their annual
average unemployment rate, as you have in front of you, it would tend to
be high because you are averaging these peaks and valleys of economic
activity. So that is just one thing that jumps out at me when I look at that
map you referred to.

Representative Saxton. Well, that may be, but Atlantic County,
which doesn't find itself in the same category, is also a big tourist
industry county, as is Burlington County and Monmouth County, and
they don't find themselves in anywhere near the same condition relative
to unemployment.

I know this is not the kind of thing that you specifically came this
morning prepared to discuss, so if you would just take whatever time that
you need to look at this kind of a question and get back to me, I would
very much appreciate it.
[The information appears in the Submissions for the Record on page
131.]

Mr. Rones. Certainly.
Representative Saxton. Thank you very much. My time has

expired. Senator Reed.
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Senator Reed. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Commissioner, it appears that the duration of unemployment has been
rising since April, and today you report that the median duration of
unemployment has risen again to just under seven weeks.

What does this rise in unemployment duration and related measures
tell us about where we are in this current economic cycle?

Ms. Abraham. What you may have in mind in asking that question
is the pattern that is typical for unemployment duration. When
unemployment rises, the economy softens. We often see going along
with that increases in the duration of unemployment as some of those
who are unemployed take longer to find jobs. It tends to lag a little bit
behind the increase in unemployment, and I think it is not inconsistent
with what we are seeing in the rest of the data that we are starting to see
that uptick.

Senator Reed. I don't want to once again get into the forecasting
mode, but does that suggest anything about two issues: one, where we
might be relative to a potential recovery period, and, second, and
particularly since so much of the apparent loss of jobs comes from
manufacturing, is this spreading from the manufacturing sector to other
sectors? Is there any interrelationship that you can discern now on those
two issues? You might decline about the recovery. But does it suggest,
or indicate, where we are in the cycle? Second, does it suggest that we
might be seeing an interrelationship between the sectors?

Ms. Abraham. The part of that, that in principle I would be happy
to answer if I had the figures here. As to whether we are seeing this
increase in duration concentrated among people who had been employed
in particular sectors, I don't have those data here, but that is something
that I should be able to take a look at .

Senator Reed. If you could do that, I would appreciate that,
Commissioner. And you are gracefully not commenting upon what it
tells us about recovery. So thank you so much for being consistent. If
not illuminating, you are consistent.

Once again I want to commend you, Commissioner, for your
testimony and also the Chairman, because I do think these are valuable
forums to get the information out publicly and to raise questions which
can be responded to here or later. I thank you, Commissioner, and thank
you, Mr. Chairman.

Representative Saxton. Thank you, Senator Reed. Senator
Sarbanes.

Senator Sarbanes. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Commissioner, the unemployment rate was at 3.9 percent last September
and October, correct? Less than a year ago.

Ms. Abraham. That is correct.
Senator Sarbanes. What was the most comprehensive figure of

unemployment at the time comparable to the 8.1 percent figure which
you gave me a few minutes ago?
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Ms. Abraham. Let me see. We have the figures for the year earlier.
I do not believe I have the full series of month-by-month figures here,
though it would be easy to obtain that and provide it to you.

Senator Sarbanes. Do you have the figure for the end of 2000?
Ms. Abraham. No, I have the figures for the last few months and

the figures for a year ago for comparison purposes.
Senator Sarbanes. What is the year ago figure?
Ms. Abraham. That was the figure we were talking about, the 7.3

percent.
Senator Sarbanes. I see. Okay.
Ms. Abraham. Because these series are not seasonally adjusted, and

because there may be a seasonal element to it, the year ago figure is
probably the most relevant comparison. The standard unemployment rate
was about the same then as it was this October. So-

Senator Sarbanes. Is the worsening of the unemployment over this
time period, does that sort of track past experience? Is it ahead of it or
behind it?

Ms. Abraham. I am not sure I understand the question you are
asking.

Senator Sarbanes. Well, the unemployment rate has gone up a half
a point in about six months, correct?

Ms. Abraham. Right.
Senator Sarbanes. Now, when you look back over previous

softenings of the economy, is that going up rather quickly, rather slowly,
or about comparable with previous experience?

Ms. Abraham. I understand the question. I am looking at a graph
here that shows what has happened over previous periods as we entered
recessions. We of course do not yet know at this point whether we are
entering a recession. The upward movement in unemployment in recent
months is, if anything, looking at these data, I would be inclined to say
that the increases at the start of these recessions was sharper than what
we have seen in recent months. Let me find the-

Senator Sarbanes. Now the manufacturing sector, though, I take it
is the hardest hit currently?

Ms. Abraham. Right. That is correct. To take the most recent
recessionary period at the start of the early 1 990s, we had a number of
months of decline in manufacturing employment that the recent declines
that we have seen in manufacturing employment are at least as large as
those we saw during that recessionary period.

Senator Sarbanes. Right. So if you were at least working just off
the manufacturing, and you are concerned about not having a recession,
there would be real reason for some alarm about the situation based on
the past experience?

Ms. Abraham. I have to say that the employment numbers that we
are seeing in manufacturing are comparable to the employment numbers
that we saw during the recession of the early '90s.
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Senator Sarbanes. Yes. Okay. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Traditionally, this Committee has shown some concern for the adequacy
of the resources available to the Commissioner and the Bureau, and I
wanted to ask the Commissioner about that. I have talked with Secretary
Evans and the Chairman of the Council of Economic Advisors, both of
whom seem interested in trying to boost this statistical infrastructure of
the Federal Government. I have not yet had a chance to talk to the
Secretary of Labor. Alan Greenspan, actually, in one of his testimonies
before us said that while he never supported spending programs, one
exception was to try to get an adequate statistical infrastructure because
he thought the added cost was very small and the added benefits were
very large, and he thought it made a good deal of sense.

What is your situation, your budget situation? How able are you to
bring your various measurements up to current standards and to develop
new series that take account of the changing economy and so forth?

Ms. Abraham. I have been pleased in recent years by both the
receptivity of the Executive Branch and the receptivity of the Congress
to proposals that we have brought forward to improve our data,
particularly our major economic indicators. We do have this year as part
of the President's budget a proposal for some further, and I think highly
desirable, improvements to the Consumer Price Index that I very much
hope we will end up getting the money to make. So that is the thing that
I am particularly looking at in terms of funding at this point in time.

Senator Sarbanes. Okay. Well, we will see what we can do to try
to help you. I think it is very important.

Ms. Abraham. We appreciate that.
Senator Sarbanes. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much.
Representative Saxton. Thank you, Senator, and thank you,

Commissioner. I would like to thank the other Members of the House
and Senate who were here today.

As far as I know, this is the last official meeting on the House side
before the August break, so it is notable that these Members have been
willing to stay to have this discussion with us. And Commissioner-

Senator Sarbanes. It is notable that it was done by the Joint
Economic Committee.

Representative Saxton. It is notable that it was done by the Joint
Economic Committee, that is true.

Commissioner, thank you, and Mr. Dalton, Mr. Rones, for being here
today. I think it was a very good discussion, particularly as it related to
the long-term economic trends that we were able to discuss through 1999,
2000 and of course this year.

We are all concerned about the condition of the economy, and we
hope that, as was suggested by one or two of the other Members, that it
has bottomed out, but we have watched it as it declined through the last
half of 2000 and the first half of this year, and we are hoping that we will
see some upward movement as a result of some policies that have been
changed, policies that have been changed by the Fed, policies that have
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been changed in tax policy, as well as policies that we had little to do
with that have to do with energy costs.

So thank you for being with us. We look forward to seeing you again
in the fall, and the Committee stands adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 10:56 a.m., the Committee was adjourned.]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF
REPRESENTATIVE JIM SAXTON, CHAIRMAN

It is a pleasure to welcome Commissioner Abraham before the Joint
Economic Committee (JEC) once again to report on the release of new
employment and unemployment data for July.

As I have noted since last year, U.S. economic conditions have been
and remain quite weak. A survey of economic data shows that the U.S.
economy has been in a serious slowdown for the last year or so. The rate
of real GDP growth has slowed dramatically over the last four quarters,
and investment has plunged. Moreover, manufacturing employment has
trended downward over the last year. These and other data demonstrate
that the effects of the economic slowdown have been widespread.

However, on the other hand, consumer spending and the housing
industry have held up surprisingly well. This year the Fed has
aggressively cut interest rates, Congress has reduced the tax drag on the
economy, and energy prices are retreating. Although I am in agreement
with many economists that these factors should work to foster an
economic rebound by early next year, I'm still concerned about the
vulnerability of the economy to shocks and disruptions.

The employment data released today reflect the economic slowdown.
Payroll employment declined 42,000 in July, a poor performance relative
to the 225,000-250,000 increases typical during the healthy economic
expansion. Manufacturing employment has been in decline, and has lost
837,000 jobs since July 2000. The unemployment rate remained
unchanged at 4.5 percent.

The domestic economic situation is cause for concern, but the
international economic situation is also problematic. A worldwide
economic slowdown coming all at the same time magnifies the potential
for cascading contractionary forces to undermine the U.S. economy.
There are also weaknesses in the international financial situation that
bear close examination. I continue to believe that an easing by major
central banks in the U.S., Europe, and Japan should be considered to
alleviate potentially deflationary pressures.

In the event others do not act, it would be appropriate for the Federal
Reserve to act on its own to reduce interest rates. Chairman Greenspan's
policy actions in 1998 did much to stabilize the international economic
situation. Although the circumstances are different today, actions by the
Fed could have very positive effects not only for the U.S. economy, but
for the international economy as well.

All Americans look forward to the resumption of healthy economic
and job growth. The economic slowdown has caused job losses in several
sectors, but manufacturing has been especially hard hit in the last year.
Fortunately, the economy seems to have avoided slipping into a
recession, and there are indications that the slowdown may have
bottomed out. However, policy makers must remain alert to any signs of
economic deterioration and be ready to take further actions if needed.
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

I would like to thank you for the opportunity to

comment on the labor market data for July released this

morning.

Total nonfarm payroll employment continued to erode in

July, with a net loss of 42,000. Manufacturing employment

continued its year-long slide, and most other industry

divisions had little or no job growth. The unemployment

rate remained at 4.5 percent in July and has been

essentially unchanged since April.

75-383 2001 - 2
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Manufacturing employment declined by 49,000 in July.

During the first 6 months of the year, job losses had

averaged nearly 100,000 a month. The largest declines in

July continued to be in electrical equipment (-24,000) and

industrial machinery (-21,000). These two industries, which

produce high-tech products such as computers and

communications equipment, account for about 40 percent of

the 632,000 manufacturing jobs lost thus far this year.

Elsewhere in manufacturing, autos, chemicals, and apparel

showed gains in July, following job losses over the April-

June period, although this month's gains may merely reflect

vagaries in the timing of summer plant shutdowns.

Construction employment was little changed in July, as

growth in nonresidential and heavy construction was offset

by a decline in special trades. Although many barometers of

construction activity remain at relatively high levels, we

have seen some recent softening in construction employment.

The services industry, which has been a steady source

of employment growth for decades, has shown no net job gain

since March. A major factor in this weakening has been the

large job losses in the help supply industry. In July,

employment in help supply services declined for the tenth

month in a row, for a total job loss of 429,000 over the

period. This industry provides workers to other businesses;
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thus, the decline in its employment reflects the weakening

in manufacturing and other industries. The services

industry also provided some of the very few bright spots in

this month's report, as substantial job gains continued in

health services and in engineering and management services.

Average hourly earnings for production and

nonsupervisory workers in the private sector, at $14.35 in

July, rose by 4 cents over the month. Over the year,

average hourly earnings were up 4.4 percent.

Looking at some of the data obtained from the survey of

households, the unemployment rate, at 4.5 percent in July,

was unchanged from June and has remained essentially the

same since April. The jobless rates for major worker groups

saw little or no change over the month. Rates for all these

groups were somewhat higher than their recent lows reached

last year.

I would note that the household survey data in today's

release reflect an expansion of the survey sample from about

50,000 to about 60,000 households. The expansion, which

began last fall, was undertaken by the Census Bureau to meet

the program requirements of the State Children's Health

Insurance Program (SCHIP).

Last fall, we said that we would defer the use of the

additional sample in the official national labor force
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estimates. This delay was intended to allow sufficient time

to evaluate the differences between the estimates obtained

from the current and the expanded samples. Since there were

no significant differences in the national labor force

estimates derived from the two samples, we are incorporating

the additional sample into the official national estimates

beginning with today's release.

In summary, total nonfarm employment declined further

in July. Manufacturing continued to shed workers, and few

industries throughout the rest of the economy showed

significant job growth. The unemployment rate remained at

4.5 percent.

My colleagues and I would be glad to answer your

questions.
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THE EMPLOYMENT SITUATION: JULY 2001

Nonfarm payroll employment continued to decline in July, and the unemployment rate was unchanged
at 45 percent. the Bureau of Labor Statistics of the U.S. Department of Labor reported today. Payroll
employment was down by 42,000 over the month. Job losses continued in manufacturing, and employ-
ment in most other major industries showed little significant change.
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The number of unemployed persons was essentially unchanged at 6.4 million in July, and the unem-
ployment rate held at 45 percent The jobless rate has been either 4.4 or 45 percent since April; its
most recent low was 3.9 percent in October 2000. The rates for all the major worker groups-adult
men (3.9 percent), adult women (3.9 percent), teenagers (14.8 percent), whites (4.0 percent), blacks
(7.9 percent). and Hispanics (6.0 percent)-showed little or no change over the month. (See tables A-I
and A-2.)

Total Employment and the Labor Force (Household Survey DaWas

The civilin labor force grew by 420,000 in July to 141.8 million, and the labor force participation
rate-the proportion of the population 16 years of age and older who are either working or looking
for work-edged up to 66.9 percent. Total employment increased by 447,000 over the month to
135.4 million, seasonally adjusted. Despite this rise, total employment in July was still 620,000
below its January 2001 level. The employment-population ratio rose slightly in July to 63.9 percent
(See table A- I.)
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Table A. Major indicators of labor market activily, seasonally adjusted
(Numbers in thousands)

1 Quaerly averages Monthly data I June-
Category 20T01 2001 ! July

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ I t| t May I June I July I change

HOUSEHOLD DATA

Civilian labor force..........................
Em ploym ent..............................
Unem ploym ent...........................

Not in labor force.............................

All workers......................................
Adult m en...................................
Adult wom en..............................
Teenagers...................................
W hite ....................................... 1
Black .........................................
Hispanic ongin...........................

ESTABLISHMENT DATA

Nonfarm employment...............
Goods-producing .

Consttuction.
Manufacturing......................

Service-producingt.....................
Retail trade.............................
Services..................................
Government.........................

Total pnvate....................................
Manufacturing.........................

Overtim e...............................

Toutu pnvate....................................

Average hourly earnings,
tutaU private................................

Average weekly earnings.
total private.................................

Labor force status

141.858 141.461 141,272 1441.'354 141 774
135.864 135,13 135.103 134,932 135.379

5,994 6.331 6,169 6.422 6,395
69,171 70.07 70,254 70,370 70,147

420
447
-27

-223

Unemployment rates

4.2 4.5 4.4 4.5 4.5
3.7 4.0 3.9 4.0 3.9
3.6 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.9

13.7 14.0 13.6 14.3 14.8
3.7 3.9 3.8 4.0 4.0
8.1 8.2 8.0 8.4 7.9
6.2 6.5 6.2 6.6 6.0

.0

-0.1

.1

.5
.0
-.5
-.6

Employment

132.559 p132.485 132,530 p132.437 p132,395 p-42
25.621 p25.314 25.324 p25.198 p25,151 p-

47

6.878 p6,867 6.881 p6.86
7

p6,868 PI
18,188 p17.885 17,879 p

17
.
766

p
17

.
717

p-
4
9

106,938 p107,171 107,206 pl07.239 pl0
7
,
244

p5
23.448 p23,549 23,546 p23.570 p23,576 p

6

41.026 p41,053 41.078 p41.087 p41,064 p-23
20,673' p20,777 20,770 p20,815 p20,846 p31

Hours of work'

34.3 p34.2 34.2 p34.2 p34.2 p.0
41.0 p40.8 40.7 p

4
0.7 p40.8 p0.1

4 I p3.9 3.9 p3.9 p3.9 p.O

Indexes of aggregate weekly hours (1982=100P

152.01 P151.41 151.51 p151.21 p151.0 p-0.2

Earnings'

$14.10 pS14.25 014.24i p514.31 p$14.35 pS0.04

484.21 p487.46 47.01 n48940" n490771 1 T37
' Includes other industries, not showm separately.
I Data relate to private production or nonsupervisory workers.
p=prelminauy.

__-w=,
.. _
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About 7.5 million persons (not seasonally adjusted) held more than one job in July. These multiple
jobholders represented 5.5 percent of the employed, the same as a year earlier. (See table A-10.)

Persons Not in the Labor Force (Household Survey Data)

About 1.2 million persons (not seasonally. adjusted) were marginally attached to the labor force in
July, about the same as a year earlier. These were people who wanted and were available for work and
had looked for a job sometime in the prior 12 months but were not counted as unemployed because they
had not searched for work in the 4 weeks preceding the survey. In July, the number of discouraged
workers was 308,000. Discouraged workers, a subset of the marginally attached, were not currently
looking for work specifically because they believed no jobs were available for them. (See table A-10.)

Industry Payroll Employment (Establishment Survey Data)

Nonfarm payroll employment was down by 42,000 in July to a level of 132.4 million, seasonally
adjusted. This was the third decline in the past 4 months, resulting in a net loss of about 260,000 jobs
over the period. Manufacturing employment continued to fall, but July's decline was the smallest so far
this year. The other major industry groups posted little or no change in employment over the month.
(See table B-I.)

In the goods-producing sector, manufacturing shed 49,000 jobs in July, bringing total losses in the
industry.since July 2000 to 837,000. The decline this July was less than half the size of the losses in each
of the prior 3 months. In July, employment in electrical equipment and in industrial machinery continued
to decline,.by 24,000 and 21,000, respectively. So far this year, these two industries together have lost a
total of 247,000 jobs, accounting for about 40 percent of the total job loss in manufacturing. Employ-
ment in primary metals fell in July, the ninth consecutive monthly decrease. In automobile manufacturing,
employment has fallen by 45,000 so far this year despite an increase of 11,000 over the month. Among
nondurable manufacturing industries, printing and publishing experienced another large employment
decline in July and has lost 65,000 jobs in the past 12 months.

Employment in construction was little changed in July, following a decline in June. Monthly job
growth in the industry has averaged 11,000 thus far in 2001, compared with 18,000 per month in 2000.
In July, job gains in heavy construction were offset by losses in special trade contracting. Job growth
continued in mining. Oil and gas extraction has added 21,000 jobs so far this year, while metal mining
has lost 7,000.

-In the service-producing sector, employment in the services industry was little changed overall in July.
The help supply industry, which provides temporary workers to businesses on a contractual basis, lost
42,000 jobs in July. This was the tenth consecutive monthly employment decline for this industry, and its
losses since last September now total 429,000 jobs. Large employment gains occurred in health services
(25,000) and in engineering and management services (13,000).

Employment in retail trade was little changed in July. Job gains in eating and drinking places (40,000)
and automobile dealers (5,000) were partially offset by losses in food stores, apparel stores, and building
materials and garden supply stores. In July, employment in wholesale-trade was unchanged following
three months with large declines. Job losses in the distribution of durable goods were exactly offset by
gains in the nondurable-goods component of the industry.

Employment in transportation and public utilities was little changed in July, following a decline of
16,000 in June. After gaining an average of 14,000 jobs a month in 2000, employment in the industry has
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changed little on balance since December. Air transportation and transportation services continued their
declining employment trends with small job losses in July.

Finance, insurance, and real estate employment edged down in July, following a larger decline in
June. Together, the June and July job losses in this industry totaled 18,000. Security and commodity
brokerages continued to shed jobs and accounted for most of the 2-month decline.

Employment in government edged up in July, with most of the gains in state and local government
education. This was the second consecutive month of large seasonally adjusted job gains for state
education employment, as light hiring for the school year last autumn resulted in smaller than usual
layoffs during the summer months.

Weekly Hours (Establishment Survey Data)

The average workweek for production or nonsupervisory workers on private nonfarm payrolls
was unchanged in July at 34.2 hours, seasonally adjusted. The manufacturing workweek ticked up by
0.1 hour to 40.8 hours. Manufacturing overtime was flat at 3.9 hours. Over the past 12 months, the
factory workweek has fallen by 1.0 hour and factory overtime by 0.8 hour. (See table B-2.)

The index of aggregate weekly hours of production or nonsupervisory workers on private non-
farm payrolls fell by 0.1 percent in July to 151.0 (1982=100), seasonally adjusted. The manufacturing
index was unchanged at 98.1. The factory index had declined in each of the previous 5 months, and
has fallen by 8.3 percent over the past 12 months. The current level is the lowest since March 1983.
(See table B-5.)

Hourly and Weekly Earnings (Establishment Survey Data)

Average hourly earnings of production or nonsupervisory workers on private nonfarm payrolls
increased by 4 cents in July to $14.35, seasonally adjusted. Over the month, average weekly earnings
rose by 0.3 percent to $490.77. Over the year, average hourly earnings rose by 4.4 percent and average
weekly earnings grew by 3.8 percent. (See table B-3.)

The Employment Situation for August 2001 is scheduled to be released on Friday, September 7, at
8:30 A.M. (EDT).

Expansion of the Current Population Survey (Household Survey) Sample
Effective with the release of data for July 2001, the Current Population Survey (CPS) sample size

has increased from about 50,000 to about 60,000 households. Beginning in September 2000, the
Census Bureau began to expand the monthly sample for the CPS as part of its plan to meet the re-
quirements of the State Children's Health Insurance Program legislation. The Bureau of Labor
Statistics (BLS), however, deferred the use of the expanded sample to allow sufficient time to evaluate
the differences between the 50,000-household sample and the expanded 60,000-household sample.
BLS evaluated the monthly data for the November 2000-April 2001 period and found no significant
differences in the national labor force estimates derived from the two samples. Thus, BLS has incor-
porated the additional sample into the July 2001 official national labor force estimates presented in this
release. Since estimates from thetwo samples were virtually identical, household data for the first
6 months of 2001 will not be revised. Annual average data for 2001 from the household survey, how-
ever, will be based on expanded-sample data for all of the months of 2001. The August 2001 issue of
Emplwyment and Eamrings will contain an article discussing this sample expansion in more detail.
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Explanatory Note

Thi news nkase: pe msents statistcs from two mijor sureys, the
Cturent opulation Survey (hoosehold survey) snd the Current
Employment Staeitics storey (establishmtent survey). The hotusehold
survey provides the information on the laher form employment, snd
unemploymetet than appears io the A tables. morked HOUSEHOLD
DATA. It is a sample svey of shoot 60.000 hIouseholds conducted
by the U.S. feous Bureau for the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS).

The establishlmeut suirvy provides the information on the
emrploYent. hroos and earninos of workers on nonfaorm payrolls that
appears in the B tables. oarked ESTABLISHMENT DATA. This
infonrmaios is collected fhom payroll reors by BLS in cooperaoion
with State agemaes. In fue 2001. the sample included ahout 350.000
eseabisbmeors employirg shout 39 million people.

For both surveys, the data for a gcio tonth rlate to a particular
week or pay period. In the household survey. the referrnce week is
gset y the colrrdZfr week that contatns the 12th day of the month.
In the estaldishosear survy, the reference persod is the pay period
including the 12th, which may or may not conrespond dihretly to the
calendar week.

Coverage, defirniflonsa, and dffrenices

between surveys
Eoosehold survy. The sample is selectcd to reflect the entire

civilian noninsmmritonal population Based on respones to a series of
questions so work andjob search activines, each person 16 years and
over in a sample household is clasified as employed, unemployed, or
not iu the labor force.

Peopleamclassified asemploywed if they did soy work at all as paid
emrployees during the rfernce week: worked in their own business.
profestun, onr on their own farm: or worked without pay at least 15
hours in a fbuily busineus or.farm. People ae also. counted as
employed if they wes temporurily absent from their jobs because of
ilnessbead weather. vacaon. labor-uatrngesuot disputes orpersonal
resons.

Pople aa classified as unespfoyal if they aim all of the fol-
lowing crterai: They had no employment during the reference week
they were avmable for wrk att dhat tin orAl they made specific effors
to find employment soretme during the 4-week pesiod earaing with
the refernct week. Pasns aid off frm ajob asnd expecting rcall
need not be looking for work to be counsted us unemployed. The
unemploymetmf data deried from the hoeteltold survey in no way
depend upon the eligbihity for or receipt of u-employnaent insance
berefits.

The cIrthan inborforce is the sum of employed and unemployed
petsons Those aot classified as employed or unemployed are rot or
the Laborforce. The ttesoyarsse ru is tthe number unemployed as
a perrem of the labor force. The niborfonweparmciaon rote is the
labor fornt as a percent of the populatio, snd the eanpiaymenr.
PoPdadon ro isto the employed as a percent of the population.

Esftlafishlnt sury. The sample essitaishernums are drswn
from pivte ra nnfarmh businases ruch at facucets, offices. and sares.
as well as Federal, State, and local governmaent esne. Eemsployle on

ttfrwsn payrolls amr those who receved pay for my part of the
eferaoce pay period. including persons on paid leave. Person am

counted in each job they hold. Hotro, aneidsmtnigs data we for pdvate
businesses and relate only to production workers in the goods
prothictug sector and nonsupervisoty workers in the arevice-produang
sector.

Differences in employment estomstes. The nmernus conceptual
and methodological differences between the household asnd
estahishnesrsurveysresotinomnpoantdisdnconmin theemploymem
estimates derivrd from the sureys. Among these ae:

*Thebhousehod sorn y intrdessagnoubalwrkmsdtseff-erdplye
ouidfauf lywomkerk.andpsosatmboldvrorkorsonogthemrpbyed.

These groups are ecluded from mte establishmsur I vey.
* The household survey ieludes peeple on unpatd leave smnog the

employed. Th. establishment urvey does ou.
* The househld rvny e limitedto workers 16 yarsofge asndolder.

The esrtablishmet toosey is uet limited by age.
* The household surey has so duplicaion of itdivithtals. blesase

itdividuula, am couned only one. evn fthey held mc-than ouejob. Is
the establishesent survey. employees working n more thastusoe job and
thos apparing on mme thatn one payroll woutd be counted sprrartey for
each ppeanoce.

Other differences between the two surveys sur described in
'Comparing Employment Estimates from Household snd Payroll
Surveys." whicb may be obtatned from BLS upon request

Seasonal adjuatment

Over the courst of a year. the size of the nitisons labor force snd
the levls of employment snd unemployment undorgo sharp
fluctustons due to such seasonal events s chunges in wesher.
reduced or expanded production. harvests. major holidays. asd the
opeung and clesing of schools. Tbt effect of such seasonal varisios
can be very Zlarg: seassnal fluctuaionsmayaccomtfor tmauch s
95 percent of the mouth-to-mouth changes in unemployment

Because these seasonal evemu follow a more or less regular
patruneach year. their influence om saisticalnds can heelimmnated
by adjusting the stattstics from month to month. These adjusumenus
make nooseasonal devlopmens. such as declines in ecnnomic
acdvity orintcreasts in the partitipation of wome in thelaborforce,
easier to spot. For exuatple. the large number of youth entering the
lahor force each June is likely to obscure any other changes that have
taken place relativ to May. making it difficult to determint if the
levl of economic activity hus ristn or declined. Howev. because

the efect of students finishing school in previous years is known, the
statistics for the currant yeorcnan be adjusted tsollowfor a comprhble
change. Insofor as the seasonal adjustment ia mtade correctly. the
adjusted figure provides a mr useful tool with which to analyse
changes in econmiotc actvity.

In both the household and estoblishment sureys, moat seasonally
sdjZseted series ar independently adjusted However, the adjusted
serien for many major estimates, such as total payroll etploymept
employment in mast major industry divisions, total empliyme. tand
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runemployment are computed by aggregatng independently adjusted
component series. For example. rural unemployment is derived by
summing the adjusted series for four major age-sen components: this
differs from the unemployment estimate that would be obtained by
directly adjusting the total or by combining the duration, reasons, or
more detailed age categories.

The eunerira factors used to make the seasonal adjustments are
redcubtted twice a ye r. For the household suamey, the factors oe
calculated for the ianuary-lune period andagain forthe July-December
period. For the establishment survey. updated factors for seasonal
adjustment are calculated for the Mday-October period and introduced
along with new benchmarks. and again for the November-Aptil period.
In both surveys. rentsios to historical data am made once a yew.

Reliability of the estlrnates
Statisdcs based on the household and establishment surveys are

subject to both sampling and nosrampling error. When a sample rather
then the entire population is stuveyed. there is a chance that the sample
estimates may differ from the 'tue" populadion values they represmn
The exact difference. or samp/ifg error, varies depending on the
particular sample selected, and this variability is measured by the
standard error of the estimate. There is about a 90-percent chance. or
level of confidence. that an estimate based on a sample will differ by
no more than 1.6 standard ermrrs from the -true- population yalue
because of sampling enor. BLS analyses arm generally conducted at
the 90-percent level of confidence.

For example, the confidence interval forIthe monddy change in toal
employment from the household srey is on the onderof plus or minus
292,000. Suppose the estimute of total employment increases by
100,000 from one month to the nest. The 90-pevcen confidence
interval on the monthly change would range from -192,00 to 392,C00
(100.000 -/. 292,000). Thew figures do not mean that the sample
results am off by thes mageniudes bua rather that there is about a 90-
percent chance that the ntue over-the-month change lies widen this
interval. Since this ronge includes values of less than zero. we could
aot say fidence dtat employment had. in fact, increased, If.
however, the reported employment rise was half a million, then all of
the values within the 90-percent confidence interval would be greater
than zero. Ien Sis case. it is sikely (at least a 90-percent chance) thau
an employment rise had. in fact, occursed, The 90-percent confidence
inmeva for the momnhly change in unemployment is +/- 273,000. and
for the monthly change in the unemployment rate it is i/- .19
penrentage poirtm

In generai. estimates involving many individuals or establishments
have lower standard ensors (elative to She size of die estimate) than
estimates which are based on a small cumber of obsrvaties. The
precision of estimates is also improved when the data are cumulated
over time such as for quarterly and annual aveyges. Tl seasonal
adjusmsent process can also improve the stability of die monthly
estimates.

The household and establishmem sureys am also affected by
nenuamptig error. Nonsampling erors can occar for maany reasons.
including the failure to sample a segment of die population, inability
to obtain information for all respondents in die sample. inability or
unwillingness of respondents to provide correct information on a
timely basis. mistakes made by respondents. and erims made in the
collecdon or processing of dhe data

For example. in the establishment survey. estimates for the most
recent 2 months am based on substandally incomplete returns: for this
reaston these estimates are labeled preliminary in the tables. It is only
after two successive nrvisions to a monttdy estmate. when nearly
alI sample nrports have been received, tht the estmate is considered
final.

Another major source of nonsampling error in dhe establishment
survey is the inalility to capture, on a timely basis. employment
generated by new fir s.,Tororfe foreais systematic undeestimation
of employmm growdl (and other sournes of error). a process known
as bias adjusoment is included in the survey's estimating procedures,
wheseby a specified number of jobs is added to dhe monthly sample-
based change. The size of te monthly bias adjustment is based largely
on past relationships between the sample-based estimates
of employment and the total counts of employment described below.

The samphe-based esaimates from the establishment survey am
adjusted once a year (on a tgged basis) to univse coutms of payroll
employment obtained from administrad vrecords ofthe unemployment
insurance program. The difference between the March sample-based
employment estimates and the March universe counts is ktnown as a
benchmark revsion. and serves as a rough proxy for total survey error.
The new benchmarks also incorpoarue changes in the classification of
industries. Over die past decade, the benchmark revision for toal
nonfarm employment hmd averaged 0.3 percent, ranging from zero to
0.7 percent.

Additional statistlos and other Information
Mam comprehensive statistics am commnted in Employmen5 and

E4oriags, published each month by BLS. Iris availabe for $26.00 per
issue or $50.00 per year from the U.S. Goveroment Printing Office,
Washingtonr DC 20402. All orders must be prepaid by sending a
check or money order payable to the Superintendent of Documents. or
by eltarging to Mastercard or Visa.

Employment and Earnintg also provides measures of
sampling enor for the household suney dara published in dds
release. For unemployrment and osher labor force categories, these
measures appear in tables I-B dhrough I -D of it fixplanamry Notes.-
Measures of the reliability of the data drawn from the
establishment survey and ihe acnual amounts of revision due to bench-
mark adjustments ame provided in tables 2-B through 2-H of thatd
publication.

Information in this release will be made available to sensory
impaired individulas upon rquest Voice phone: 202-691-5200,
TDD message referral phone: l-SOO-877-t339.
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HOUSEHOLD DATA
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EsTA*0.58m860r vATA ESTABUS8HU68 DATA

TO*. 1-.E * y .19 8 8 8 1 8 4.t- p yrdb,8 by 1410,8

( 5V 8 1 8 8 8

698..I ody -48. -_ S.8908Y 48.4-

J000 .,y ." 1.7 FJIY Ma20. 1 za. I =I~a 1068 Fz
T.Wa .......................... 131,739 133.147 133.925 132.246 131.899 132,654 132,489 132.530 132.437 133,39

Total povl ....................... 112,129 111,954 112.747 1l2Z520 111,180 111,943 111.742 111 760011622 111I 949

.................................. 26.105 25.349 25.955S 25.400 25.774 25.602 25.421 25,324 25.196 25,151

l.61*....... .... ..................... 51 563 573 574 542 557 560 584 565 566
M" wd1.98....... ...... .......... 41.1 36.5 3254 34.9 40 38 37 37 35 34
00911199............................ 75.9 76.1 77.A 77-9 76 79 75 76 78 78
00 g.r &888 ....................... 316.3 335.8 34323 344.4 313 331 335 339 340 341
N.,1.t0.ft ~ e.W tft ll........... 117.5 114.3 115.7 117.0 113 113 113 112 112 113

00,085.61.0............................. 7,019 6.939 7,122 7.213 6.678 6.929 6.832 6.991 6.867 6.86
CG. . ....................... .1592.5 1.55632 1.594.5 1,619.7 1.525 1.552 1,548 1.556 1,549 1.993
H..798008.898 MW 0688849........ 966.6 955.7 98.2 1.003,6 697 930 915 933 926 932
5860,81984.09-9.88.................. 4,466.3 4,431.9 4,53&8. 4,589.8 4.35 4.439 4.389 4.402 4,392 4.393

Ma--l9, ......... ........a ... ..... . 19.93 17.848 17.991 17.793 189554 180116 16,069 17.879 17.700 17.717
618419.9 wt.klo. .................. 12.649 12.041 12.03 11,893 12.688 122354 12.166 12.066 11.963 11.924

D.Mbi. g884 .......................... 11.179 10.772 10,756 10,= 113507 105941 10.870 10,778 10.695 10.846
6194.C.898.91 . .... ............ ..... 7.08 7.33 7.211 7086 7635 7.358 7.398 7.33 7.160 7.120

Lal.V- W- P91.081419 ... 0.......... 47.3 793. 808.1 8068 838 799 8000 797 798 785
F06W66a8 ..... ... ............. 557.8 537.8 533. 5349 569 54 543 540 532 532
St_.. day, a98l6s641PM ... 9815 577.2 560, 5S0 581 078 077 574 671 576
6169,591898849041 . ..8... 69689 857.9 654.9 649.1 700 671 667 666 654 848

BI80I9,88..l14b6686,9p.l&l 225.7 211.1 211.3 209.2 (1) (1) 11) (1) (1) (11
Fa88.184 n.6 1900 ........... .... 1.5331 1,488.6 1.487.1 1,465.4 1I54 1,569 1.503 1.488 1.479 1.478
198.1.8.w 85.Dd 8y.5,4 qA.14 ........ 2.. 133.4 2.004.9 2.039.9 .067.6 Z.137 29864 2.072 2.054 2.931 Z.010

00C 91.9.5 1451i. O6a86..9...... 363.8 363.3 3583 393.4 392 369 387 386 '357 391
EWCU0 .d 9.10- .981.69 AydaMe 1.734.3 1.8562 1.62851 1,5987 1,790 1,715 1.684 L,85 1.624 I.SW

Ei866o500.l19.. 98169o.. 91.5 666.3 692.1 639.2 689 702 666 670 848 637
T1.99.899.do * 691.90.1,835....... .... .7 1.76,0 1.767.7 1,741.1 1.655 1,775 1.768 1.757 1.753 1,759

MIt. *id.~ W 6p1 .......... 993.9 943.3 940.6 939 1,015 905 856 939 934 848
Aft10,W8 6 .91 ...... .-....... ....... 405.0 484.1 465.9 464.2 486 465 484 465 468 488

85s~ .0 9881814819 ............ 857.3 864.1 8677 864 856 671 866 865 889 869
Mi1.6898,.. 8.1401.............. . 362. 397.2 396.1 396.9 396 381 300 367 369 399

N4.98.CW88g89 ..... .. ..... .......... 7.35 7.076 7.103 7,081 7.347 7.175 7.139 7.101 76071 76071
61041880, -i. . .................. 5,953 4,896 4,82 4.87 S.083 4.89 4806 48931 4,803 4,864

F89.d W Wdd .8610 ... .... ...... . 1.710.3 1,660.4 1,68434 1,708.9 1.688 1,6867 1,607 1.884 1.686 16685
Tob8 81941 ......... ... -. 35......... W0 39.7 31.2 308. 34 32 32 33 33 33
T.ft "plo 110140.539.0............... 489.6 478.6 468.8 5SW 494 4089 400 472 470
Apo"0. 8,1 041. 1880 81041.88..9....... 27.7 561.1 576.8 584.5 637 586 591 579 589 573
686816048584PM80108............... 6698.6 638.9 838.8 634.4 656 642 841 838 635 632
P R gh d 856 16614.18 -.............1,154.1 1,498.7 1.498,6 1,489.8 1.503 1,534 1,512 1.502 1,496 1,488
Ch1.114088...1.. ............. 1,037.8 1,834.5 1.040.0 1,542.3 1.036 1.539 1.038 1,033 1,034 18041
F*&W181l 989 86818 tg ............ 139.5 127.6 139.1 131.6 126 126 126 127 128 128
R.bb8. W.,1 PIW=PM8 ........... 1,09089 859.8 961.3 848. 1.013 973 967 989 954 896
La.41.,.914j ft ..... .......... 71.4 MI, 00.9 61.7 74 68 66 80 84 84

S-A--p0.d6,o41 ..1 .. ................... - ;188834 107,798 106970 106.796 106,125 167,052 10F70668 07 107 107339. 167.344

T1.19901880a18,4PAW1I.9,.0.... ........ ~ 7,019 7,138 7,148 7.886 7034 7.137 7,119 7,13D 7,114 7,119
TM.9118960.9 - ,..,, - 4.512 49589 4,889 4,84 4.53 4.991 4.576 4.584 4,99 4O5N

686M 48.d .689p8,.,. .... ....... . 2286 2303 228.7 227.9 235 23D6 226 226 257 227
L-W W 14 .49a. 18.1.98S19..ft 419.3 581.9 4890.5 418.6 477 480 477 483 489 491
Thb0,98g.94 M*..666 ......... ....... 1,8824 1,856.5 a 1,89.3 1.898 O89 1672 1.884 1667 1,869 1,88
9618 O..18t0,.,..... ......... .... 26.3 254.5 207.9 315.3 .195 351 202 203 361 204
T899 90888.,86 .9, 1381.7 1.368.3 1.367.1 l.=6 1.2 1,318 1,313 1,315 1,310 1.366
Pfp.w.,.9. g9 ---------…--- 1460 13.7 14.1 14.3 14 13 14 14 14 14
TI.a9 nW W M .......... ......- 478.4 471.9 47035 470.0 473 479 475 472 466 46

C66.M88*WOo..90 811660WON......... Z5067 2.544 2.55 Z.553 2.498 2.536 2.543 2.54 3844 2.544
co .91. 1~..,,. - 164036 1698.7 1,705.6 1698.8 18647 18869 1696 18696 79 1 .697L
Ebtk66. gm W0 86*wy 8.948 88738 848.6 852.4 8537 091 848 8447 7 846 847

86*0884. .. - 79065 79040 7.089 7.007 7.030 7066 700S3 7.038 7022 7.0
omm aw -----, -- ------- 4.31 4.172 4,184 4.173 4.201 4.196 4.167 4.174 4,165 4,153
N.94.9 ....... ....-......... ZS 2.88 2.96 2.084 2.838 2670 2966 Z.84 2.857 2.96
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ESTABUSHE0IT DATA 
EMTARUSHEWT DATA

T ob -11. E l - _ al 1 1*.1 py.o bY k l _y-0o88 8.d

(60 8M-8f)

F~~~~~ Ut -- hb. - I .. l* dA.WuI__ _oo___2001____001__ 2801P 1 2000 281 200a 8P8

FWat0 ..... .............................. 23.418 23-58 23.780 23.683 23.311 23.457 23.530 23.546 23.570 23.57B-ddV -i-b-M -d...PH. ..- 1,4483 1,051.6 1.0658. 1.042,4 1.014 I.00" 859 1.00 1015 8.00C.-W0 16060668. 2,702.4 2.7350 2.7582 2,743.8 2.82 278 2.804 2.821 2823 2.81406865-08 ...........6...... ... Z4088 2396.8 2.417.4 2.404.3 2.470 2.74517 2.459 2.473 2.478 2.465FOod 80......... . .............. 3,54708 3,536.5 3.581.2 3.880, 3.523 3,55 3.562 3,553 3.547 3,527A=08l8t0 06418680M6M800000008..... 2.437.7 2.43508 2,452.6 2.455,5 2.412 2.428 2.421 2.428 2.438 2.435N-6 -I801d6 -408.86.0 ........1. 1121.0 1,128. 1.131.9 .13,8. 1.116 1.124 1,122 1.126 1.127 1.131A~p6161608..8y U-o ..',. . 185 1,5030 1,515.8 1,213,5 1,186 1,238 1238 1.231 122 1,218F-t- M 688o6.- k.8oogo.888 ,28,5i 1,124-5 1.12584 1,128.4 1,135 1.147 1.140 1,136 8.136 1.136E8818.o-d **'WV0-~p . k 8,78. 8,383,5 8.4944: 8.430.6 8,2 B.;158 8,513 8,516 8,548 8,581M8006681068680j8416.lOB ....... . 3,28. 3.118.4 310774 3.054 3,88 3,151 3.180 3.150 3.15 3,147
818668 686468..............1 . 7.82 7,648 7.858 7.715 7,036 7.618 7.626 7,644 7,831 7,628F*68 -... .. ................... . .... 3.7-8 3,761 3.784 3,788 3.701 3,755 3,761 3,770 3,788 3,76306P80 y.8187008 .. . 2,880 28.7Z05.858 2,053.7 2.024 2,8028 2.032 2,037 2.040 2.040Co~11..0ooWbfl4. . . 1,43=5.7 1,04231.8 1,434.4 1,435.3 1.425 1.418 1.421 1.428 1.428 1.42504o81o4425ivf ... ............ 254, 25488 25706 258.2 252 25 255 2S5 256 256N8860P6088409805880. .... . 677...... ,5 687,0 703.4 702.8 67S 688 681 687 701 700MM80 0 04.1.- 60 br0616. ....... 304A 314.7 319,5 318.6 3D4 386 .3D6 313 316 318060401. 8618 00110 Iko 758.8 775.8 768.1 768.8 751 781 780 776 768 762.VW068016o8 ff-ol8.~ 2520 288.1 25088 281.5 251 260 258 260 261 261656408806 ~~~ ~............... 2.350 2,557 2.38 2.368 2.60 2,303 2.356 2.358 2,358 2.308b60688080680161S .......,,... 8,55II1 1,587, 8,604,5 1.6086 1,585 1.58 15956 1,58 1.58 1-,508018000,80608888.0106688.658668088. 758.2 758.8 768.2 761 6 755 760 760 760 758 759666.8880t ........ . ...... ................ 1,550 1,522 1.540 1,550 1488 1.510 1088 1.516 I1507 I1,58
S.1,W .2.. .......... ........ . . ....... 40.898 41,537 41.497 41,488 408495 41.073 40803 418078 4188f7 418064A81Oi06166486. 8884 801.7 818,8 0281 788 828 824 8234 834 835608406808688.8 6606 ......... 2.01885 I.046.4 2,062.8 2,083.7 18923 18960 18944 18935 1093 1I2P-w 4ol~.. .... ..~., 1,281 1,2558.4 1,548.7 1.234.0 I,50 1,280 1,567 1,7 Z" 2I8 12668100868008 ., ... . 9.22.7 9,658.8 8,708. 8.6408 0.884 9882 8729 98782 0.668 9800.I.0.... .68 ...... ....... 1,081.0 1,016.6 1.02080 1,0096 886 1.067 18008 1,013 18809 lOP- w.P68601

8 0
y6,-0

. 3.8285 3506, 3.57788 3,5246 3,989 3.684 386W 3.508 3,558 3,516HI461p84p8566.1 ........ 3,521.2 3,16382 3.186,0 3,131.5 3.585 3,583 3,28 3.168 3.160 3,118C0860.1 dC M. 886 ..60 s.,oIo 2.5,8 1 2.18402205:7 2,510.6 2.106 2,18 28589 2,206 2,M58 2.AM061-.4 o8880 dP.,I*6 ......... 1284.7 1.3096 1,3127 1.321-2 1,548 1288 1:38D 1,2D9 1.302 1,51484866600688-6 ........80 ....... . 388.8 383,5 30308 3038 365 364 364 383 3610 5M~lI8..0840 - -, 67 61 88 8 8 81 587 58 584186668680681868000806001808. 2..:: 0530s 1.673 2048.8 2.10983 1,730 1.775 1.764 1,787 1.776 1.7625l-60681808 ...... 10.1210 10285,8 10,358.1 10.388.2 108897 10,55 10,588 10.204 10,328 0,04%0ffr_ 0 dkf_ 8886d8J008 ... 1, .4 1,7.7 1,98652 10988.5 18923 18862 18967 18973 1.888 15605N16480og P.8 p.W 4106.T68i. ..... 1.7670 1,510.8 1.82489 1.825.8 1.703 1,511 1.818 1.814 1.828) I =HOS6880 .......... 4,001,5 4.063,4 4,082.1 4.111.0 39868 46855 48862 4.071 4.086 4.06H- h.WM 068o6608. ........... 645.1 647.1 64980 649.3 840 648 646 645 M4 849I.gw- .. ...... .............. ... . IAMB6 1,822.8 1,043.8 150426 l,01 1.02 18021 8.027 1,027 18026Ed8Wi8W.88408 ..................... ,0480 2.475,8 2~=. 2.13D0 2.337 2364 2,386 2.431 2.428 2.4280681618.6 - .......... 846.8 3,065.2 3.040.4 3,01481 26883 38889 3.233 3.030 38852 3.042Chid8 doy ..........08.0 . 658.1 771.1 72330 682. 715 739 743 745 752 762R868188061813.4 868.1 601.1 8058 887 838 835 642 845 848
8458 d, W.., ,W I 118. 113,4 118.6 121,7 107 188 108 110 III 112. . .... .............. .. 4Z54.7 Z44824 2,536,5 2.508.1 2,4861 2.489 2.489 2,486 2.487 2,489Eogo.6lol sl 0861g61.o 668806 3,448.1 3,5077 3,504.4 3,568.8 3,423 3,510 3.017 3,512 3.028 3,042E0g066ro~g80d .50d8041608. .. 1.0300 1.004,3 1,076.0 1.085,2 I.= 1.052 1.803 1.007 1.088 1,584686g880186 P0185408060808.. ..,. 1,089.1 1,121,8 1.135,3 1,137.3 1.080 1.125 1.124 1.121 1.125 1.128

Go ..o......e.............. ... 19,888 21,180 200578 19.728 20.719 20.781 20.747 20.770 2850A 2806F~d.W .... .2........... .. 837 2.615 2.628 2.088 2.828 2.613 2.815 2.812 2.601 2,58F646d8.Oo. ; Po1401.......... 1.8,80. 1762,5 1,778.8 1.771,8 1,857 1.754 1.758 1.704 1.752 1.7480808...... . ........ ........... 4.53 4,813 4.700 4.640 4,782 4036 4. 647 405 4. 888 4.88
E80.4188 . 8738.0 _.125,5 1875 8 .78789 2.033 2,058 2,060 2.068 Z087 Z.10306860Stu.85 ............ .... 2.761,5 2787,59.824.4 2.841,6 2.749 2,781 2,782 2.768 2,783 2.7899L~w...... ............. 12.243 13065 13,507 12.477 131117 13,28 13,280 13,304 13,306 13,284,880.4..........................6285.7 7,888 7,550.3 6,342.0 7.438 7,402 7.495 7,012 7.S28 7,52O_1lo80041_50006 ... ............. .. 887,5 5,76108 6,858.8 6.154,5 0.678 5.778 5.788 5.782 05.13 5,518
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AUG 17 20I

The Honorable Jack Reed
Vice Chairman, Joint

Economic Committee
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

At the August 3 hearing of the Joint Economic Committee, you
requested further information on recent changes in the level and
duration of unemployment among the manufacturing labor force.

Unemployment levels over the past year have risen, but the
manufacturing industry, particularly its durable-goods
component, has been hit hardest. From July 2000 to July 2001,
total unemployment has risen by about 800,000, from 6.0 million
to 6.8 million (not seasonally adjusted), according to the
Current Population Survey (CPS). A substantial portion of the
increase in unemployment has occurred in manufacturing (about
300,000) with two-thirds or 200,000 occurring in durable goods
alone.

Over the past year, the median duration of unemployment has
edged up from 5.5 to 6.2 weeks. (This means that, as of July
2001, half of the unemployed had been looking for work for at
least 6.2 weeks.) Among those last employed in manufacturing,
the increase was slightly larger, from 6.9 to 7.8 weeks. For
durable goods manufacturing, the median duration of unemployment
has risen from 5.9 to 8.4 weeks. (See enclosed table 36.)

Another measure of unemployment duration is the number of
workers who have been unemployed 15 weeks or longer as a percent
of the total labor force (which includes both the employed and
unemployed). For all unemployed persons combined, this series
has risen marginally, up 0.2 percentage point to 1.1 percent
from July 2000 to July 2001. In manufacturing, however, this
proportion has risen by 0.6 percentage point to 1.6 percent. In
durable goods manufacturing, the share of workers unemployed for
15 weeks or more as a percent of the industry's labor force has
doubled, from 0.7 percent to 1.5 percent.
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The Honorable Jack Reed--2

AUG 17 20O1

I hope this information is. helpful to you. Please let me know

if I can be of further assistance. Philip Rones, Assistant

Commissioner for Current Employment Analysis, can be reached on

202--691-6378 and would be happy to answer any follow-up

questions that you or your staff may have regarding these data.

Sincerely yours,

KATHARINE G. ABRAHAM
Commissioner

Enclosure



Table 36b Unemployed persons by duration of unemployment, Industry, class of worker, and sex, July 2001 (based on CPS)
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Table 38. Unemployed persons by dumtlon of unemployment, industry, class of worker, and sex, July 2001 (based on CPS) - Continued
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Table 36. Unemployed persons by duration of unemployment, Industry, class of worker, and sex, July 2000 (basecon CPS) '
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Table 36. Unemployed persona by duration of unemploymen9 Indusry, clats Of worker, and sex, July 2000 (based on CPS) - Continued
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U. S. Department of Labor Commissioner for
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Washington. D.C. 20212
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The Honorable Jim Saxton
Chairman, Joint Economic Committee
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

At the Joint Economic Committee Hearing on August 3, you asked
about the relationship between productivity growth in recent
years and technological development.

The Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) publishes measures of
multifactor productivity (MFP), which compare the growth in
output to the growth in capital and labor inputs. The BLS
presents MFP in a framework designed to show how the use of
capital inputs contributes to trends in output per hour ('labor
productivity-). The 'high tech, category of information
processing equipment and software (IPES) represents a portion of
capital investment, along with more traditional types of
capital.

From 1973 through 1995, output per hour in the private nonfarm
business sector grew at a 1.4 percent annual rate, with the use
of capital input per hour worked accounting for 0.7 percentage
point of that. Over the same period, the IPES portion of
capital accounted for roughly half of the capital effect (0.4
percentage point). From 1995 through 1999, output per hour grew
faster--at a 2.4 percent annual rate--and capital accounted for
1.0 percentage point of that growth. In this recent period,
IPES accounted for almost all of the capital effect,
contributing 0.9 percentage point to the growth in labor
productivity. Investment in 'high tech' equipment and software
clearly has had a major effect in labor productivity,
particularly in the recent past.

In addition to the efficiencies from using information
processing equipment and software, the more efficient
manufacture of high tech equipment also affects the productivity
statistics. We can address this issue using BLS data on
productivity for the industrial machinery and electrical
machinery industries. We estimate that the productivity gains
in these industries (which produce much of the high tech
equipment and also other products but not software) accounted
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for an additional 0.3 percentage point per year of the
1:4 percent annual average rise in private nonfarm business
output per hour from 1973 to 1995. The total of the two
estimated effects (the increased use and the more efficient
manufacture of high tech equipment) in this baseline period was
0.7 percentage point--roughly half of the output per hour trend.
From 1995 through 1999, the more efficient manufacture of high
tech equipment accounted for 0.7 percentage point per year of
the 2.4 percent upward trend in output per hour. Thus, the
total of the high tech effects in this recent period was
1.6 percentage points, accounting for about two-thirds.of the
labor productivity trend.

I hope this response is useful to you. If you have any
additional questions, please let me know. Should your staff
wish to follow up on the productivity data, they should contact
Marilyn Manser, Associate Commissioner for Productivity and
Technology, at 202--591-5600.

At the JEC hearing, you also asked for more information about
the employment situation in New Jersey. July employment and
unemployment data for the State are.being released today. We
will incorporate this latest information into our assessment and
send that to you next week.

Sincerely yours,

KATHARINE G. ABRAHAM
Commissioner
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The Honorable Phil English
Joint Economic Committee
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Congressman English:

At the Joint Economic Committee hearing on August 3, you
asked about business cycles in export-sensitive
manufacturing industries, such as steel. Generally
speaking, we find that employment in these industries tends
to turn downward earlier than employment in general, and
that downturns in these export-sensitive industries tend to
continue beyond when the overall economy begins to recover.

The Bureau compiles an employment series each month for
export-sensitive industries--a group of industries that had
at least 20 percent of their employment tied to exports in
the base year (1990). The series begins in 1988.
Employment in export-sensitive manufacturing industries
peaked in February 1989, 17 months prior to the 1990-91
recession, and then continued to decline until 2 years
after the end of the recession. Employment expanded until
1998, when the Asian economic crisis began to have an
impact on U.S. manufacturing industries. After a period of
decline and then a plateau, employment in export-sensitive
manufacturing industries has dropped sharply since the
start of this year. The pace of recent job losses has been
similar to that observed during the 1990-91 recession.

All types of primary metals industries, including steel.
are part of the export-sensitive series. Employment trends
in primary metals have been quite similar to those of the
export-sensitive manufacturing series, described above.
Historically, large declines in primary metals employment
have led or coincided with the beginning of official
recessions. All five recessions since the end of 1969
follow this pattern at the national level. Job losses
typically continue beyond the end of the recession as well.

75-383 2001 - 3
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Employment losses in primary metals accelerated in 2001.
Since peaking in June 1998, the industry has lost 71,000
jobs, with 38,000 of these losses occurring in the past 7
months. The last time this industry experienced
significant losses for an extended period occurred during
the 1990-91 recession. Other industry indicators also
reflect weakness. New orders, unfilled orders, capacity
utilization, and steel production all are down for the
year.

Recent slowdowns in the economy, especially automobile and
industrial equipment production, have negatively affected
the steel industry. This is compounded by the long-term
problem of over-capacity in the industry worldwide, which
has contributed to raw steel prices reaching record lows
and resulted in an influx of steel imports into the United
States. In addition, devaluation of foreign currencies and
the strong U.S. dollar undoubtedly have helped to make
foreign steel more attractive than American steel, though I
am unable to quantify the effects on U.S. producers.
Recent news reports indicate that metals prices have been
so low that a few Pacific Northwest aluminum companies have
found it more profitable to temporarily shut down their
smelters and sell electricity.

Data on employment in primary metals are available for
Pennsylvania and for the Erie and Sharon areas within the
2lt District. Charts with these data, as well as the
national data for export-sensitive industries and primary
metals, are enclosed.

Please let me know if I can be of further assistance.

Sincerely yours,

KATHARINE G. ABRAHAM
Commissioner

Enclosures
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Seasonally adjusted employment in thousands
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Primary Metal Industries

Erie, Pennsylvania
Not seasonally adjusted, employment in thousands
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Primary Metal Industries

Sharon, Pennsylvania
Not seasonally adjusted, employment in thousands
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Employment in Export-Sensitive Manufacturing Industries,
Seasonally Adjusted, 1988-2001
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'ployment In Export-Sensitive Industries (20 %) 
;'lnally Adjusted, 1988-2001 
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The Honorable Melvin L. Watt
Joint Economic Committee
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Congressman Watt:

At the August 3 hearing of the Joint Economic Committee, you
requested further information concerning welfare reform, the
working poor, and living wage laws.

With regard to the effects of welfare reform on Temporary
Assistance to Needy Families (TANF) recipients, I have enclosed
a study written a few years ago by Bureau of Labor Statistics
(BLS) researcher Anne E. Polivka, which examines this issue
using 1994 through 1998 data from the Current Population Survey
(CPS) March supplements. Among other results, this study found

a modest increase in the likelihood that former recipients had
found employment, after controlling for the period's economic
expansion. At this time, we do not have any more recent
analyses on the TANF/employment relationship.

With regard to your request for information about the working
poor, I have included a BLS report entitled A Profile of the
Working Poor, 1999. This report shows that, of people in the
labor force for more than half a year in 1999, 5.1 percent lived
in poverty. Of those in the labor force for the entire year and
usually working full time, 3.4 percent lived in poverty. This
report is produced annually, and the data for the year 2000 are
expected to be available later this year.

You also requested information about living wage ordinances and
their effectiveness. Although this is not an issue for which
BLS has any program responsibility, we were able to find some
information on the internet. I have enclosed a chart compiled
by the Employment Policy Institute that displays living wage
proposals by state. As this chart shows, living wage proposals
are not all identical, but they do share some common features.
Living wage ordinances commonly mandate that covered employers
pay their employees a wage that would be sufficient to lift a
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family of four above the poverty level, though many specify
other wage thresholds. A unique feature of living wage
ordinances is their narrow coverage. Most of the laws presently
in existence cover employers that are contractors or
subcontractors with the city. A limited number of living wage
ordinances cover employers receiving business assistance from
the city or cover the employees of the city.

You expressed interest in studies that examine the effect upon
the poor, as well as any effect on available jobs, of passing a
living wage ordinance. Unfortunately, the BLS has no data
pertaining to this issue. Relevant research has been done by
David Neumark and Scott Adams of the National Bureau of Economic
Research. Due to the recent appearance of living wage
ordinances, as well as their limited coverage, they found it
difficult to identify the ordinances' effects with any
precision.

I hope that this information is helpful to you. Please let me
know if I can be of any further assistance. Philip Rones,
Assistant Commissioner for Current Employment Analysis, can be
reached at (202) 691-6378 and would be happy to answer any
follow-up questions that you or your staff may have regarding
these data.

Sincerely yours,

KATHARINE G. ABRAHAM
Commissioner

Enclosures
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NOTE ON THE POSSIBLE EFFECTS OF WELFARE REFORM ON LABOR
MARKET ACTIVITIES: WHAT CAN BE GLEANED FROM THE MARCH CPS

SUMMARY

The United States welfare system was dramatically altered in August 1996 with the enactment of
the Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act (PRWORA). The March
1998 CPS supplement offers the first chance to examine nationally representative data since this
welfare reform was enacted. This note uses March supplement data, primarily from 1994 to
1998, in combination with basic CPS data. In the March supplements individuals are asked about
income received, program participation and work activities in the previous calendar year. In the
basic CPS individuals are asked about work activities in the survey week of the month the
interview is conducted and job search activities in the previous month. The major findings are:

* The number of individuals receiving AFDC payments (or AFDC like payments) has
decreased dramatically. In 1997 there were 721 thousand fewer individuals receiving
welfare payments than in 1996. This is almost a 20 percent decrease in the number of
recipients. Since 1993 the welfare caseload has decreased by almost 38 percent.

* The demographic characteristics of individuals receiving AFDC payments have
remained relatively constant between 1993 and 1997. Since 1993 the proportion of
recipients who are white grew slightly and the proportion who are black declined.
There has been a modest increase in the proportion of AFDC recipients who were
Hispanic between 1993 and 1997, however, the vast majority of AFDC recipients in
1997 were non-Hispanic. The proportion of AFDC recipients who had only a high
school diploma decreased slightly from 1993 to 1997, while the proportion who had
more than a high school degree increased.

* The proportion of AFDC recipients who did not work in the year in which they received
payments steadily declined from 1993 to 1997. In 1993 63.7 percent of individuals who
received AFDC payments some time in the year did no work in the year. By 1997 the
percentage had declined to 54.5 percent. From 1996 to 1997 the proportion of
recipients who did not work in the year that they received payments decreased by more
than 3 percentage points.

* The proportion of individuals who received AFDC payments m the previous calendar
year who were employed in the subsequent March (when the survey was conducted)
increased a little more than 10 percentage points from 21.9 percent employed in March
1994 to 32.0 percent employed in March 1998.

* Part of the increase in employment among former AFDC recipients undoubtedly reflects
the impact of the economic expansion. When overall economic conditions are
controlled for by using state unemployment rates, the probability of individuals who
received AFDC (or AFDC like) payments in calendar year 1997 being employed in
March 1998 compared to the probability of individuals who received AFDC in calendar
year 1993 being employed in March 1994 increased by 4 percentage points. These
estimates suggest that when economic conditions are controlled for, welfare reform
could have had a statistically significant, but modest, effect on the probability of AFDC
recipients being employed.

I
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Although when economic conditions are controlled for, the increase in the probability of
being employed in March was relatively small for individuals who received AFDC
payments in the previous calendar year, the estimates indicated that 36 to 43 percent of
what increase was seen might be able to be explained by welfare reform.

Examination of thecharacteristicsof thejobs held by individuals employed in March
who received AFDC in the previous year indicate that both the proportion who usually
worked full time (35 hours or more per week) and average real hourly earnings
declined between 1993 and 1997. Neither difference, however, was statistically
significant.

Using the proportion of the CPS sample that is interviewed in consecutive years
(approximately half of the sample), it was estimated that the proportion of welfare
recipients who also received AFDC payments in the following year decreased from
60.8 percent in 1993/1994 to 48.9 percent in 1996/1997. Among recipients who were
employed in March of the following year, the proportion who also received welfare
payments in that second year decreased from 40.4 percent for 1993/1994 to 34.4
percent for 1996/1997.

Using matched March data sets it was estimated that the proportion of all recipients
who were employed in March two years after receiving AFDC increased from 33.3
percent for the 1993/1995 time period to 43.9 percent for the 1996/1998 time period.
The proportion of AFDC recipients who were employed in March of the first year
after receiving AFDC who were also employed in March of the second year following
receipt steadily increased from 74.1 percent for the 1993/1995 time period to 80.7
percent for the 1996/1998 time period.

* For AFDC recipients who were employed in consecutive subsequent Marches, the
proportion who worked full time in both Marches decreased dramatically from 95.1
percent in March 1994/March 1995 to 73.1 percent in March 1997/March 1998.

* The proportion of AFDC recipients who were employed in the first March who had the
same employer one year later declined by more than 3 percentage points between
March 1994/March 1995 and March 1997/March 1998. The decline was not
statistically significant, but the downward trend was in contrast to the stability of the
proportion of those who did not receive public assistance who remained with the same
employer.

Anne E. Polivka
Office of Employment and

Unemployment Statistics
Bureau of Labor Statistics
December 1, 1998
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NOTE ON THE POSSIBLE EFFECTS OF WELFARE REFORM ON
LABOR MARKET ACTIVITIES: WHAT CAN BE GLEANED FROM
THE MARCH CPS

The United States welfare system was dramatically altered in August 1996 with the
enactment of the Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act
(PRWORA). The March 1998 Current Population Survey (CPS) supplement offers the
first chance to examine nationally representative data since this welfare reform was
enacted. This note uses March supplement data, primarily from 1994 to 1998, in
combination with basic CPS data. While this note examines changes in the proportion of
the population receiving welfare assistance and the characteristics of these recipients, its
primary focus is on examining recent recipients' interaction with the labor market. In
other words, the focus is to examine what happened to those who recently were on the
welfare rolls rather than examining the behavior of those who might have been eligible,
but chose not to participate in welfare programs. Throughout this note, even though
AFDC no longer formally exists, participants in state programs that are similar to AFDC
will be referred to as AFDC recipients.'

RECEIPT OF PUBLIC ASSISTANCE

Table I presents the number of individuals who received public assistance in general
(AFDC type assistance plus general assistance or emergency assistance) and AFDC type
assistance in particular in the calendar year prior to when the March supplement was
conducted. The year in Table 1 refers to the year January through December.

2

In March 1998, individuals were classified as receiving public assistance who answered "yes' to the
question: "At any time during 1997, even for one month, did (anyone in this household/you) receive any
governsent payments because your income was low, such as public assistance or welfare, INCLUDE
SUCH PAYMENTS AS: AID TO FAMILIES WITH DEPENDENT CHILDREN(AFDC), AID TO
DEPENDENT CHILDREN (ADC), (STATE PROGRAM NAMES AND/OR ACRONYMS),
TEMPORARY ASSISTANCE FOR NEEDY FAMILIES PROGRAM (TANF), GENERAL
ASSISTANCEIEMERGENCY ASSISTANCE PROGRAM, REFUGEE CASH AND MEDICAL
ASSISTANCE PROGRAM, OR GENERAL ASSISTANCE FROM BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS OR
TRIBAL ADMINISTERED GENERAL ASSISTANCE.' Individuals who identified their assistance in
the follow up question using a new state program name or as AFDC/ADC were classified as AFDC
recipients. The use of state program names started with the collection of data in March 1997.

' The year refers to the calendar year January to December prior to when the data was collected. The
timing of when data was collected with respect to when assistance was received can perhaps be best
illustrated with an example. The year 1993 in Table I indicates the number of individuals who received
public assistance some time from January 1993 to December 1993 as reported in March of 1994.
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TABLE 1.
RECEIPT OF PUBLIC ASSISTANCE AND AFDC

All Public Assistance AFDC
Year Number Proportion of Number Proportion of AFDC's

(received) (in thousands) Population (in thousands) Population Proportion of
(15+) (15+) Public

______________ ______________ ~~Assistance
1993 5,878 2.9% 4,649 2.3% 79.1
1994 5,417 2.7% 4,224 2.1% 78.0
1995 4,989 2.4% 3,806 1 .9% 76.3
1996 4,624 2.2% 3,634 1.8% 78.6
1997 3,758 1.8% 2,913 1.4% 77.5

Examination of the estimates in Table I reveals that there has been a dramatic recent
decline in the number of AFDC recipients. From 1993, when AFDC reached a high
point, to 1997, the number of individuals age 15 and over receiving AFDC declined by
more than 1.7 million individuals.

3
This represents a 37.6 percent decrease in the number

of people receiving AFDC. A smaller absolute number of people received AFDC in
1997 than in the 1970's. (It should be noted that caseloads grew dramatically in the early
1990's. Controlling for economic, demographic and program factors that should have
lowered the rate suggests that the upward trend in the caseloads through 1993 actually
began in the mid 1980's (Blank, 1997). Blank suggests that this trend was driven by a rise
in child-only cases, an increase in the take-up rate in the early 1 990s during the economic
slowdown, and a long-term increase in the number of individuals eligible to participate.)

DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS OF AFDC RECIPIENTS

Tables A. I through A.3 show the gender, racial, and ethnic composition of AFDC
recipients from 1993 through 1997. Tables A.4 and A.5 contain the age and educational
distribution of recipients. 4

Overall, there does not seem to have been a radical shift in the demographic
characteristics of AFDC recipients. Although relative to their share of the entire
population blacks constitute a larger proportion of welfare recipients, the majority of
AFDC recipients are white. Further, since 1994, the proportion of AFDC recipients who
are white has grown slightly and the proportion who are black has declined.

' A cosrparison of the number of AFDC recipients reported in the March CPS to the number of adult
AFDC recipients in administrative data reported to the Health and Human Services Departmeni indicate
that there may have been a decrease in the proportion of AFDC recipients measured in the CPS, though it
appears any such decrease would have been very modest, In addition, even this modest decrease probably
would not affect conmparisons using just CPS data over the time frame that is the focus here. See Appendix
B for a more detailed discussion.

' Cross tabulations showing the gender/race, gender/ethnicity and age/educational composition of
recipients are available on request

4
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With respect to ethnicity the proportion of AFDC recipients who are Hispanic has
increased modestly from 18.5 percent in 1993 to 22.8 percent in 1997. Contrary to what
has been recently reported in some of the mass media (e.g., The New York Times.
September 15, 1998), however, the vast majority of AFDC recipients in 1997 are non-
Hispanic, at least as measured by the CPS. The proportion of AFDC recipients who are
in the younger age groups (15 to 24 years old) is highly variable and has not displayed a
uniform pattern over time.

There does appear to have been a slight change in the educational attainment of AFDC
recipients, with a slight increase in the proportion of AFDC recipients with some college
or an associates degree and a slight decrease in the proportion of AFDC recipients who
have only a high school diploma. From 1993 to 1997 the proportion of AFDC recipients
with more than a high school diploma increased from 21.1 percent to 23.2 percent, a
difference which is marginally significant.5

This slight shift towards more education
among AFDC recipients indicates that there may have been a slight increase in the
"quality" of AFDC recipients. In general, however, based on the demographic
characteristics examined here, there does not appear to have been a "creaming off' of the
more highly qualified or employable AFDC recipients from 1993 to 1997. (Of course.
some indicators of whether creaming was occurring are not available from the March
CPS. For instance in the March supplement, there is no indication of how long
individuals have received AFDC or how much total work experience individuals have
had. Analysis of NLS data may help to clarify whether there has been creaming of
recipients based on these measures.)

THE LABOR FORCE ATTACHMENT OF AFDC RECIPIENTS

One of the goals of welfare reform was to encourage recipients to obtain work and to
increase their attachment to the labor force. There are several ways to use March CPS
supplement data to assess the potential effect of welfare reform en recipients' labor force
status. The first is to look directly at the number of weeks worked in the previous year by
individuals who also received assistance. Since it is not possible to determine from the
March CPS if the weeks worked in the previous year were before or after participating in
the AFDC program, a second means of assessing the effect of welfare reform is to
examine the current March labor force status of individuals who participated in AFDC in
the previous calendar year.

5 Throughout the texi, the discussion of whether differences are statistically significant rely on variances
calculated using the assumption of simple random sampling. The standard errors derived using this
assunmpion wilt be smaller than the true standard errors. Alternative variances can be calculated using
general variance function (GVF) parameters. The variances calculated using GVF parameters would
account for the complex samnple design of the CPS. Unfortunately, GVF parameters for AFDC and public
assistance are not available. The closest parameters are those calculated for individuats below the poverty
line. A comparison of a few tests of statistical significance using the simple random sanipling estimtes
and the GVF estimates indicate that while many of the differences that were statistically significant under
the a ssumption of random sampling remained significant when GVF parameters were used, several were
not. For instace, none of the shght demnogphic changes in the cm position of AFDC recipients were
statistically significant when standard errors were calculated using GVF parameters.

5
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Weeks Worked in the Year in Which AFDC was Received

Table 2 contains estimates for 1993 through 1997 of the number of weeks worked by
individuals who received AFDC in that year. The estimates show a steady decrease in
the number of recipients who did no work at all during the year, from 63.7 percent in
1993 to 54.5 percent in 1997. During the same time period there was also a steady
increase in the proportion of AFDC recipients who worked more than half of the year,
from 15.0 percent to 20.9 percent, with the proportion working 39 to 52 weeks increasing
from 10.5 percent to 14.7 percent.
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TABLE 2
WEEKS WORKED BY INDIVIDUALS WHO RECEIVED PUBLIC ASSISTANCE OR

AFiDC DURING THE YEAR
(as a percentage of recipients)

All Public Assistance AFDC
Year

1993
no weeks worked 63.3% 63.7%
14 weeks 4.3% 4.4%
5-8 weeks 4.1% 4.3%
9-12 weeks 4.0% 3.8%
13-26 weeks 8.9% 8.8%
27-39 weeks .3% 4.5%
39-52 weeks 11.3% 10.5%

1994
no weeks worked 62.6% 62.1%
14 weeks 3.8% 3.9%
5-8 weeks 3.6% 3.8%
9-12 weeks 3.4% 3.6%
13-26 weeks 9.8% 10.6%
27-39 weeks 6.0% 5.9%
39-52 weeks 10.9% 10.1%

1995
no weeks worked 61.0% 60.4%
14 weeks 4.7% 4.8%
5-8 weeks 3.5% 3.6%
9-12 weeks 13.1% 3.2%
13-26 weeks 10.2% 1154%
27-39 weeks 4.4% 4.3%
39-52 weeks 13.0% 12.3%

no weeks worked- 59.7% 57.8%
14 weeks 4.1% 4.6%
5-8 weeks 2.9% 3.1%

9-12 weeks _ ] 7^V3.7%3.8%
13-26 weeks 10.2% 10.9%
27-39 weeks 5.5% 6.0%
39-52 weeks 14.1% 13.8%

1997
no weeks worked 55.4% 54.5%
14 weeks - 4.4%/ 4.6%
5-8 weeks 3. 1% 3.4%
9-12 weeks 4.1% 4.0%
13-26 weeks 1 1.6% 12.6%
27-39 weeks 5.9% 6.2%
39-52 weeks 15.6% 14.7%

7
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Current Labor Force Status of Individuals Who Received AFDC in the Previous Year

As noted above, when examining the number of weeks worked in the previous year, it is
not possible to determine if an individual worked before or after participation in an
AFDC program. Examining the March labor force status of individuals who received
AFDC during the prior year provides a measure of the labor force activities of AFDC
recipients after they received AFDC payments (although it is possible for individuals
concurrently to both be receiving AFDC payments and working). Table 3 contains the
current March labor force status of individuals who received AFDC in the previous year.

6

Table 3

The estimates in Table 3 indicate that the proportion of individuals who received AFDC
in a given year and who were employed in March of the following year increased by
more than 10 percentage points, from 21.9 percent of 1993 AFDC recipients employed in
March 1994 to 32.0 percent of 1997 AFDC recipients employed in March 1998. At the

' For exaniple, according to the estimates in Table 3, of those who received AFDC sometine between
January 1993 and December 1993, 21.9 percent were working in March 1994.

8

CURRENT MARCH LABOR FORCE STATUS OF INDIVIDUALS WHO
RECEIVED PUBLIC ASSISTANCE OR AFDC IN THE PREVIOUS YEAR

as a percentage of recipients
All Public Assistance AFDC

Year _

1994
Employed 22.5% 21.9%
Unemployed 13.4% 13.6%
Not in Labor Force 64.1% 64.5%

1995
Employed 22.7% 22.7%
Unemployed 11.5% 12.2%
Not in Labor Force 65.8% 65.1%

1996
Employed 25.2% 24.7%
Unemployed 12.9% 13.1%
Not in Labor Force 61.9% 62.2%

1997
Employed 30.0% 31.6%
Unemployed 12.9% 14.2%
Not in Labor Force 57.2% 54.2%

1998 _
Employed 31.6% 32.0%
Unemployed 14.0% 15.4%
Not in Labor Force 54.4% 52.6%
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same time, the proportion of AFDC recipients who were not in the labor force the
following March decreased by almost 12 percentage points. It is important to point out,
however, that even with the increase in employment of individuals who had received
AFDC, in the previous year, more than half of the individuals who received AFDC
payments in calendar year 1997 were not in the labor force in 1998.

Another concern is that the increase in the proportion of individuals who received AFDC
in the previous year who were currently employed in March could be heavily influenced
by the overall expansion of the economy, and thus be completely unrelated to welfare
reform. (From March 1994 to March 1998 the national unemployment rate went from
6.5 percent to 4.7 percent). To address this concern, a standard Probit model was
estimated where the response variable was defined to be I if an individual who received
AFDC in the previous year was currently employed in March and 0 if an individual who
received AFDC in the previous year was unemployed or not in the labor force.

Overall economic conditions were controlled for in two different ways. In the first
specification, states' annual unemployment rates in the year prior to the current March
were included as a control variable. In the second specification, states' unemployment
rates in the current March were entered as a control. The annual unemployment rates
have the advantage of being more precisely measured and of perhaps being more
reflective of the labor market AFDC recipients were facing during the time they were
trying to obtain jobs. The current March unemployment rate has the advantage of more
accurately reflecting the labor market conditions in the time period in which the labor
force status was being observed.

To test whether the probability of being employed changed over time, annual dummy
variables were included, with 1994 being the excluded category. In addition to the state
unemployment rates and the time trend.variables, recipients' age, age squared, race (black
and other, with white the excluded category), gender, educational attainment (high school
no diploma, some college, associates degree, and college or advanced degree, with high
school diploma the excluded category), and Hispanic origin also were included as
controls. Table 4 contains both the coefficient estimates for the year dummy variables
and the estimated change in the probability (multiplied by 100) of being employed in the
specified year in comparison to 1994. (The other parameter estimates are available, but
were not included in this note for the sake of brevity). Asterisks indicate coefficient
estimates that were significantly different from zero at the 5 percent level. Standard
errors are provided in parentheses below the coefficient estimates.

9
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TABLE 4
PROBIT ESTIMATION

OF THE PROBABILITY OF INDIVIDUALS WHO RECEIVED AFDC IN THE
PREVIOUS YEAR BEING CURRENTLY EMPLOYED IN MARCH

Specification Using States' Annual Specification Using States' Current
Unemploent Rates March Unemployment Rates

Coefficient Change in Coefficient Change in
Estimate Probability Estimate Probability

1995 -.061 -1.91 -0.092* -2.90
(0.044) (0.044)

1996 -0.047 -1.47 -0.020 -0.63
(0.047) (0.046)

1997 0.133* 4.21 0.126* 4.00
(0.048) (0.047)

1998 0.136* 4.29 0.1 15* 3.64
(0.053) (0.053)

The estimates in Table 4 indicate that, compared to 1994, the probability of being
employed in 1997 and 1998 among individuals who received AFDC payments in the
previous year was indeed higher. Given that March 1997 and March 1998 were after
welfare refomi had been enacted, the increased probability of employment may be
indicative of the effects of welfare reform.

7
It is important to point out, however, that the

increase in the probability of being employed when economic conditions were controlled
for was only approximately 4 percentage points in 1998. This is much smaller than the
size of the effect indicated by the simple tabulations presented in Table 3. In general, the
coefficient estimates presented in Table 4 suggest that when economic conditions are
controlled for, welfare reform may have had a modest effect on the probability of AFDC
recipients being employed.

t

On the other hand, although the increase in the probability of AFDC recipients becoming
employed was relatively small, estimates indicate that welfare reform could perhaps
explain about half of what increase was seen. Specifically, a Probit model of the
probability of being employed including the demographic controls but without the state

unemployment rates indicate that in comparison to 1994 the probability of being
employed in 1997 was 8.34 percent higher and the probability of being employed in 1998
was 10.04 percent higher. These estimates in conjunction with the estimates in Table 4
indicate that, depending on the unemployment rate used as a control, welfare reform

' Given that 43 states had waivers prior to August 1996, sonie of the effect of "welfare reform" my have
been evident prior to March 1997 and March 1998. To test this hypothesis funther analysis will be done
controlling for when a state was granted a waiver and if it was a type of waiver that would have encouraged
employment.

' A multinomnial logit model of the probability of being employed or unemployed in comparison to being
not in the labor force, produced a similar pattern for employment as that presented in Table 4. At the same
time the probability of being unemployed was significantly higher in 1997 and 1998 than in 1994.

10
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could account for about 48 percent to 50 percent of the increase in the employment of
AFDC recipients in 1997 and from 36 percent to 42 percent of the increase in
employment in 1998.

To examine whether changes in the probability of being employed in the current March
differed for various demographic groups, a Probit model of the probability of being
employed in March of 1994 and March of 1998 was estimated with the inclusion of the
demographic variables and the interaction of the demographic variables with a dummy
variable for 1998. With the exception of those with an associates degree, the effect of
having various demographic characteristics on the probability of being employed was not
statistically different between 1994 and 1998. (In other words, being black had the same
effect on the probability of an AFDC recipient being employed in 1994 as it did in 1998.)
For those with an associates degree, the effect of having this degree on the probability of
being employed was approximately 16.0 to 16.5 percent higher in 1998 than in 1994.

Characteristics of Jobs Held By Individuals Who Received AFDC in the Previous Year

In addition to whether individuals who received AFDC payments are employed, there
also could be interest in the quality of the jobs held. Two job characteristics that can be
measured using CPS data are hours on the job and earnings. Table 5 presents estimates
of the full-time or part-time status of individuals employed in March who had received
AFDC payments in the previous year. Part-time workers are defined as individuals who
usually work less than 35 hours on all of their jobs, as reported in the basic CPS.

TABLE 5
FULL-TIME/PART-TIME STATUS OF INDIVIDUALS EMPLOYED IN MARCH
WHO RECEIVED PUBLIC ASSISTANCE OR AFDC IN THE PREVIOUS YEAR

(as a perentage of employed former recipients)
All Public Assistance AFDC

Year
1994

Full-time 54.3% 54.7%
Part -time 45.7% 45.3%

1995
Full-time 58.0% 55.7%
Part -time 42.0% 44.4%

1996
Full-time 55.8% 53.8%
Part -time 44.2% 46.2%

1997
Full-time 52.8% 52.5%
Part -time 47.2% 47.5%

1998
Full-time 55.5% 52.9%
Part -time 44.5% 47.1%

I I
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While the estimates are somewhat erratic, there seems to have been a slight increase since
1994 in the proportion of employed who are working part time. The increase, however,
was not statistically different at standard levels. (Further analysis will distinguish
between voluntary and involuntary part time employment.) If there were an increase in
the proportion of individuals working part time it might suggest that, although there has
been a trend towards greater employment of individuals who received AFDC, the jobs
that these individuals are obtaining are less able to sustain them.

Table 6 presents the hourly earnings of individuals who received AFDC in a given year
who were employed in March of the following year. The hourly earnings were
constructed using the outgoing rotation earnings data from the basic CPS. To increase
the sample size, since only approximately a quarter of the sample receives these questions
in any March, individuals who were not in an outgoing rotation in March were matched
forward to the month in which they received the earnings questions. For example,
individuals who were in their third or seventh interview in March were matched to their
earnings data collected in April. Individuals who were in their second or sixth interview
in March were matched to their earnings data collected in May and individuals who were
in their first or fifth interview in March were matched to their earnings data collected in
June. There is some possibility that individuals who were employed in March were not
employed in subsequent months, therefore-as a point of comparison, hourly earnings
calculated just using data collected in March also are presented. Hourly earnings were
restricted to be between $2.00 an hour and $50.00 an hour. Earnings greater than this
amount were assumed to be in error and discarded. Hourly earnings were converted to
real hourly earnings using the March 1998 CPI-U as a deflator.

TABLE 6
HOURLY EARNINGS OF INDIVIDUALS EMPLOYED IN MARCH

WHO RECIEVED AFDC IN THE PREVIOUS YEAR
All Rotations Out Going Rotation in March

Year
Actual Real Actual Real Actual Real Actual Real
Mean Mean Median Median Mean Mean Median Median

1994 S6.73 $7.40 $5.60 $6.15 $6.65 $7.33 $5.90 S6.50
1995 $6.90 $7.36 $6.00 $6.39 S6.73 $7.21 $5.56 $5.96
1996 $6.82 $7.07 $6.00 $6.21 $6.49 $6.76 $5.53 $5.76
1997 S6.93 $7.01 $6.00 $6.08 $6.66 $6.75 $5.93 $6.01
1998 S7.07 $7.05 $6.25 $6.25 $6.79 $6.79 $6.25 $6.25

Examination of the estimates in Table 6 indicate that, since 1994, in real terms, the
average hourly earnings of individuals who received AFDC in the previous year and who
were currently employed in March decreased. It should be noted, however, that the
difference in real mean earnings between 1994 and 1998 is not statistically significant. In
addition, it might be possible that real mean earnings are falling due to compositional
changes in those who are working. A regression model of real earnings using age, age
squared, race, gender, and education in addition to year effects as controls, indicates that

12
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when these demographic variables are controlled for, the 1998 earnings of those who
received AFDC in 1997 were approximately 25 cents lower than the 1994 earnings of
those who received AFDC in 1993. Again, however, the difference is not statistically
significant.

OVER THE YEAR CHANGE IN
AFDC PARTICIPATION AND LABOR FORCE STATUS

Another subject in which there is interest is the longer term experience of welfare
recipients: whether they return to (or continue) using public assistance, remain employed,
and remain employed with the same employer. To address these issues it is possible to
use a matched CPS sample. Given the rotation pattern in the CPS, 50 percent of the CPS
individuals who received the March supplement in one year are eligible to have their
answers matched to their March supplement answers one year hence. 9

Table 7 presents
the proportion of individuals who said that they received AFDC in one calendar year,
who said that they also received AFDC in the next calendar year. The same estimates for
the subset of AFDC recipients who were employed in March when they were first
interviewed are also presented.

TABLE 7
PROPORTION OF AFDC RECIPIENTS

WHO RECEIVED PUBLIC ASSISTANCE IN THE NEXT YEAR
(as a proportion of all recipients in the first year and as a proportion of AFDC

recipients who were employed at the time of the first March interview

Time period All AFDC Recipients AFDC Recipients Employed
in the Previous March

1993/1994 60.8% 40.4%
1994/1995 55.1% 37.7%
1995/1996 56.9% 36.6%
1996/1997 48.9% 34.4%

The estimates in Table 7 indicate that the proportion of AFDC recipients who received
AFDC payments in consecutive years decreased from 60.8 percent in 1993/1994 to 48.9

9 Theoretically, it should be possible to match 50 percent of the sample between Marches. However, dueto sample attrition, caused by households moving or respondents no longer cooperating, and samplereductions the match rate is less than 1 00 percent From 1994 to 1995 the overall match rate was 70.0
percent and the match rate for AFDC recipients identified in the first March was 54.2 percent From 1995to 1996 the overall match rate was 67.1 percent and the match rate for AFDC recipients was 55.2 percent.From 1996 to 1997 the overall match rate was 77.9 percent and the match rate for AFDC recipients was62.0 percent. From 1997 to 1998 the overall match rate was 77.3 percent and the match rate for AFDC
recipients was 60.1 percent. The 1994 to 1995 match rate was affected by the once a decade phase in of anew sample, while the 1995 to 1996 match rate was affected by the CPS sample reduction. Accounting forthis sample reduction probably would bring the 1995/1996 match rate to be more in line with 1996/1997and 1997/1998 rates. The relatively constant match rate between 1996/1997 and 1997/1998 suggests that
changes in attrition probably are not affecting the comnparisons made here (although more detailed analysiscould be conducted to more fully verify whether a change in attrition was having an affect).
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percent in 1996/1997. Perhaps more importantly, although not statistically significant at
standard levels, the estimates in Table 7 indicate that the proportion of individuals who
were employed in March when they were first interviewed who received AFDC
payments in consecutive years also decreased. By 1997, only a little more than a third of
recipients who had been employed in March of 1997 received AFDC in both calendar
year 1996 and calendar 1997.

Table 8 presents the March employment status of individuals one year after having been
reported to have received AFDC in the previous year as calculated using the matched
March data sets. These estimates are presented for all AFDC recipients and just for
AFDC recipients who were employed in the previous March. For example, the estimates
in Table 8 indicate that of those who reported in March 1994 that they had received
AFDC in calendar year 1993, 33.3 percent were reported to be working in March 1995.
The estimates in Table 8 also indicate that of those who were reported to have received
AFDC in calendar year 1993 and who were reported to be employed in March 1994, 74.1
percent were reported also to be employed in March 1995.

TABLE 8

14

Labor Force Status of AFDC Recipients In Second Year Following Receipt
(as a nerrentane of reliihents in th. first veari

All AFDC Recipients AFDC Recipients Employed
in March of First Year

Following Receipt
Year (of receipt)

1993
Labor Force Stats is March 1995

Employed 33.3% 74.1%
Unemployed 9.4% 7.0%
Not in Labor Force 57.4% 18.9%

1994
Labor Force Sti is March 1996

Employed 33.5% 74.4%
Unemployed 12.0% 14.2%
Not in Labor Force 54.6% 11.4%

1995
Labor Fore Stau is March 1997

Employed 36.8% 75.1%
Unemployed 12.0% 3.0%
Not in Labor Force 51.2% 21.9%

1996
Labor Force Stoxa is March 1998

Employed 43.9% 80.7%
Unemployed 9.2% 4.3%
Not in Labor Force 46.9% 15.0%
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The estimates indicate that the proportion of AFDC recipients who were employed two
years after receiving AFDC year increased for all AFDC recipients and for the subset
who were employed in the previous March. Furthermore, while the percentage point
increase was larger for all AFDC recipients than forjust those who were employed at the
time of the first of the paired March interviews, almost 81 percent of those who collected
AFDC during 1996 and were employed in March 1997 were also employed in March
1998.

Again the probability of being employed in consecutive Marches could be influenced by
overall economic conditions. To control for changes in the labor market, a Probit model
was estimated in which the response variable was defined as I if an individual who had
received AFDC was employed in consecutive Marches and 0 if an individual who had
received AFDC and was employed in the first March was not employed in the second
March. The sample consisted of all those who had received AFDC in the calendar year
prior to the first March of the paired Marches who were also employed in the first March.
Labor market conditions were controlled for using either states' annual unemployment
rates or states' unemployment rates in the second March. Recipients' age, age squared,
race, gender, educational attainment and ethnic origin were also included as controls.
Table 9 contains both the coefficient estimates for the year dummy variables and the
estimated change in the probability (multiplied by 100) of being employed in the
specified year in comparison to 1994. The Probit estimates in Table 9 indicate that, in
comparison to the 1994-1995 year, the probability of former AFDC recipients being
employed in consecutive Marches did increase over time, with the largest increase
occurring for the 1997-1998 year. It should be noted, however, that only the 1997-1998
change when states' March unemployment rates were used is statistically significant at a
5 percent level.

TABLE 9
PROBIT ESTIMATION

OF THE PROBABILITY OF INDIVIDUALS WHO RECEIVED AFDC IN THE
PREVIOUS YEAR BEING EMPLOYED IN CONSECUTIVE MARCHES

Specification Using States' Annual Specification Using States' Current
Unemployent Rates March Unemp oyment Rates

Coefficient Change in Coefficient Change in
Estimate Probability Estimate Probability

1995-96 0.084 2.44 0.050 1.45
(0.170) (0.170)

1996-97 0.155 4.51 0.157 4.55
(0.164) - (0.164)

1997-98 0.318 9.25 0.339* 9.83
. (0.173) (0.173)

is
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A multinomial logit model of the probability of AFDC recipients going from employment
to employment or employment to unemployment in consecutive Marches compared to
the probability of going from employment to not in the labor force yielded results similar
to the simple Probit model. The parameter estimates from the multinomial logit model
controlling for state unemployment rates indicate that the probability of going from
employment to employment in the 1997/1998 year was greater than in the 1993/1994
year. However, the point estimate was significantly different from zero at a 5 percent
level only when the March unemployment rates were used. When the annual
unemployment rates were used, the parameter estimate on the 1997/1998 dummy was
significantly different from zero only at a 7 percent level. Using either unemployment
rate, the probabilities of going from employment to unemployment in the 1996/1997 and
1997/1998 years were no different from the probability in the 1993/1994 year.

For those AFDC recipients who were employed in consecutive Marches, Table 10
compares the full time and part time status of individuals in the first year with their full or
part time status in the second year.

TABLE 10
FULL-TIME/PART-TIME STATUS OF AFDC RECIPIENTS WHO WERE WORKING

IN THE PREVIOUS MARCH BY THEIR CURRENT FULL/PART-TIME STATUS
Full-time Part-time

(in previous March) (in previous March)
Year (current)

1995
Full-time 95.1% 40.5%
Part-time 4.9% 59.6%

1996
Full-time 90.1% 46.6%
Part-time 9.9% 53.4%

1997
Full-time 91.2% 43.6%
Part-time 8.8% 56.4%

1998
Full-time 73.1% 38.4%
Part-time 26.9% 61.6%

The estimates in Table 10 indicate that, although a larger proportion of AFDC recipients
who were employed in the first March were also employed in the second March by
1997/1998, the proportion of full time workers in the first March who were full time in
the second March decreased dramatically from 1994/1995 to 1997/1998. At the same
time the proportion who went from part-time to full-time employment also decreased.

Table 11 presents the proportion of those who were employed in March who had the
same employer one year later. These proportions are calculated both for those who
received AFDC in the year prior to the first year and, as a point of reference, for
individuals who were not receiving AFDC or other public welfare assistance. An

16
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individual was classified as having the same employer if the individual was reported to
have been employed in both Marches and the individual was reported to have had ONLY
one employer in the previous year in the second March. This is a slightly noisy measure
in that an individual could have changed employers between January and March and still
have only had one employer in the previous calendar year.

TABLE 1 I
PROPORTION OF THOSE WHO WERE EMPLOYED IN MARCH WHO HAD

THE SAME EMPLOYER ONE YEAR LATER
AFDC RECIPIENTS NON-PUBLIC ASSISTANCE

Year (one year later)
1995 63.4% 79.8%
1996 60.8% 79.1%
1997 60.3% 80.1%
1998 61.2% 80.3%

The estimates indicate that, even though a large proportion of AFDC recipients who had
been employed in the first year were employed in the second year, the proportion who
remained with the same employer declined from the 1

9 9
4/199S year to the 1997/1998

year. While the decrease in the proportion of AFDC recipients who remained with the
same employer was not statistically significant, the downward trend contrasts with the
stability of the proportion of those who did not receive public assistance who remained
with their employer. Similar to the Probit estimates presented in Table 9, a multinomial
logit model of the probability of having a different employer, being unemployed or not
being in the labor force in comparison to remaining with the same employer for AFDC
recipients who were employed in the first March yields parameter estimates that are not
significantly different from zero. Although not statistically significant, the point
estimates from a specification that includes state annual unemployment rates and year
dummy variables indicate that probabilities of changing employers over the 1996/97 and
1997/98 intervals were greater than over the 1994/95 interval. At the same time the
probabilities of going from employment to not in the labor force or employment to
unemployment decreased in these years relative to the 1994/1995 year.

A decrease in the proportion of individuals who remained with a given employer is not
necessarily a negative outcome ifindividuals voluntarily leave jobs to take other, better
jobs. To partially address this issue, Table 12 presents the current March labor force
status for those who did not remain with the same employer and Table 13 presents the
change in hourly earnings for those who had more than one employer.

17
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TABLE 12
CURRENT MARCH LABOR FORCE STATUS OF THOSE WHO DID NOT

HAVE THE SAME EMPLOYER THEY HAD IN THE PREVIOUS YEAR
AFDC Non-Public Assistance

Employed in i994
Labor Force Status in 1995

Employed 29.3% 55.3%
Unemployed 19.1% 11.7%
Not in Labor Force 51.6% 33.0%

Employed in 1995
Labor Force Status in 1996

Employed 34.8% 54.8%
Unemployed 36.2% 11.2%
Not in Labor Force 29.1% 34.0%

Employed in 1996
Labor Force Status in 1997

Employed 37.2% 57.9%
Unemployed 7.7% 10.0%
Not in Labor Force 55.1% 32.2%

Employed in 1997
Labor Force Status in 1998

Employed 50.4% 56.5%
Unemployed 11.1% 10.9%
Not in Labor Force 38.5% 32.7%

18
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TABLE 13
THE CHANGE IN HOURLY EARNINGS OF THOSE WHO WERE EMPLOYED THE

- -2~vluub Yea wnu noJil M D 1 NEEMYLUYEK IN ITHE YEAR
AFDC Non-Public Assistance

Previous Year 1994
Earnings in 1995

Increased 15% or more 50.8% 38.9%
Increased IO to 15% 0.0% 5.4%
Increased 5 to 10% 0.0% 5.8%
Increased less than 5% 13.1% 8.0%
and decreased less than 5%
Decreased 5 to 10% 0.0% 3.4%
Decreased 10 to 15% 0.8% 3.1%
Decreased 15% or more 35.3% 35.4%

Previous Year 1995
Earnings in 1996

Increased 15% or more 20.6% 40.6%
Increased 10 to 15% 10.5% 5.5%
Increased 5 to 10% 7.5% 4.7%
Increased less than 5% 0.0% 8.4%
and decreased less than 5%
Decreased 5 to10% 00% 4.0%
Decreased 10 to 15% 4.9% 4.0%
Decreased 15% or more 56.4% 32.8%

Previous Year 1996
Earnings in 1997

Increased 15% or more 57.2% 40.9%
Increased 10 to 15% 0.0% 5.2%
Increased 5 to I0% 0.0% 4.8%
Increased less than 5% 8.0% 8.9%
and decreased less than 5%
Decreased 5 to 10/ .% 3.7%
Decreased 10 to i5% 0.0% 3.2%
Decreased 15%ormore 34.8% 33.4%

Previous Year 1997
Earnings in 1998

Increased 15% or more 32.2% 39.4%
Increased 10 to 15% 0.0% 4.9%
Increased 5 to IO% 8.3% 5.9%/
Increased less than 5% 2.9% 11.1%
and decreased less than 5%
Decreased 5 to 10% 6.1% 2.7%
Decreased 10 to 15% 7.1% 2.8%
Decreased 15% or more 43.5% 33.3%
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The estimates for AFDC recipients do indicate that, between 1997 and 1998, there was an
increase in the proportion of individuals who did not have the same employer that they
had in the previous year who were employed in the second year. Even in 1998, however,
only a little more than 50 percent of those who were employed in 1997 who did not
remain with the same employer were employed in the second year. This suggests that
many of those who are not remaining with their employers are not leaving to take better
jobs. The changes in hourly earnings do not indicate a consistent trend towards an
increase or decrease in earnings for job changers who also received AFDC, but the
estimated changes in hourly earnings for those who had more than one employer in the
year should be viewed with extreme caution given the small sample size of individuals
who had more than one employer in the year following the year in which AFDC
payments were received.

Anne E. Polivka
Office of Employment and

Unemployment Statistics
Bureau of Labor Statistics
December 1, 1998
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TABLE Al.
GENDER COMPOSITION OF PUBLIC ASSISTANCE AND AFDC RECIPIENTS

as a percentage of recipients I
All Public Assistance AFDC

Year (received)
1993

Male 16.1% 11.2%
Female 83.9% 88.8%

1994
Male 14.8% 10.0%
Female 85.2% 90.1%

1995
Male 15.0% q Ao4
Female

1996
Male
Female

1997
Male
Female

85.0%

14.8%
85.2%

13.2%
86.8%

90.6%

9.4%
90.6%

10.0%
90.0%

21
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TABLE A2.

22

RACIAL COMPOSITION OF PUBLIC ASSISTANCE AND AFDC RECIPIENTS
i as a percentage of recipients i

All Public Assistance AFDC
Year (received)

1993
White 59.1% 56.9%
Black 34.9% 37.7%
Other 6.0% 5.4%

1994
White 59.4% 57.2%
Black 33.9% 35.9%
Other 6.7% 6.8%

1995
White 59.4% 58.1%
Black 35.0% 36.1%
Other 5.6% 5.8%

1996
White 60.2% 60.1%
Black 34.3% 34.4%
Other 5.6% 5.6%

1997
White 60.9% 58.9%
Black 33.6% 35.1%
Other 5.5% 6.0%
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TABLE A3.

23

75-383 2001 - 4

HISPANIC ETHNICITY OF PUBLIC ASSISTANCE AND AFDC RECIPIENTS
as a percentage of recipitents

All Public Assistance AFDC
Year (received)

1993
Hispanic 17.7% 18.5%
Non-Hispanic 82.3% 81.5%

1994
Hispanic 18.4% 18.6%
Non-Hispanic 81.6% 81.4%

1995
Hispanic 20.3% 21.2%
Non-Hispanic 79.7% 78.8%

1996
Hispanic 20.5% 20.3%
Non-Hispanic 79.5% 79.7%

1997 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Hispanic 21.5% 22.8%
Non-Hispanic 78.5% 77.2%
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AGE OF I

1993
15-19 years old
20-24 years old
25-29 years old
30-34 years old
35-39 years old
404
454

50-54 years old
55 years and older

TABLE A4.

7.3%
17.7%
19.1%
18.9%
14.2%
8.4%
5.0%
3.5%
5.8%

1994
15-19 years old 7.2%
20-24 years old 17.8%
25-29 years old 18.7%
30-34 years old
35-39 years 01,

40-44 years ol
45-49 years old
50-54 years old
55 years and old

1995
15-19 years old

30-34 years old
35-39 years old
40-44 years old
45-49 years old
50-54 years old
55 years and older

1996
15-19 years old
20-24 years old
25-29 years old
30-34 years old
35-39 years old
40-44 years old
45-49 years old
50-54 years old
55 years and older

1997
15-19 years old
20-24 years old
25-29 -.- ndA

30-34 years old

4549 years old
50-54 years old

19.1%

5.4%
3.2%
5.9%/.

7.6%
17.9%
19.5%
17.0%
13.1%
9.9%
5.6%
3.5%
5.8%

7.7%
16.4%
17.0%
16.7%
15.5%
10.0/
6.3%
3.5%
6.9%

17.7%/.

3.5%

C RECIPIENTS
AFDC

_ 8.1%
19.4%
20.6%
20.1%
14.4%
7.7%
4.3%

7.3%
18.8%
20.3%
20.8%
15.1%
8.3%
4.1%
2.4%
3.0%

7.6%
19.7%
21.8%
18.5%
13.7%
8.5%

2.8%

7.7%
17.9%
19.0o/%

9.1%
5.4%

8.2%
19.8%
18.6%
18.8%
14.9%.

2.2%

24

55 years and older I 7.5% 3.6%

Add uluI t.w so
| 7 70/A
11 I.,
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TABLE A5.
EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT

OF PUBLIC ASSISTANCE AND AFDC RECIPIENTS
I as a percentage of recipients

All Public Assistance AFDC
Year (received)

1993
No High School Diploma 42.2% 43.0%
High School Diploma 36.4% 35.9%
Some College (no degree) 15.3% 15.8%
Associates Degree 3.5% 3.4%
Bachelor's Degree 2.3% 1.7%
Advanced Degree 0.3% 0.2%

1994
No High School Diploma 41.6% 41.5%
High School Diploma 35.1% 35.0%
Some College (no degree) 16.6% 17.6%
Associates Degree 3.9% 3.8%
Bschelor's Degree 2.2% 1.8%
Advanced Degree 0.6% 0.3%

1995
No High School Diploma 42.4% 41.8%
High School Diploma 33.6% 34.8%
Some College (no degree) 17.3% 18.1%
Associates Degree 3.6% 3.5%
Bachelor's Degree 2.3% 1.3%
Advanced Degree 0.8% 0.5%

1996
No High School Diploma 43.0% 42.5%
High School Diploma 33.6% 34.4%
Some College (no degree) 16.4% 17.2%
Associates Degree 3.9% -3.8%
Bachelors Degree 2.4% 1.6%
Advanced Degree 0.6% 0.5%

1997
No High School Diploma 43.0% 44.1%
High School Diploma 34.1% 32.7%
Some College (no degree) 15.3% 16.3%
Associates Degree 4.9% 4.8%
Bachelor's Degree 2.4% 1.9%
Advanced Degree 0.4% 0.2%

25
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APPENDIX B

In order to make a comparison between the March CPS data and the administrative data
on AFDC recipients, it is necessary to convert the March CPS reports of receipt of AFDC
any time in the previous calendar year to a monthly average number of recipients. This is
necessary because the number of recipients is reported monthly in the administrative
data. Converting the CPS data requires knowing the number of months individuals
received AFDC. This information is obtained indirectly in the CPS through a follow-up
question asked after individuals report the dollar amount of public assistance they
received. This follow-up question was altered starting in March 1995. Prior to March
1995 individuals were only permitted to report the dollar amount of public assistance
they received as a monthly figure. Consequently, in the follow-up question individuals
were asked how many monthly payments they received. Since 1995 respondents have
been permitted to report the dollar amount of public assistance they received as a weekly,
every other week, twice a month, monthly or yearly amount. They are then asked how
many payments they received. The weekly durations (number of payments) are
converted to monthly durations by dividing by 4.33, while the every other week, and
twice a month durations are converted to months by dividing by 2.17. Individuals who
report annually are not asked how many payments they received; instead, they are
assigned a duration of 12 months. In March 1997 2.1 percent of individuals reported
weekly amounts, 12.5 percent reported every other week amounts, 7.4 percent reported
twice a month amounts, 71.0 percent reported monthly amounts, and 7.1 percent reported
annual amounts. The number of individuals who used a reporting periodicity smaller
than monthly seems high given the structure of most states' public assistance programs.
A large number of individuals reporting erroneously using a periodicity smaller than a
month could result in a downward bias in the estimate in the average number of months
AFDC payments were received. This in turn could have resulted in a decrease in the
ratio of the monthly average number of AFDC recipients calculated based on the CPS to
the number reported in the administrative data. A decrease in the ratio for this reason
would not imply, however, that comparisons over time made using just CPS counts of the
number of people who received AFDC at any time during the year were adversely
affected.

A comparison of the monthly average number of AFDC recipients calculated based on
the March CPS to the monthly average number of adult AFDC recipients in
administrative data reported to the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS)
indicates that there may have been a modest decrease in the proportion of total months on
AFDC measured in the CPS. The ratio of the CPS estimates to the administrative count
reported to HHS (with recipients in Guam, the Virgin Islands, and Puerto Rico removed
from the administrative data) was: 83.0 percent for calendar year 1989, 86.7 percent for
calendar year 1990, 86.0 percent for calendar year 1991, 82.5 percent for calendar year
1992, 84.2 percent for calendar year 1993, 78.5 percent for calendar year 1994, 75.5
percent for calendar year 1995 and 79.6 percent for calendar year 1996. 1 The ratio

'° Recipients in Guam, the Virgin sands, and Puerto Rico were removed because CPS interviews are rot
conducted in these areas. Data splittng out adult recipients are only available through June of 1997 so it
was not possible to calculate etinmatea for 1997. The adnmnistrative data used here are from data that were
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dropped for 1994, the first year affected by the change in the March CPS instrument that
was implemented in 1995, and has been relatively constant since that time. To the extent
that the ratio's decline in recent years reflects the survey instrument changes, there is no
reason to think that the March CPS measures of the number of persons receiving AFDC
at any time during the year have deteriorated over the time period used in the analysis in
the text.

27

directly reported to HStS. Comparisons bee the CPS and admiistative data colected through the
quality control survey may differ.
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In 1999,32.3 million ipopleor I 1.8 percent of the pptilation,
lived atorbelow the official poverty levet-2.2 million fewer

thm in 1998. While most of these people were children and
adults who did not participate in the Inhor force. some 6.8
million were classifiedas the 'working poor5 Thin was 362,000
fewer than a 1998, continuing a 6-yeardowntrend. The work-
ing poor are imdividuols who spent at least 27 weeks in the
labor force (working or looking for work), but whose incomes
fell below the official poverty level. Of all persons who worked
27 weehs or nom. 5.1 percent were classified anmog the work-
ing poor in 1999, down 0.3 percentage point from dte previons
year. (See tables A and 1.)

Working full time substantially lowers a person's probabil-
ity of being poor. Among persons in the Inbor force for 27
weeks ormare, 3.9 perent of those u~any employed full time
were in poverty compared with 10.5 percent forpan-time work-
ers. Nonetheless, the mnjority of the working poor-64.0 per-

ient-were full-aime worker Only a very sall prmportion of
the working poor (35 percent) actively sought ajob for more
tha 6 mmoths in 1999 without finding ay work, do~wn from
5.1 perconta 1998.

This report presents date on the relationships between Ia-
bor force activity and poverty in 1999 for idividual workers
and their families. The data were collected in the work apefri-
ence oad income supplement to the March 2000 Cureent Pope-
lation Survey (CPS). Fer a mare detailed description of the
source of the date and an enplaostion of the concepts and
defnitions nsed a this report, see the technical note.

Forperons living with famdy member, rhe earnings thresh-
olds used to determine poverty status am defined in terms of
family income, rather than personal income. Thua, for per-
sons living in family situations, earnmings from their employ-
ment am only on factor in their poverty status. Other impor-
taunt factors include the eammngs of others in the family, other
sources of mcome that family members might have, and the
size of the family. For persons living alone or with umelated
individualsn personal income data am used in determining
poverty stats.

Demographic ch tbC3
Among tdose who were in the labor force for 27 weeks or

Tttomo M. 9em. rnrly r- mconomeisr in t DOinison of Lnbor
r- Stulis. esor ao b.w Saicn M rd ts mows.

more in 1999. the proportion of women classified as workisg
poor (5.9 pencent) was higher thaa that of ten (4.4 percent).
Both rates have fallen since the early 1990s; they had been as
high as 7.3 percent for women aand 6.2 percent for men as
recently as 1993. As in earlier years, younger workers wee
Most vulnerahle to poverty, in pan because eanmings are lower
and uneerplymerent is higher for younger workers than for
older worken. Among teenagers who wem in the labor force
for 27 weeks or more, 10.1 percent were in poverty, as were
10.6 percent of those aged 20 to 24. These rates were roughly
double the rate for workers aged 35 to 44 (4.7 percent), and
more than triple the rate for workers 45 to 54 years ofage (2.8
percent). (See table 2.)

Black and Hispanic workers continued to experience pov-
erty at much higher rates than did whites. In 1999,4.3 percent
of whites who were in the labor force for 27 weeks or more
were classified as working poor, compared with 10.2 percent
of blacks and 10.7 percent of Hispanics. Nonetheless, the
vast majority of the working poor were white (70 percent).
Among whites and Hispanics, rates for men and women were
comparable; however, rhe rate for black women (I 3.6 percent)
was more thee twice the rate for black men (6.2 percent). One
eaplanaiion for this is that a relatuvely large proportion of
biack women maintain families. Nearly 30 percent of black
women maintained families in 1999, compared with only abont
10 percent of white women. As noted below, women main-
taining families nre far more likely to be among the working
peor than are married women.

Tats A. Pom sy stau ot pa n nd pntsry tarnua tn
rht labor tam, tor 27 wa or M ae., 550549
rNumban in tlslaridsl

Charactru r1999ce 1997 teen tn

Total Persiets ------------ 128a,3220 130047 131,731 133.651
in p.vurty ......... 7.421 7.453 7,158 6.796
Pwaeny rate ............. .e 5.7 5.4 5.1

Uwltod U a ......l 25,539 26,15s 26.971 27.845
In pnovery ___ ..- 2,423 2,534 2281 2.272
Poverty re ..... . 9.5e 9.7 9.5 0.2

Prirmary tinsa ............. 6 e,037 te8a1s 59,621 60.454
to povsrny..w___. _ 4.034 4,068 4.019 3,7s5
Pl" o n ... ___ 7.0 6S9 6.7 62

rkab aww bin tM" a na h t hO W. b ,
t- nrn is " ,-
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Working wives were less likely than working husbands to
be poor, primarily because working wives were more likely to
be in families with a second earner, usually a husband. (See
'Family ssructure," below). In 1999, 1.8 percent of married
women who were in the labor force for 27 weeks or more were
in poverty, compared with 3.2 percent of married men. In
contrast, 19.2 percent of women who maintained families and
who were in the labor force for at least 6 months were in
poverty.

Educational attainment
The risk of being among the working poor declines substan-
tially for workers who complete high school. In 1999, 6.0
percent of workers with a high school diploma were in pov-
erty, considerably lower than the proportion of those who
had not completed high school (14.3 percent). Moreover,
rates for workers with associate's and bachelor's degrees were
even lower. At nearly all major educational attainment levels,
women were more likely than men and blacks were moar likely
than whites to be among the working poor. (See table 3.)

Occupation
The likelihood of being among the working poor continued to
vary widely by occupation in 1999. Nearly II percent of all
workers who were in the labor force for at least 27 weeks and
whose longest job over the year was in services were poor.
Other occupations with relatively high proportions of work.
ers in poverty included farming, forestry, and fishing (15.7
percent), and operators, fabricators, and laborers (6.9 percent).
Rates were lowest for executives, administrators, and manag-
ers (1.7 percent) and for those employed as professional spe-
cialty workers (1.4 percent). These are occupations in which
high earnings and full-time employment are typical. (See
table 4.)

Family structure
Among families with at least one member in the labor force for
27 weeks or more, 3.8 million families, or 6.2 percent had in-
comes below the poverty line in 1999, down from 6.7 percent
in 1998. The poverty threshold for families reflects both the
total family income and the number of family members; thus,
the larger the family, the higher the level of income needed to
keep the family out of poverty. The fact that the presence and
number of young children can decrease the overall labor sup-
ply of a family also contributes to the relatively high inci-
dence of poverty among families with children. In 1999, famri-
lies with at least one child under age 18 continued to be much
more likely to have incomes below the poverty level than did
families without children (9.3 percent and 2.1 percent, respec-
tively).

The more workers a family has, the less likely that family is
to be living below the poverty line. For example, only 1.8 per-
cent of families with two labor force participants and 1. I per-
cent of families with three or more participants were among
the working poor. In contrast, 12.8 percent of families with

only one member in the labor force for 27 weeks or more were
in poverty. (See tables 5 and 6.)

Unrelated Individuals
Unrelated individuals are persons who live either alone or
with nonelatives. Of the 27.8 million unrelated individuals
who were in the labor force for 27 weeks or more in 1999,2.3
million, or 8.2 percent, lived below the poverty level. This rate
was down slightly from 8.5 percent in 1998. It should be
noted that the poverty status of unrelated individuals, unlike
that of family members, is determined by their personal in-
comes.

The living situations of unrelated individuals are charuc-
terized in one of two ways: some live by themselves, while
some share housing with other, unrelated persons. Of those
who were labor force participants for more than 6 months in
1999, persons living with unrelated individuals were twice as
likely to be poor ( 1.3 percent) as were those living alone (5.4
percent). Unrelated individuals with low incomes often live
with others in order to share expenses and pool resources.
Because their poverty status is not determined by household
income, the poverty measure for these unrelated individuals
may overstate their actual economic hardship. Conversely,
many of those who live alone do so because they have suffi-
cient incomes to support themselves. (See table 7.)

Labor market problems
As noted above, people who usually work full time-that is,
35 hours or more per week-are far less likely to live in pov-
eny than are others. However, there remains a sizable group
of full-time workers who live below the poverty threshold.
Among those who participated in the labor force for more
than half of the year and who usually worked in full-time wage
and salary jobs, 3.6 million, or 3.4 percent, were classified as
working poor in 1999. The proportion has been on a down-
wardtrendsince 1994. (Seetable8.)

There are uhree primary labor market problems experienced
by these full-time workers: Low eamings, periods of unem-
ployment, and involuntary part-time employment (See defi-
nitions of these problems in the technical note.) About 4 out
of 5 of the working poor who usually worked full time experi-
enced at least one of these major labor market problems. Low
earnings continued to be the most common problem encoun-
tered-68.2 percent faced low earnings, either alone or in con-
junction with other labor market problems. Nearly 35 percent
of the working poor experienced unemployment, either alone
or in conjunction with other problems. Only 4.3 percentexpe-
rienced all three problems-low earnings, unemployment. and
involuntary part-time employment

Some 606,000, or 16.8 percent, of these working poor did
not experience amy of the three primary labor market problems
in 1999. Theirclassification as working poor may be explained
by other factors, including short-term employment. some weeks
of voluntary part-time work, or a family structure that increases
the risk of poverty.
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Technical Note

Source of data
The primary source of data in this report is the work experi-
ence and income supplement (the Annual Demographic Sur-
vey) to the March 2000 Current Population Survey (CPS).
The CPS is a monthly survey of about 50.000 households
conducted by the U.S. Census Bureau for the Bureau of La-
bor Statistics to collect demographic, social, and economic
information about persons 16 years of age and older. Work
experience and income information collected in the March
supplement refers to activity in the entire prior calendar year.

The estimates in this report are based on a sample and,
consequently, may differ from figures that would have been
obtained from a complete count using the same questionnaire
and procedures. Sampling variability may be relatively large
in cases where the numbers are small. Thus, small estimates,
or small differences between estimates, should be interpreted
with caution. For-a detailed explanation of the March supple-
ment to the Current Population Survey, its sampling variabil-
ity, and more extensive definitions than those provided be-
low, see Poverty in the United States: /99

9
-Current Popu-

lationReports, series P.60, no. 210 (U.S. Census Bureau, Sep-
tember 2000). This publication also is available on the U.S.
Census Bureau website (hftp-JAvwwceususgov).

Information in this report will be made available to sensory
impaired individuals upon request. Voice phone: (202) 691-
5200, Federal Relay Service: 1-800-877-8339. This material is
in the public domain and, with appropriate credit, may be re-
produced without permission.

For more information on the data provided in this report,
write to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, Division of Labor Force
Statistics, Room 4675, 2 Massachusetts Avenue, NE,
Washington, DC 20212; e-mail: cpsinfoabls.gov, or telephone
(202)691-6378.

Concepts and deflinillons

Poverty classification. Poverty statistics presented in this
report are based on definitions developed by the Social Secu-
rity Administration in 1964 and revised by Federal interagency
committees in 1969 and 1981. These definitions originally
were based on the Department of Agriculture's Economy Food
Plan and reflected the different consumption requirements of
families, based on factors such as family size and the number
of children under 18 years of age.

The actual poverty thresholds vary in accordance with the
makeup of the family. In 1999, the average poverty threshold
for a family of four was $17,029; for a family of nine or more
persons, the threshold was $34,417; and for an unrelated indi-
vidual aged 65 or older, it was $7,990. Poverty thresholds are
updated each year to reflect changes in the Consumer Price
Index for All Urban Consumers (CPI-U). The thresholds do

not vary geographically. For more information, see Poverty
in the United States: 1999, cited above.

Low earnings, The low earnings level, as first developed in
1987. represented the average of the real value of the mini-
mum wage between 1967 and 1987 for a 40-hour workweek.
The base year of 1967 was chosen because that was the first
year in which minimum-wage legislation covered essentially
the same broad group of workers who currently are covered.
The low earnings level has subsequently been adjusted each
year using the CPI-U, so that the measure maintains the same
real value that it held in 1987. In 1999, the low earnings thresh-
old was $245.21 per week. For a more complete definition, see
Bruce W. Klein and Philip L. Rones, "A profile of the working
poor." Monhily Labor Review. October 1989, pp. 3-

1 3
.

Income. Data on income are limited to money income re-
ceived in the calendar year preceding the March survey date,
before personal income taxes and payroll deductions. They
do not include the value of noncash benefits such as Food
Stamps, medicare, medicaid, public housing, and employer-
provided benefits. For a complete definition of the income
concept, see Poverty in the United Stares: 1999, cited above.

In the laborforce. Persons in the labor force are those who
worked or looked for work sometime during the calendar year
preceding the March survey date. The number of weeks in
the labor force is accumulated over the entire year. The focus
in this report is on persons in the labor force for 27 weeks or
moM.

Involuntarypart-time workers. These are persons who, in at
least I week of the year, worked fewer than 35 hours because
of slack work or business conditions, or because they could
not find full-time work. The number of weeks of involuntary
part-time work is accumulated over the year.

Occupation. Refers to the occupation in which a person
worked the most weeks during the calendar year.

Unemployedt Unemployed persons are those who looked
for-work while notemployed or those who were on layofffrom
ajob and expecting recall. The number of weeks unemployed
is accumulated over the entire year.

Family. A family is defined as a group of two or more per-
sons residing together who are related by birth, marriage, or
adoption. Persons in related subfamilies-married couples or
parent-child groups sharing the living quarters ofanother fam-
ily member-are included as members of that family and are
not distinct family units. The count of families used in this

3
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report does not include unrelated subfamilies, such as lodg- dren) of the husband, wife, or person maintaining the family
ern, guests, or resident employees living in a household but and all other children related to the householder by birth.
not related to the householder (the person in whose name the marriage, or adoption.
housing unit is owned or rented). Families are classified ei-
ther as married-couple families or as those maintained by men Race. White, black, and "other" are terms used to descnbe
or women without spouses present Family status is deter- the race of workers. Included in the "other" group are Amen-
mined at the time of the March interview, and thus may be can Indians, Alaskan Natives, and Asians and Pacific Island-
different from that of the previous year. ers. Because of the relatively small sample size, data for this

group are not separately tabulated or published.
Unrelatedindividuans. These are persons who are not living
with any relatives. Such individuals may be living alone, re- Hispanic origin. This term refers to persons who identify
side in a nonrelated family household, or live in group quar- themselves in the CPS enumeration process as Mexican. Puerto
ters with other unrelated individuals. Rican, Cuban, Central or South American, or of some other

Hispanic origin or descent Persons of Hispanic origin may
Related children. Data on related children refer to own chil- be of any race; thus, they also are included in both the white
dren (including sons, daughters, and step- or adopted child and black population groups.
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Adrrdrlo ello oope. irdridh delrol. .............. 2.532 553 1.979 184 29 145 6,5 3.5 7.3

S-fr.oeooope................................. 3.415 1,290 2.135 577 129 451 10.9 9.8 21.1
P h.-hoclrld............................... 156 8 147 58 8 62 37.2 3)l 352
Pr~tomedele .................................. 50 360 140 38 24 14 7.4 6.5 0.5
Sarste.. ceyPrioct roourf am P899660 .......8 2.751 012 1,039 491 96 385 17.5 10.0 29.9

P- ..e&p~dfc.,OM sLao4 Pek ................ 1,273 1.110 151 65 46 19 SI1 4.1 11.9
oparrueb.m roaoeam km" r. .................. 2.930 2.14 709 292 144 147 10.0 6.7 18.0
Medtreoprular.eseetr.ambueO=M........ 1.113 848 445 129 48 70 11.3 7.3 10.9
Tr-rporlearlon amrirole .100 ... Ospbo..s... 925 802 12 54 33 2 1 5.8 4.1 17.3
HOBr48Bn eqolpnoart- h.rcMhlp amlboes 92 8 OR9 111 84 40 125R 9.2 2401

F..". trr. tloncy. Wd lth ....................... 132 117 15 35 30 5 26.0 29.0 l1)

I Nlrbde bab tre posrty eMl a . peor d Or l hr Ore lhbor Mm to are Goer Pootl SoVey o e y - loler 15 dt for
lotte -ft eokd 991169 fteyer r99 am a.,e Yea. becos of U.4 kft&tohi. hr f-ly 2000 of rAeorar

2 rddes a o reaer of personan W . lst job -.4 V. te d powAb o 898 41 rt corny. For e48it8 hion b. -n
F-re RIesiorr 41 Vre Co-Ieo PopoAIoc S.oory Ellacilv Joroioy 2000 In Ure

3 DM1o so tere be la 1- ftn 75.000. Faboay 26009 8 ofa Errrd r arid Eernk
NOTE Dat lar tU9, a 8 oueed nO Marih 2009 o3p1re.
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Table5. Peron in fmailies and nreltd indhiduals: Povety status and work eperence, 1999
(Nunfte in . s

ILl fldc-09e 9an0 s tn 'b0s tby in by104nl911ned ty
Pove!y status end wodk Tow 

Unanpedence V- H0 
ine , Relae O, RabbI o . v

18 90.0 h.W. Wins90 " ' boos

TOTAL

AD pawoa'................. 209.067 54.714 55.247 5.475 17,180 12.669 1.766 9.763 4.003 429 3.832 43.996190 WbOn I o.ol. y ............ 149.042 43.6 32.715 2.576 12,719 9.370 767 6,712 3.24 108 2.740 30.2001 9. 26 . ................... 1591 .74 3.774 1.566 3.001 941 490 .5 94 9 0 2.35527 woaka onr............133.651 42.278 32.961 1.016 9.71 9.29 29 6.07 3.03 7 2.3 27.945V
9

m Z W900r-oio..Y ~....... 60,025 10.864 18.532 2,960 4.4'611 3,296 993 3,051 779 261 1,091 13.796
At or- bo. Pe-y wl

.A I- ,: w3167.707 52,059 52,575 5.56 16.402 9.14 1.216 8.289 3.531 371 3.548 35.509th W., lo19af oly 19,376 42.306 35.842 2.469 12.414 7.153 609 6.067 2.944 152 2.614 20.T701 l26nnao. ................ 12.521 1.396 3.493 1.513 2.9896 342 360 956 124 73 252 1.19727rsaoknorn-r. 126.65 40,9 234 75 9.519 S.1 226 5,231 2.825 79 2.362 25.573llO . W,labo I .lo ............ 49331 9..75M4 3126.33 2,575 3,99 1.991 610 2.202 509 219 934 8.738
a.I.m P-WY01-701

P.......... . 21.36 2,655 2.672 413 779 3.525 542 12474 472 58 294 8.488With W50195 lo- .oy 9 ...... .666 1.549 973 69 305 2,218 159 625 256 19 126 3.4301 10 26 onkl ...... ... .... 2.6'71 179 262 47 100 599 119 248 70 9 50 1.152
7

n .oo, - ......... 6.796 1,397 '569 41 200 ,.6,n 41 377 211 7 69 2.27'2Wih~ W - Ims .11,On0Ay ....... 11.694 1.110 1798 325 474 13D7 3913 849 191 42 155 5.055

A* P-al, 10.2 49 4.8 75 4.5 2798 30.9 15.1 1. 6. 13.5 74 193Withtb~ollol-a 6.y 5 35 2.4 3.4 2.4 23.7 20.7 9.3 9.7 905 4.6 11.4I l26mk ....a........... t... l. ,113 7.5 30 3.5 63.7 23.7 22.5 35.9 10.6 19.3 49.2
2 7

aa65n. .S.............. I. 3.2 1.6 4.1 2.1 19.2 15.3 6.7 7.0 894 2.9 9.2WlIMool ohloranooolwy ....... i19.5 10.2 97 112 10 3. 39.6 27.8 246 11 15 3.

291 -on 0950 os0i, p.- h1 Pd6UoY 50m8.9 096 noeblatm Su.-y, a.l t cn1r066 w ma0 l 0.th 009 fo I 9 n8 nod 01r iy..Oobnf o99s. bhca.. 01 tre entdftl0 E J a 20 0f IW9.d pwhl.. -90110.0 NuMnb.ar 514 Oln o~oty l = .Mwer Wl 010 1941. 99d9 ml surve.y. For., 99. ddld lon-Y 6 san O'R19 m tIn. CurreNOTE: 009 1901010019909 0410,, Oet. W1999. 0066 Ppula45n Survy Eff..M Joanuan 2000*5 010 -,orY 2D000j-0 91-0010 600 .9I tre Mar01 2000 au9pl,.-r 14 Ol ro PoptuOlwt Eo~a.3d0E-W,
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Tabl6. Prtmary faanff s: PM" srty 988 presusn" of reae chfldrwn. wid work .xpedesoe of family mabemohI On. labor forc for 27 waew ormre.s 1999

(TN9t. hi lolaaot4)

a90Wrele.0o| ToI Ila I J0.hi |I lelf[ P55eIy50W3

Trw pwk."au lorr a . .................. _.... 454 58,699 3.755 6.2

W01 r a M M r r W 1801 .. ................... _ ............... 34,542 31,337 3205 9.3WIOW 0500 ... 20.912 25.362 550 2.1
WM " .reAt _ Dl e IWbor b r... ........ ......... 24.449 21.50f 3,143 128W u h o ooonlrr bo r m 6eb h i ,. h .bo r l e _ ... 3 58065 35.193 6 12 1.7W h .....r..o ............_.................. 29,970 29.421 5S0 198W 9.l........r...a.. r r. 56835 5.772 62 1.1

Wfth llar rO d I . ..en rod.16 25.658 24,314 1,343 5.2w nrokth lam. . 21.158 20845 313 1.5

W 0h -0 - 0 . M. . . ._ h r bor..... 15.285 14.083 1.202 7.9la I ... .................. 11.413 10.479 937 8.2Wlb .... . ................ 3,175 2.967 207 8.5Fl bfo ... _ _ _ _ _. . 690 6 39 58 8.4W trr o oo r -r _ .e h M ID. ... ..... .... 31.530 31.078 454 1.4Wlvim r r ....... 26.518 26.112 406 1.5Whhl0O90orm . . ................ ........ 5 012 4,964 48 1.0

F. U 0rrat k by W O1960

191811.9 4.. . . . . . . . .4 m er 18 6.920 5.289 1,651 23.9WR. n ..... ..... ._ _ ....... 3.154 2973 181 5.7

W oh - w r fe 
0
. h................. ..... 7.189 5.498 1.691 23.5

HIHMlo . . .. 5 8 70 4 3 1.49 0 2554Ra99.t. .... . 1.319 1.118 2M1 15.2W rin or er e ..................rr.. 2.895 2,744 141 4.9

Fa.M.i ,lkthud byloel

Wk ohd rbld ladd r*& 18 1..5.................... . 1... 1.754 211 10.7wrlatdgde ... ... I'doo 1,543 56 3.5
- .Mlat1.l M .hi............ 2.179 1.925 250 11.5M ... _ . .......... ........ . ...... . 1,795 'Am69 193 108F65,e . .. _ _ _ ....... _ 380 323 57 14.9W h .. 10 ae ._ I..bh 8 r ..17orbrr ~ l . 1,350 1,372 18 1.3

I 14 r owr 01. F-ay67 p Wm 1 mf f ht brth l93b 19906OM -1b Ys b- d 0n _ a t di lAlh h yVWWo 0b 6 lob 27 .Mr 2000 OF 10 4 dOP o r0 0 Coad hi th. - M . F bNOTE: OMe (MMot. pft" bn. WM at Mm 9 M 4 I140.r. le _ Uhrr4 hi 8.C Pqon
0_ 6 h1 rln I tor bn br . 9 127 a a rrroru 00 e abr 1199. S- y M KS . .A -oEly 200(r hi 07 F bO sly 2000 LI- d0h41h.1 tlodd h Ih 7ft 20W _4 vb 8Mtf1irndE.u*r
O-W F_ MI. &,o . 01 b4 Wdy aW r r9
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Teb. 7 UWoolsd bxdlykdue bl the *abo forc for 27 weeks mor- . Poverty sttits by age, e, race, Hspaic
soigS., and boMng narrne 0090

INa-han. th0-0 )

Characlastic Td i Al 01.0 Bkco PopO 'Fly oD

Age Wn

Toot h O ................................................. 27.845 25,573 2272 0.2
10109 1y"" ............ ... . - . - ---- ............. 621 400 221 356
20 2 .. 3000 2000................................... ....................... 3. 2 2a 172
25 6 64 5r1 . ........ .... . _ ._ . ..... 22.435 21.65 t .301 6.1
e5s 5 "older ..... . . ............................... 1 100 1 118 62 5.3

MW"..5.7 ........... 5........................................... 15 14214 1148 7.5
w .... 1243 1. 14 9.................... .2.43 11.360 1.124 9.0

RM W H0p00 1 .11g

.... 0 2. ... 1..50 1, 70,,.................... a09 21.28 1.11 7.8
M ... . .................... 12.777 11.23 55 7.5
VIm10 . _ _._. .... _ . _. .................... 10"31 9.435 050 0.3

E . _ ........................... . . .......... 3.042 3.02 301 10.5
MW. ..................................................... 1.930 1.775 155 .0
IN00 .. 13 1.47.132................................... 7 .47 226 13.2

C 1.2.. . 1..............................................2.0........ 2283 286 12.5
...... .. .1.521 1.34 1. . ........... .. .... .................. 1 2 13.3

Yf1 n ....... 702 04. .................................... 113 14.9

U1 . ...... 1... . 755 14 1391 7sa 5.4
ub0 11f0 0, ................. ..... ................................ 13.ca 11.604 1.476 11.3

' Nurb1u bW 0 po WM Parm50 t O1 U. p or d O Im Wiamel I OS Colrel PopAu.ll Sn10y. 0 0 nXally
M. flalo, 27 -06 0mom0 - WM dZ;, k. 1950 I 11VW d110 y.a, b-. 0 of me

NOTE: D001 l, ncu 600 H0IMdki* 0 -Pl cn 0 M - 691011016 Jn0h rf 2Na0D of0 d 0pw1 o150 0001a d 1h
b4 b-- da for U. 'Olt *dh group .. Mo n po_ d V. aw. FCI d. hkmulbn. *4 *R.bm. th Curonl
u d HIPsr400 01 61rdhch b0h 01 001 ra bi0 k p0p01U00 F0. S-by Efedl J..." 20DO' h 6he F0b1-.1y 20D6
00. D0tD lo 100. hwh 001 060d I1 M. M1 20WM I.o. ol E,,aksondeaE,0*1

Tabb 0. Persons M1te tlaboo force for 27 weeks or mom: Poverty stes ad labor market problems o0 0ultme
wag9 and salary worre, n,1999

(Numn. LI ho )n.

Pmverty s0a5 a0 d labor market problems Tobl At 0b1 6B1w ov po 01 *

ToL (u-. 0 0go0.0w0 1 9 5 3 ...................................................... 114.000 101.369 3.599 3.4

No -010 -0 0 h P01140t0 -V d 010,0011011000...or 00.000..I. .6e202 606 .7

U rMlo90p ........... . _ . ........................... 5.320 4,907 413 7.8
1 p1n116me 1 1 0 1 y ................................. .................... 2.025 192 42 2.1

Low . p r . . . . . .ory ............................ 7444 50939 105 20.2

uI.60 r- 1 n aW h p06 1r ........01016006000,5 P 0. _...... 800 03 9.4
Lk.,p m uld 0k0150.1.42. 020................ _ ,06 42.5
Ir- 1 60n65 aM l0w0 ..610010110........................................ 023 435 19 30.3

UinvIoyO 61Yu0bry p n 0112rd 01w 00060 .............0 377 222 155 41.1

N1.0 OS h01W.ro7 MWh IS OS 0 aO 000. b- of 0h OS 0*0rnl dhvn 61 Jae h M 2000 01
lab0r hn ohr 27 wol or mo elooed ph011110r10 001 6OnS U . F11 d1011

2 The 1w eslori 0181999 w 0245.21 P.1 wm0. Womam bo '.W- 61 OS Curnnl Pqlon S010y
NOTE: Dola rd. M o pa o16 e. Vna dO.r. Dt fhr 1999, EOMl J.ry 2000' 6 OS Fdoy 2000 bW0 d1 £11Vk310
0o10I .o411d I1 00 Uftd 0rlOO r11 0D 60 1000

qbn 9y, rS.Y - MSO_ Imt. dt.l bir 1998
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Living Wage

Living Wage Proposals by State: 6/13/01 eLIsTINGtBYCITI

Color Codes:
Enacted I Currently Active I No recent activity IDefeated/Vetoed (on.eat can etty en-tne)

CITY ST WAGE APPLIES TO PROPOSAL DATE
TYPE ENACTED

Lttb. Rook AR S8 20 with Comacton and No fonnal proposal Clparigf
benens. S9045 saboonlredon eemng introd-ad to date undreay m. 9

0tho0 t >25K 10080 introduan
to Counfi plannei d
lor 1999. esearch
andeonay

Proe Btutt AZ Not speaded Not setened No toonal proposal to Caoyiargf
date andentry i0 tote

2000. No recnt
adonIty r1ap.1n

Pi-a County AZ 0000 County Contlraocs No bonnet propOatl Crmpaign
introduced to date aodernay CS ot

212000 no recnt
_actity ropofnd

Tucon AZ 9800 WlbeCts. City dnelractmo eododlg Cty ordinance Enuaed
S9900withoua eonstorctro l wOtrrsn am Septerber 1998
benefits romparbe thatt hold C cfb

Tempe AZ Futl Meail City Contedor No hornal propoatl Carepaig
bemehto itrodacd to date nderoray in 100.

No reent adtdy
reponed

Stm Fanfsro CA S9.00 first yetu Contmadors City Ord"xarre Enacted in
S10.00 .eeond No-erber 2000:
year, 25% costt of mcriygn to

"in lereane epand to hraith
a.ter thot -Ooerage
proposed reqorrement began
evpnsri to i. 2001
irdode tbea
rorerage
reqarrennent

Long Bearh CA U00peotrc ato Unspeffied Cty ordirnet Aci0tty reported in
1t98. I rereent
adotY reypored

Los Ang0etet CA $7.39 with BEtinesms w.th c0y City ordinance Soaead In Mar1h
befitb. 98E4 conacts o-r S25K. 1997. after the

_UtWd 10 poid coprparre5 re r ore courfrI oeerrode a
day Off Wdened thlan S100K Cnorratyl Sirm ory.e tto5
to Stadhn yeedy. Oseto grardnt: .Moended to nrneeded to

Mndede aIyport wrkerm August 1998;Late
2000. C..paign

Casmpaign ttamy to rals
wrdesnny to ase mradte Sto 10
tame to 910 00 Nto nnt adoiriy

reported.

San Jose C 950 wlbatfitbI Contractst ' 20000 wlt

http://www.epionline.org/livingwage/proposalssstate.htmrn

City ordinanoe Enatded In
Nm 1r-to 199tt
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.... .. ..0010 witb lob00

that wu lok. d
0050r tor 0100
to 0109018

111

appliles to tim puttim
cdty employeeo Wa0e 01y be

hr-s.5ed to
S1 1.35 0, t of
the agreemenda

mnrdafto at the
So. Jo-e A....

Vent000 County CA S3000 w/Defits: Cotolly ro0t00010 rtnd Coouny ordinanre Enaded 0 2001

$10.00 wh rciplewt, of >25K ih
benefts 000.a00- (fiS .nd pa0-

tme 0 0ployees). b0rd
00as .pp-0ed the roncapl
of a Dorng 0100

Saotm B.roba, CA S11 OIIth health Not specified No l-100, pIOpo.l C.nplign

0.0fiM 0r S12.25 i008od1c0d to da 01 .0d0n0y. Apri

without 2001

Lo. Ang01e CA Sd032 wdh Couty 0t0000110 Courdy ordinanre Enaced June

Coun
1
ty be0fie 1099 Late,

Amended btO odA. 0nly 0d0de

S9046 w00th0 0000a1000 wif0h g-lte b..i.e. .wth 20

0tha 20 1ployecmb wth or fe0er

anmual g icm1 e 0pyes
000eding S1 milfion (S2.
lor tedtniral0o0
protesrsorul rtt

B.,keley CA S9.75 W.beefi.0 . Cornp nies doing Nusm000 Cdy ordinance Enaded June

$11.37 110 with the GCty or 0 asig 2000

_ lan~~~~I.d Iro the rity

Oak00 n0 CA $0. 00th 0 u0100 a0d non-pofiLs Cty 0rdinance E.0 0d 1n Apnl

b0efis0 S.9.95 wth sentce rontrar5 1 1998
witho-t 12 pad S25K o rerng > St1OOK
day. ofi. t0 i. suo0idies: pi.. to

unpasid day.-ofi .,pand ordinafie bo -e
Pot.

Nolh Hollywood CA Not speified Nod spoofid N. f0-1--I p00o1 0l Campaign
_torodfted to dat 0 0e000y

Hayward CA S8061 00th 0 Cy 01ploye0 s *nd 08y 1 Cty .0d8r0tfce E000ed Apri 1999

benofit5 S9.95 0r00o1t0 1 S25.000
.wWa adjuted
yearly witb the
.ma's Q0t of

Santa ClWro CA $10 01b heal1 M-fuldt0ring b..i ...... County .,dinanre Enaded

Copnty b0.0t01 p benefithg fto ta Septambr. 1995
500t0b10 ,bate-100

Maon Coony CA $15.75 Co-tont1. No 0o dal01 e01000 Campr.gn

no nsce activity
reported

Frnon CA Not apedf.9d Contradpfit No f0,11.1 prop00al Campaign
k*VndurOed to datb uneway in 1998;

COW08 00108
(delaatd) down even

sbtog the issue
hn 312(00 n
Cre11d a0,8 t0y

_ ra~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~(potted

Sooto Coso CA 011.00
w/b.Yeft.

COty Q0r0ad01t and city
worken; hdl-4irn MY

Emoted Odober
2ttOO

http://www.epionline.org/Iivingwage/proposals-state.htmIl
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S12.00 without

Santa MoWkae CA $10.50 Ad ttsneesse eith 050 City Ordinance EnCted tole
wDeenefits; employees tocated n thee 2001
$12.25wl1thout ity. torist center amd
beefits drbw groobto ow S5 M
the first year
St4.00without
betefit dung
the second year

Poll Hunenee CA Based on O.nard Based on OCi.nd poposal Oty ordinance Campaign
proposnl enderony in 2000.

No recent *ctiity
repotted

M-cntain V.e" CA 5950 Iohenefifte COMlrado $2S000, Owth No hmmal proposal Ceepa gn
$10.75 whut; some eeaptionos also ftrodaced to date uadescay in I 998.

applies to some pan llme no ent activity
cty enpteye reped

West Holywood CA $7.25 4erbefits; Serice cotracDs S25K City ondenoce Enactd
S8.50 wlOut or 0 3 moatbe September 1997
benoetS

Pasadena CA $7.25 w/ benefito: City employees. mdo, Coty deonrance Enaeded
S9.50 wrthoct ceotreetonm Septemter 1998

San Diego CA Not pecified Conftrdor No fennal poposal Campaign
_ tredoced to date underray 0 2001

O-oard CA S800 w/benefita; Ciy comrdcton am City ondlramce Discussion began
S10500wfo buor oess recs. rrg 25K in 11/99. on
benefits in asistance (Poll and paol Council agenda hor

tere employees) 5/16100 no recern
adtrety repeted

Ssl Femwndo CA S7.25 wah Servce contrmcdo 025K City .rdion- Enaded AprY 2000
beneftl: $9.50

tlro Su5
compenated &
SY

uncompenated
days off

S.-.meto CA S10.00 Conerbctrand CityCoyrdlince Campaign
w/benefiDts cropwae tral reve undereapy in 2001
912.84 witbout asitainute ftm the city

Pant Alto CA 59050 Webenefita; CobntrcD 0 S20.000 with No fonnol preposl Campair
S10.75 e/eut some oemptlons: ame intodniuced to date underrey tn 1998

applies to ane paet-tie no tecent ndivity
city emptoyees rpelled

Denver CO $8.20 (bated en Cty crltr and City Ordlnace Enaaded Febru ry
povrty tet ber a steontradotn wrh 2000
bemniy ol hur) conract r 2K. for paetke

lot attendauD. e ltty
guafnh dittd te- wrent

_ ~~~~de emnr

Merdln CT 11 X0% poverf y City evice ceraets ev City ordtlnane Eneded November
tev01 far faitda S02.000 2000
of beto. RWAtF

helth insace
0 no n mtre than
3% oahe annura

tae d
Cepey

I Hnlrd ICT I110X ofthe City conter -SSOK
feedral rebO momma e

http://www~epionline~org/livingwage/proposaisstate.html

Cty ordlncoe Enuded Odtoalr
1996
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level tor a ftuIty dIveltpment projed tha
of tol (c-nty receive nstidiest I S100K
S9.02)

Nes Heo-s CT Based Ce federal Service cat drctda Cdy otaraince Ettacted May 1997
povetly mnal ftr a
fanity of totr
2000115%:
(caeMetly S9 43)

Bndgepott CT Not spedfied Not spenafed No foorma proposa.l Campaign
lotnod.ced to date urder-iay as of

N-.oDtrer 2000
No recent ac tily

_ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~reporaed
Washington DC Not specified Conractors No foonal prmposal Capaign

introdoced to date ande.-ay in 1998
no r~cent2 actrarty
rpowed

Gaosoille FL Not specited Contator No best propospal CarPaIgo
mOtrodaced to date underway in 199.

no recent a..iiy
repraed

Mierni-Dade FL S8006 wih Cotty employees, County ordinance Ena.ted May 1999
Count benefits. S9.81 conod.ctWror bbc-t-ractors.

_ tihod2 benefits asiprt epntoyees

Steward County FL $8 50 Corpan-res doing bosiness Conty ordinance Prposatl espected
mthr the city rhth centracts to reach cou-ty

snot3 100K cocac in sare 2001

Atanta GA Not specfied Conmmactrs No fonoat proposal Caopaig
inroduced to date oode-vay 1008 no

recent activity
_____ __ retoraed

Valdosta GA Ng2 spetfied Contractors No faomal propoasa Caopabig
istrodaced to data undencay in 1998.

no recent actviy
reporned

Dohoqee LA Not specdfied Not 2uetaied No tonatl preposat Caompt1gs
ftrodoaad to date ondenoay as of

Novemrohr 2000.
No recent acAty.

Des MoLnes LA 97.00 thsmum No-eaagew.ent Mtof-nte City orthane Enacted h 1008:
w8th goat 00 S9900 employeess at basinesses amended to

rencvieMg a..isttance inchde S9.00
_goar n JMy 199

Cook Couty IL S7.60 Servi ndousy Count ordhance Enad
contrtdorts end September 1900
sbcontradont of any aiz
eqruiod to pay slipaa

wage to wionaa no
awaided conthact

Chicago IL S7.60 C notracas and City Odance Enacted Jaty 1908
wl0tatols wI 25 or

_~~~~~~~itr toat h8w8e wethero

Inditaspolis IN Not specfied Contractors No ftorat proposal Caopaegn
intduced to date aedenoay In 1998.

no recent ativity
__________ __ ______________ ____________________ repoded

GDey IN prealing witge NReaplents of tao City ordinancte Enatfed or 1091
abatewents

Sooth Bend IIN 0Aroud $1000 1Conaactom snd ntdpiets
ofts tibeabt-ments

No trmal propoatl
intnrdaced to date

Campaign
nderwy wn
/1t99f stxdy

cotwittion
reromnended not
to proceed lrane hi

http://Www.epionline.org/livingwage/proposals state hstn8 8/22/01
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7/200. No rnts
ot repWid

Btootnogton IN Not ppecried Contractors No tont osap,0p000 Campaign
0rloodtced to date undety I W9 no

recent aittty
repoted

Matrlan KS sa 45 reth Bussneooes teceivng Draft proposal C mpoign
benefits: s9.2a econ den rtuds odenapy in 1998.
wthout. no recent acivity
coinmmnity hinng reponed

Topeka KS Not specfied Not sped/ted No Itpmll proposal Campaigo
introduced to date onderyin 1tte

2000. No recent
_adctly repored

Letcher County KY $7.50 AD wo-lenr Cmonty Ordinance Proposal tiled to
(debteatd) advnce doe to .

3-3 not on
7/1 m. no recent
actitoty eported.

Choingrod KY Not specifed Contractors No fonoal proposal Caropaigo
rtroduced to date onderw y t 1998:

no recent octrorty
reported

Lo/ovate KY ULSpedfied Cay c&ren .nd No tIrsa propost Ceprg
Socantraohoe ktrnduoced to dote anderwy n 199.

rp recoet act"iot
.Ported

Leoongton KY s8a25 pts health Contracttot Drt propo09 l Crparign
benefits ondeno ayi 1998,

no recent activtly
reponed

New Orteans LA S1.00 .o13e AN emepboyees Chiwbde ballot etinit/ne Defeated In June
(defeated) federat 00.1 1997 t flied

on proceduntl
/ssue rwooned in
2000 to oe ent
bak to ,oters. No
recent actlty.

North Harpton MA S7.00 / btenfits. Ad Horpohtre County County ordinonce Campaign
s980 /out erpioypeo undalmwy in 1998.

no recent acti ty
reported

Soennite MA s8.35 Covenrg at dty City Ordwuence Enocted May t999
emp/ye; emptoyees O
dty contractors and

r ~~~~sobtnbcteor
Harvard MA s1025 Corrtly Jorotor. Ltter to No. onat proposal Campoign

Jndude at ueroty hitroduced to date undeMnoy in 1999.
employees ruftipie student

ra.ies hove been
taking pace

Boston MA 98a71: hdexed to City agencies and Cay ordintnca Enacded mid-1997;
cost of Icing noonatdore oe 51DOK Atended in
inrases. and sucontracors over Septereher 1998W
pwromtes S25K: armended later to efforto ondenoy to
cOrunnty Nirng. eerenpt companeo rnrawse woge to
estabtishes ado recerng asot. Mayor hos 510 a. hour and
Boord anr..unced p/ans to wie anon the amount

wage hi Joly 2000 thMa tr/gg-rs the
-age to S25K

MA | 910.00 Cit eroee
cowper/s, wth dty
co'S*M 0910OK
recipients Ofcty

h0/stance 0 81OK,
.ohc.traon

City ordinance Enacted May 1999

Page 5 of 14
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EM001o,1e MA S10.30 Cay empi-Oyees nd ciy CA ordty a W Drdkinnce

(deeated) 2d001ld r :D0c.
100m bef"r

movin hetr

Balti-or MD S7 10 in 1998: Cot.nsftiov and serA Cty ordinC nee Enactd 01
S7.70 i 1999 conWlalt over S5K Decenlber 1994;
(bad on inre0se pending
prevadog wa-ge as of De-owber
122199proposal 199 effors ae
cats /or S7.90 now uade-ey to
begmnV i1 Jm 0010ened 9 ihing
1999) wage 10 P0101

_ epioyeea

Perro GeorgeM. MD Wpsevadg wage County conractors Coonty ordi.. c Passed by Coolty
Couty Cooot h 1999.

99.90 Coud y cofltrdors and Cound ordina mayo oetod:
(vetoed) comp.des ra reee t -n. msa btn

Sobsidies e~at actrafty
________ reported

Mlgfto-eey MD $10.441$11 00 Coo ctaor and Staled .ballot dl0lafive was to be
Coudly (iwo -e, ) booss Mat receiva hoi9tva. br0 e psI to voters 01

(defeated) economk coohy propos 11/19989 Deteatod
k ... ssCod oin 8/ 9 h11999, h enor
noormproi 0of 001 EiTC.

Aroopols. MD $1028 Conp-ans recem.9 state No fo01al propoool C mpign
subsidi. inlIoduced to date onden-y in 1999.

reporltd

P0010d ME Not speified Busirnesu thal rvcvlve No lonal proposal Carpaign
0100t0 100t lao io.e..ent finanong irtoduced to date underway m 1999

-t001 25 110w no0 Ocot hy
job reported

W99nmw Ml Equal to federa City coorots and City odinance Encted Ja..ary
poverty 10 1./or comprdos rermming 2000
fi- ofl our s0b£idies n50K
(corrodty 89.20
1001 benef95):
125% of ederal
Ponery l0e",
rOWd beneft
($10.25)

Grand Rapids Ml Urpeifed rate B901 0s tla revve No 1011. 1 proposal Commissioner
public assistnce oirdod-ood to date preprorg

legi1latim m. 1999
no n011001 actvityInpoiem wd

Kaleow o Ml 98925 City ontrarors N. h0 ul proposal Afte, p ss p0b
krdocd to date Deroc the City

Councl vvgaooed
a groop to stody
thre pos.sibility 0101
oridit.ne C ilotd
oWld not to

mdbie oo~ a00
Nov. 2000 balot:
Cooliit eopende
to0fi0e1s9. No

mcet carM~
_ n~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~eported

O a bland C o ut n M l .B 0 . 1 h C o om n o rt mac to s C o. ndy ordi nrr r t D efe ted h1972 999
(defeated) bene.a

Anl Aroor MI 19:a0 w-enetlo Codndcas and .0bsidnd d City ordMrrc Eeaced h

http://www. epioiline.org/livingwage/proposals statehtim8 8/22/01
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510.00 r/out

-oi aw en
mayor vetoed
ordinance

Lansing Ml Lrpeacfied Based on Detrods No tonnal proposal Campaign
ordinance introduced to date underway in 1998

Ml U, ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~no reet activity
reyorled

Eostpoine Ml No detads No detaidl avdabile Cty ordinance Enacted spyng ot
anuable 2001

Ferndale Ml No details No details av ible City ordinance Enacted sping of
avadable 2001

Ypsilanb Ml Sd 50 ont Businesses with City ordinance Enacted May 1999
benegts. 910.00 conitractors ' SSK under-
wethout 10 empiyee busirestes

empWnd. but non-profits
Wtht 0810K in aid

Detroit Ml Indeled to f tdera01 C ractonr and City ballot initute Enacted November
poverty leyt subcontractors ' 550.000 1998.
(currenty 59.02) annualy, businesses
wtsh berefis. rening assistance
125% of lederal S50.000 annually
poverty bvod
(currently 510.25)
nwiUout beneits

Ypsilanb Ml S8850 rem Businesses wth City ordinance Enacted June
Township benets. $1000 contractors 55K: under- 1999

wRhtord 10 enployee businenwis
eempled, but nun-profits
orh S10K In aid

St. Paus MN 100% of tederal Cntractor Weacepons. City ordinance Enacted January
povety leel for a conparbe receiving over 1997. based on
tamily of tour. 100K eoonomic des recooendaeti"n
plus benefts, assistance per year irom the Joint Twin
110% wiout city iivin wage
bewefits (curently Task Force
89.02 with created after betlot
benefits) rtaitte faid in

Minneapoin MN 100% of federal Contractow and City Ordianne Enacted Mardh
poverty leel for a Cmpanes eceiving 1997. boed on
iamily of four subsidies '$100K for pb nrimmenbdions
pibs benefits: projects eannathd fsr job froer the Joist Twin
110%whouri reebo epandedto City Livinog Wage
benebts (cusently nver prWsch 525K Tank Force
89.02 with reated after balot
benefis) initlafne tailed in

109.5 enpandd
Decemober 1998

Dlsthf MN Must pay 90% of Cmpones recehiing ciy ity ordinance Enacted July 1997
employees S5b0 econenic development
re healt beneftt: assistance '825K
87.25 without
hidened to
lrrdahon

St. Louis MO 130% of federal City contractors and Saiblo Initiatve Enacted August
ponerty level tor a businenses reffeng tau 2000. debate
amiIly of three breaks contnues over

(currently $8 .84 preiously enacted
Wlbenreits state preempion
S10.23 witho) statude.

Gramd Juncion MO Not speciied Not specfied No foimBg proposal Campan
introduced to date Nderway as0o

INomber 2000.

MCCorb Ms Not s |eciad Contractor No tonoal proposeal
Inroduced to dale

Campaign
urdeosay in 1998.
no recent activiy
resoted

Page 7 of 14
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Halo. MT Not .0pedfiod Co.111011 No h0l0 pgposal Campaq
dodu.oa tD doat medewoy 0n 199B.

101001Od1ty

100.00A10 MT SB.00 aly se.toypo. Mty Bow P
(roe1d) (deftatod)fno fon01i 1uced in 0t0

prqelo0 irdoduco to cty r.. dl ballot

i0 I/ll999 balot

u00,0y tor a dty
o0011100,ce, -

Bers MT Not spedffid Not rb llfed No fonoal propoosl CampaignFinotroduceo to 00 udenvay as of
No-olob. 2000.

90000e0 MT 09.00 olb-lfitO. C-~pal000 100000 No tonoot pq-1oo Co01paigo
e n .0 M S 10 r 2.500 >2 5DD U0 b0o sl od ted to dat0 mdwy 1999. 0

nMponead

ChOtnoe NC S9 00 City rke City 0.od1n.re Coound passe the
mese ,ly

M y 2001. b.l d-0
(detested) "Wt0ed by m yor

Dmham Cowty NC S0me as cty Coonlrer0r 0d service P.opo.od county Act011ty o01er0ed in
employee000. or0banre 19990n rocoot
- f1,0

1
y 97.55 00 001wiy 10001t0d

_ hou

Ouham NC Hoaty 0g0 of AN city e0p0oye0 a0 City onlinare Enacted Ja-.00y
c1ty emptoy00 c90t0a0001 199B
(SB945 0s of

G.sboro NC SB003 v Cdty mptoyees 0110 No 0oma0 90p9n0 LW Coomilteo
(d0efa1ed) bve01t (Pb my o1 &0001 1b010001ed to dafo in "/1-l tk0's

10000(0 to01Oy or 10 Z2/90'- C-lo,0
fou.) S9.23 detested 0,01000e
-00 benefts B/2009 No 10001

a01ivd n1port1d

Omnge County NC S10.00 Al ouMty onployoOO County o0d100000 Enactd July 1998

.pans" to
expewiontom

Omaha NE 99.10000e0 fi00: cty Citem yee Cwy 01duunce Enarted May 2000
S9901 oiI h0t co0p00A010 10 0 10

75 0000 a0s0stc0 a0 d
cty r001100(001 with Coudl rnemb1rs

0ont0act > S75000 hJdh 0100ady
gre te1v.000 rmgsid00*1
employeos), enlmdme rd0019110101
to 010019 d.`akpmerd
1b0l0 gretrd. 100hold00
am to.."

LUnoof NE Not opodled Co0 1ta0oa No 10---0I 00posal COnWiy
infrodu1ed to date undemny in tOl.

nmponod

Concord NH Nt spodoied Conflactmls No fomul Wpn0 Csnpal
h100du0ed t0 0 date unde y 10 1990

no reed aebvfy
nepontd

Porloos" tUh NH Nof speifid NoO pa.ibed No 00111 "0po0s9 C mpo.gn
0frodued to date u0e10 y

bnwey O y NI S 17.50 1 So.enna Cordnaste.h

hfw //WWW cqoflinieloqg/linugwage/prposats sfteffhfmf

Ciy df0,,ee !000V0d Jure

Page 8 of 14
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Hudson County NJ 150% of the County servtce contractors County ordinance Enacted January
fIederal mini-um eodng at t.ast 20 hoots 1999
wage. cotrey per week
$7.73. sth
benefits and paid
vacaion

Camden NJ Not sperited Not specified No tonnal proposal Campaign
introduced to date underway in

4/2000: no recent
activity reportd

Atbanic City NJ Not spedied Contactors No formul proposal Campaign
introduced to date underway 1998: no

recent actvity
reported

Akbotenrue NM $7.91 seth Companies that eee City Ordinante 1996 hnirtlabe
benetto. 99.16 Industial Raveom e Bond rveidated: City
edthoul (IRS) money and hmae '25 Coundl rejected

(deleated) employees ondinan.o io a b-3
note 1111 99: no
recent activity
reported

Reno NV Not spedlid Contractors No tonal proposal Campwgn
Intreduced to date underway in 1998.

no recent actirty
reported

New York City NY Based on Setrice codrats; new City ordinance Enacted
prevadrt wage pmoposat indudes September 1996:
tor spe.flc contractors and subsidy new egisation
industry as rerpients inroduced in City
deateoined by Counvil in 2001
city conortfer
new proponal tr
$10 nminrore

NMagara County NY $7.91 Compaones receaivug County ordinance County Legislature
county assistance rom the began looking a1
Industal Development issue 10v1999:
Agency (IDA) reintroduced AprO

2000. no recem
aciUny enponred

Buffldo NY S0.22 in 2000. City contractors und City ordinunco Enacted July 16999
97.25 in 2001, subcontractrn over d0K
Sd00 In 2002 with at bast 10 employes Already h
rethesett $7.22
hr 2000. S8.15 I pebolms wifh
2001 S9.03 In enhn eeent and
2002 wo beneits the specific

tonguage of th is
covered.

Hempstead NY Not spehfied Nut spadfied No fonnal proposal Campaign
.tbroduoed to date undetway

Lt'ca NY Not spedfied Contractors No fommal proposal Campaign
introduced to data undenapt, in 1998.

on recent actity
reported

Syracuse NY Ndt specified Not spedftad No lormal proposal Campaign
introduced to date underway m le

2000. No recent
adhintY reported

Ithaca NY No specfied NOd spedfied No loonal proposal Campargn
introduced to da3t underway

Page 9 of 14
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Sf025We1dM
iAy ormnr

2001

Boittalo (ndool NY Modeled after Bosiriesoe that do No formal proponal Cmmryagn
diswrd) RattaN dby o tsreswh eoe ScOnl iortrodoced to date ondernay or 19993

ardirahc Board ro recet cirty
reported

Roddart NY .25 wens: Conty oatraicstm Cunty orda irlance paosed
Conty (vteed) 99 AiUtoct September 2000:

myo, noed

_orwccessfd ior

Rochester NY 19.52 m/lbefits. Semice coactors or Cdy ordinance Eoaed im 2001
mdpirets of a"istanp

S9.52 widftU -over 550K

Wbreoed to
irriabso

Albary NY 99S5. pica Conly cootractors Cdy ordnrandce Intdo.ed Octobr
addiboeal 1997: 0 reet
beneots for admit reoorfod
people ororDr
mom tIhan 15

_touors a week

Cohmbrs OH Not specified Not sperfied No tonal porposal Campaigr
iarotduced to data adnerway in

512000. ro rece-
adorryreporaed

Coraraub OH Not speiflit CoUobactm No fomal poponul Campaign
Ntaodaced to date rrderMay i0 1990a

no moer adcrty
reported

Cle'elaod OH sa.201/1'01' Ciy employees, dty City odwrac Enaced Juwe
99.70 I01101: conrtrarct with oerad. 2000
5920 101ot 02: 75 bositwo that
miura ifratoon reweive >75Km Oirrandal
Moo 1011/03 assistance (oany thaw wIth

Over 20 employees 50
employees ftor, oorfitc)

Dayton OH 97900 Cay empoyees only Coty ordilaoe Enacted Apri 1998
(priinsl odinance
Ncld~ed

Maibon OH 09.02 Not spocid Cty G cdianc Dfeated hr
February 2991 by

(defeatesd)

Pretod OR 3uly 1998 -S7.5 Conraors mu1 pay Cty oudhace hootde hr May
hdy Ion -Sw. swrrnemployee 199I amended
Au.g 2w0 -SB.9 Aprd 1999

bbenetf. 009.9

Medford OR Not spcefid Not spefiled Na format proposal Campaign
fetroduced to data urwdoay as of

2000. No rec
acvity repoded

Lcte City OR Not spedfed Cotoracar Nb onnal proposal Campaign
hr-todacd to date letway ir 1998.

99 rece activity
repoaed

htp://www.epionline.org(Iivingwage/proposals-state.html0 812VoI
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1m gI

Ashland OR £970 wlbcnefntu Contractors and grant Cy Ordinance Campaign
recipent. aer S10.000 undenvay an 2001

£1075 wilhout

Eugene OR Not speafid conaconr No forma proposal Campaign
introduced to date underway in 1990.

no recent acIdty
_ n~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~eported

MunonooR h OR July tO99 -£7 50: Janitanal and seunty County ordinance Enacted June
Cosnty Joly t9N9S800 ttnect: toodsennae 1906 amended to

entracts to be addd in in.ease mage in
2000 Otober 1990

Salam OR Not spoofid Contract-or No tonea pposdal Campaign
uroduced In date underway in 1098.

no recent dtuivty
reported

S-nanton PA Not specOfd Contractos No toneal praposal Campaign
introducd to date underway in 1990.

no recent actiity
reported

Swantheme PA Not specInd Not spaified N.o tonal proposal Campaign
(Slwentnew attroduced to dae undenway in late

Colege) 2000. Ne recent
actsy repord

Pmtburgh PA $9.12 lbenefit. Coy woirkers cay Ciy ordinance Enactd May 2001
St 062 eftost ceaactm. and buniness

neceMng tS assIstance or
lean from the ciy pory
S5K

Ham isburg PA Not specified Contractors No foneal proposal Campaign
intreduced to date onrdneay in 199.

no recent acitty
reported

Agegheny PA £9.12 Counby wetters: Admnistatie Code: Enacted dto
County cr ctrs end now aso a proposed portion of co0unty

soubctoenntrc ordInance cede bI July 2000
separate efforS
ondeneny In 2001
to enact a rpecrfic
Uvntg wage
ordinance

Philadelphia PA £7.900 ouadleg AD companies recering City ordinance No action ston
cemmudy hirIng *assistance late 1990: new

prenaSng wage

preueifing wage introduced. may

take Ohe plac of
11501$ wage
ormdianc

P-ondeece RI 012.30 City wetrs cnd City ordinnnce Canpaign
wlbene.ts: Ceanidwo and grant undeneny I 2001
$16932 w0out reclpleet oeer 1tOK

Colkubi SC Not specifid Contrntrs No t "mne prepo"a Campaign
inrodaned to date undeseey in 1998

on reent adiity
reported

Rapid City SO Not spedid CotrVctoms No fonnal proposal Campoige
attroduced to date tdaeney at 1998.

no recent actity
_ re~~~~~~~~~~~~~~portw

I KM.M I Th I Arm"ed $900 Clp eetylepes ed
(deatt I fS19(000 psr year Qor: eabepag to

I I b gvte) pavete ferg' met do
fSe22o000 per Yewpr kasas tahe fhrib

http://vww epionlille org/'.ivnwgdproposals-state~htrnI

Cty Ordernsae City Cawunge

CItebn te-
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Wout bene0t0t) Sf0ed t. 2000. but
nc 1r1ent 0c00b
epcnd.

Vanpths TN *Peoofllg wagao Contrdoeelooboton, City odttnne 10tnaced Apit 1099
On publidy htoted pn00Q

Knoooola TN S9.50 Univenty emlptcyees No tlo-.l proposai Ctoapign
(Univemhty of Subnft1d d...d M. to mt itlodutd to dle ondo-ey *s o0
Tennessooo _ univenity Novemober 2000

N.0*,5 TN $8073 City woenl Ocnly CIty Ondfins. Ordlin-no
intnduced Apdl

(d1ft1t0) 2001:0a(deteatd) ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~nonbcssfing
tsoludicv wosent

to tha .yoor in
May 2001 trot only
wO-id apply to tity

Ausoin (s,,oo0l TX $893. City 0f CtoItfid emptOyees of No tfrroI propcsal C..poign
disrtct) Austin maintains th0 Austin Independent btroducd to date 00000-0Y 1999 00

0 0ift 0090 Shodt DMaisd cu00ntly recent 00 0ity
01 S7 39 to city n0 prlovsflo, ramtracton rponred
,nployes0s (set to
g0 up to S8.00 io
1999) and Austi.

Colego 11090
$9.0c)0

H(oetOe TX $9900 "drannuo, Cotoldosa o needpote of No fol otc t al unoentr C atigo
(desisted) 0tax ebteeoeott 011oc0000 to dole ounoeny; tullot

01010000e dottlted
in 111996; 00

o*olly 1p00td

Austtn TX 09.00 teton Conmtc usto, credpients Of No tot--- pI poosat 1998 bal000
tra Ob'tements 0nt0du00d to doat tnaistao dehtated

(d.1t0.d) local C Mleo1
oe ,agb tOa

disos, Mmu

T,. vh Ccimby TX S8.50 Cpuny emnpboys County crdh pine Emtddc in
00 0Mb9 2000

Hldatgo County TX 00.75 Janoy County emtpboyeoe: state County 0c 10hanca, Emtctd Juty 1999
_ 20. S77.50 and tWdent 1000ed

_ at~~~~~~unby

San Antonio TX S9.27 to 70% of BOusine" escervlng to COy ordhonce Emdd July 1098
seniAw b-k
emptoyees hn ne
00i $10013 t 0
70% fore 000bta
goods 1o0000 Pa10 of 2000 b0dgt Emtct0d

cGty emptoye Septe0 be0 2000
_ 8.25

TX S8.20 w/oeneSo. CI Ctoo dpeor nreplt. ot ICi Ordhlsnoc
S945 wdo t10 Obhltedenr

01001100010010
det0tttd by City
Co-odl(2101) .a
a ord e
counci pas01d
tuditnanc WMt en
heNif pt n tpr

tNDZ .r

https//www.epionline.org/livingwagelproposals-state.html 8/22/01
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bbsate I

Arlington TX Not ppesfied Not spedfied No to [al proposal Catopaign
inoordued to data undery in 1999

00 rer ent a tivity
teported

Pro-o UT Unspecified Unspecifed No loooal proposal to febn atuy 2001
introduced to date Utah passed

IegislahIoe
restuiog
eueiopahits ftom
sottiNg wae rates
different frot the
00at

SolC Lake Cdy UT S800 Coopanoes doing btsoness No fotat proposal In Febtoary 2000
Oath the cty introdured to date Utah passed

legisbtion
restctinog
otoidrpaides troo
selling wage rates
diffenent fro. thesttet

James City VA $8.25 Coordy -otkem County otdirotce Enacted June
Coumty 2001

Riohmond VA Around $8950 w/ Corpanios that meieoe No to.rtra. proposal Campa gn
benefts assistnar introdured to date roderway in early

2000. No raeot
acratty reported

Btactsburg VA Not spodfied Not specified No Io---al proposal Campaign
introduoed to date undery

Nassawtodo. VA Not speified Contratdors No floma proposal Campaign

introduoted to date rde-ay in 1998.
n0 Wroen act"oty
reported

Wliaiusburg VA Not specfied Not yet mi0a0b0b No ooroal proposal Campargo
rntroduced to date ondem y In 1999

no rectmt ..Ar ty
00ported

Alteaodoa VA $9.84 Cdy rontetctors Cty ordinanaoe s hacted June
2000

SeaMe WA Not sperified Controctors No torota proposal Cotyaigo
lntroduced to date aederoay io 1998.

no recent Otrwty
reported

Spokane WA $8.25 Al aty employees No lortal proposal Catporgn
btroduced to date undemy in 1998,

no tacnt aOctiity
reported

Eau Clair.e Wl 9667 w/benes. County -oaetmtrs 1t00K Couoty ordinance Ena010d
County S7 40 wilhout September 2000

Racne WI S7 50 bty employees . nd dty No tosoa proposal Study deteoooting
rcono0tra rs introdurod to date cost to city mes

due io 9Q2000. no

_epored

Mirrkhee (ity) Wl lndeoetd to Seteice contata oor 5K 01y ordin.t.r Enhted November
poverty leel fore 1995
family ot tMmee
(urrenotly 96080)

Wl 105 of povtty Cottpanies W assistance
bvel tOr a 0fs 0' S100K non-proffrs wlth
o0 lour (2000) grate OttS5K non
2$8.81; 1 10% in Uhk nhed dty 8MPIhyeeS
2001 (St.e3);ht "'tp~ e" .I ...I g e ._ I_.

http://www.epionline.org/livingwatge/proposals-state.htul
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aany -UUd
Ppy ny bvel lor a
tanay at fto, i
1999)

Mdaakna W1 $6.25 Sra. empbyees at Counly atornanca Eanstd May 1997
(CotlCY) _0007y Cnfltracd-c

Mihrsukee WI $770 SdOON .nplayaan and Board neasana Enactd Jannry
Indhad dLIUIn) _aa-nDaln 1996

Dana Co.nty VI 100% p-tny Co.nly .nployann and Coumty Odinraca Enadtd Mmch
oat and h.aah Couany canOldrmn 199

(approarnat-wy
$8.20)

Cheyenne vVY 110900 Coraclorad No laommal yropanal Canrpaign
intdmCod to data ondnnay in 1999.

no an.nt aCtimily
_77 0 MPOnrld

The list is currently comprehensive according to our sources -- among them city ordinances
as enacted, information collectedfrom living wage supporters, and local press reports.
Because of the nature of the initiatives, it is not possible to say that this list is "all inclusive. "
Please e-mail us at egpiO)evionline.ory to let us know if we have missed any initiatives or
have listed any incorrect information.

Copydghtel1996 2001 E.ply-aat P.lini In-MtOd.
1779 Pennsylvana A- NW, Salt. 1200 1 Wanhi.ngt. DC 200061 202.463.7650

Home I Ibki I Remnmh I..ssues |n Ihe Nef I Emai L Is C It I Semh I

http:l/www.epionline.org/livingwage/proposals-state.html 8/22/01
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AUG 1 7 2001

The Honorable Paul Sarbanes
Joint Economic Committee
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Sarbanes:

At the August 3 hearing of the Joint Economic Committee,
you requested further information on the unemployment rate
and alternative measures of labor underutilization. I have
enclosed a chart and tables that provide that information.

I hope that this information is helpful to you. Please let
me know if I can be of any further assistance. Philip
Rones, Assistant Commissioner for Current Employment
Analysis, can be reached at 202--691-6378 and would be
happy to answer any follow-up questions that you or your
staff may have regarding these data.

Sincerely yours,

KATHARINE G. ABRAHAM
Commissioner

Enclosures



The official unemployment rate (U-3) and an alternative measure of labor
Percent underutilization (U-6), not seasonally adjusted, January 1994-July 2001
14.0

12.0- 12.0 \ ~~~~Altemnative measure U-6 (Not seasonally adjusted)

10.0

8.0

6.0-

4.0-

Official unemployment rate U-3 (Not seasonally adjusted)

2.0

0.0
Jan Jul Jan Jul Jan Jul Jan Jul Jan Jul Jan Jul Jan Jul Jan Jul
1994 1994 1995 1995 1996 1996 1997 1997 1998 1998 1999 1999 2000 2000 2001 2001

NOTE: The official unemployment rate (U-3) is the total unemployed as a percent of the civilian labor force. The U-6 alternative measure is the
total unemployed, plus all marginally attached workers, plus total employed part time for economic reasons, as a percent of the civilian labor force
plus all marginally attached workers.

SOURCE: Bureau of Labor Statistics
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Selected unemployment and labor market underutilization measures, January 1999 -July 2001

Levels in thousands. Data are not seasonally adjusted.

Moth Unemployment AltemnativeT Civia Part time for Marginally attachedon [ ~~~~measureI Unemployed labrvorelian ~ hrate (U-3) laorfoc reasonsi Total Discouraged4 1 4 j ____Irason ____ workers

1999
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

2000
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

2001
January
February
March
April
May
June
July

4.8
4.7
4.4
4.1
4.0
4.5
4.5
4.2
4.1
3.8
3.8
3.7

4.5
4.4
4.3
3.7
3.9
4.2
4.2
4.1
3.8
3.6
3.8
3.7

4.7
4.6
4.6
4.2
4.1
4.7
4.7

8.5
8.2
7.9
7.4
7.1
7.9
7.7
7.2
7.0
6.7
6.8
6.9

7.8
7.6
7.4
6.7
6.8
7.3
7.3
7.0
6.6
6.3
6.8
6.7

8.1
7.9
7.6
7.2
7.2
82
8.1

6,604
6,563
6,119
5.688
5,507
6,271
6.319
5,826
5,661
5,372
5,380
5.245

6.264
6,231
6,007
5,188
5,435
5,940
6,004
5,824
5.324
5,122
5,295
5,227

6,587
6,464
6,453
5,951
5.846
6,762
6,797

137.943
138,202
138,418
138,240
138,919
140,666
141,119
140,090
139,217
139,761
139.895
139,941

139,621
140,185
140.501
140,403
140,395
142,132
142,101
141.425
140,357
140,893
141,025
141,319

141.049
141,238
141 ,751
141,073
141,048
142.684
143.181

3,815
3,594
3,703
3,316
3,281
3.641
3,537
3,238
2.948
2,832
3,045
3,332

3,535
3.296
3,306
3,043
3,140
3,369
3,283
3,120
2,854
2,851
3,241
3,246

3,693
3.424
3,338
3,108
3,270
3.924
3.681

1,358
1,279
1,245
1,257
1,148
1,228
1,133
1,134
1,172
1.184
1,128
1,142

1,197
1,273
1,209
1,215
1,116
1,141
1,170
1,095
1,158
1,036
1.097
1,122

1,290
1,339
1,104
1,124
1,149
1,159
1,225

.~~~ . - a .-

339
271
295
245
256
220
290
265
289
271
272
267

234
262
257
330
282
308
265
205
250
230
234
265

303
289
350
346
325
291
308

NOTE: The official unemployment rate (U-3) Is the number of unemployed persons as a percent of the civilian
labor force. The U-6 alternative measure is the total unemployed, plus all marginally attached workers, plus
total employed part time for economic reasons, as a percent of the civilian labor force plus all marginally
attached workers. Persons at work part time for economic reasons, sometimes referred to as involuntary part
time, worked 1 to 34 hours during the survey reference week due to an economic reason such as slack work
or unfavorable business conditions, inability to find full-time work, or seasonal declines In demand. The
marginally attached are persons not In the labor force who wanted and were available for work and had looked
for a job sometime in the prior 12 months but were not counted as unemployed because they had not
searched for work In the 4 weeks preceding the survey. Discouraged workers, a subset of the margInally
attached, are not currently looking for work specifically because they believe no jobs are available for them.

SOURCE: Bureau of Labor Statistics



Selected unemployment and labor market underutilizatIon measures

Data are not seasonally adjusted.

Ivnemployment rate (U-3) (Percent)

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC
1994 7.3 7.1 6.8 6.2 5.9 6.2 6.2 5.9 5.6 5.4 5.3 5.1
1995 6.2 5.9 5.7 5.6 5.5 5.8 5.9 5.6 5.4 5.2 5.3 5.2
1996 6.3 6.0 5.8 5.4 5.4 5.5 5.6 5.1 5.0 4.9 5.0 5.0
1997 5.9 5.7 5.5 4.8 4.7 5.2 5.0 4.8 4.7 4.4 4.3 4.4
1998 5.2 5.0 5.0 4.1 4.2 4.7 4.7 4.5 4.4 4.2 4.1 4.0

.1999 4.8 4.7 4.4 4.1 4.0 4.5 4.5 4.2 4.1 3.8 3.8 3.7
2000 4.5 4.4 4.3 3.7 3.9 4.2 4.2 4.1 3.8 3.6 3.8 3.7
2001 4.7 4.6 4.6 4.2 4.1 4.7 4.7

NOTE: The official unemployment rate (IJ-3) is the total number of unemployed persons as a percent of the civilian labor force.

Alternative measure of labor market underutilization U-6 (Percent)

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC
1994 12.8 12.2 11.9 10.9 10.6 11.3 11.1 10.4 10.0 9.7 9.7 9.7
1995 11.1 10.5 10.3 9.8 9.8 10.4 10.4 10.0 9.7 9.3 9.6 9.7
1996 10.8 10.7 10.3 9.7 9.5 10.0 10.0 9.3 9.0 8.8 8.9 9.2
1997 10.4 10.0 9.6 9.0 8.5 9.2 9.0 8.6 8.3 7.9 8.0 8.2
1998 9.3 8.9 8.9 7.7 7.6 8.4 8.5 7.8 7.6 7.3 7.2 7.3
1999 8.5 8.2 7.9 7.4 7.1 7.9 7.7 7.2 7.0 6.7 6.8 6.9
2000 7.8 7.6 7.4 6.7 6.8 7.3 7.3 7.0 6.6 6.3 6.8 6.7
2001 8.1 7.9 7.6 7.2 7.2 8.2 8.1

NOTE: The U-6 alternative measure Is the total unemployed, plus all marginally attached workers, plus total employed
part time for economic reasons, as a percent of the civilian labor force plus all marginally attached workers.

SOURCE: Bureau of Labor Stalislics



Levels in thousands. Data are not seasonally adjusted.

Unemployed

JAN FEB. MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC

1994 9,492 9,262 8,874 8,078 7,656 8,251 8,281 7.868 7,379 7,155 6,973 6,690

1995 8,101 7,685 7,480 7,378 7,185 7,727 7,892 7,457 7,167 6,884 7,024 6,872

1996 8,270 7,858 7,700 7,124 7,166 7,377 7,693 6,868 6,700 6,577 6,816 6,680

1997 7.933 7,647 7,399 6,551 6,398 7,094 6,981 6,594 6,403 5,995 5,914 5.957

1998 7,069 6,804 6,816 5,643 5,764 6,534 6.567 6,173 6,039 5,831 5,711 5,565

1999 6,604 6,563 6,119 5,688 5,507 6,271 6,319 5,826 5,661 5,372 5,380 5,245

2000 6,264 6,231 6,007 5,188 5,435 5.940 6,004 5,824 5,324 5,122 5,295 5,227

2001 6,587 6,464 6,453 5,951 5,846 6,762 6,797

Civilian labor force

JAN FEB MAR APR . MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC

1994 129,393 129,764 129,718 129.682 130,602 132,115 132,783 132,361 131,155 131.879 131,869 131,418

1995 130,698 131,028 131,423 131.657 131,739 133,447 134,440 133,383 132,341 132,863 132,622 132,008..

1996 131,396 131.995 132,692 132,513 133,558 135,083 136,272 135,011 134,230 135,015 134,973 134,583

1997 134,317 134,535 135,524 135,181 135,963 137,557 138,331 137,460 136,375 136,665 136,912 136,742

1998 135,951 136,286 136,967 136,379 137,240 138,798 139,336 138,379 137,903 138,255 138,288 138,297

1999 137,943 138,202 138,418 138.240 138,919 140,666 141.119 140,090 139,217 139.761 139,895 139,941

2000 139,621 140,185 140,501 140,403 140,395 142,132 142.101 141,425 140,357 140,893 141,025 141,319

2001 141,049 141,238 141,751 141,073 141,048 142,684 143,181

SOURCE: Bureau of Labor Statistics



Levels in thousands. Data are not seasonally adjusted.

Part time for economic reasons

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC
1994 5.235 4,857 4,987 4.538 4,649 5,063 4,841 4,417 4,017 4,132 4,368 4,408
1995 4,848 4,567 4,566 4,245 4,351 4,740 4,749 4,553 4.217 4.092 4,335 4.410
1996 4,320 4,597 4,569 4,299 4,175 4,577 4.646 4,407 4,012 3.973 3,860 4,352
1997 4,541 4.419 4.277 4,244 3.891 4.258 4.279 4.036 3.638 3.602 3.768 3,869
1998 4.299 4,042 4.011 3,649 3.602 4,033 4,025 3.508 3,112 3.086 3,159 3,455
1999 3,815 3,594 3,703 3,316 3,281 3,641 3,537 3.238 2,948 2,832 3,045 3,332
2000 3,535 3,296 3,308 3,043 3,140 3.369 3,283 3,120 2,854 2,851 3,241 3,246
2001 3,693 3,424 3.338 3,108 3,270 3,924 3.681

NOTE: Persons at work part time for economic reasons, sometimes referred to as Involuntary part time, worked 1 to 34
hours during the survey reference week due to an economic reason such as slack work or unfavorable business
conditions, Inability to find ful-time work, or seasonal declines In demand. Those who usually work part time must also
indicate that they want and are available for full-time work to be classified as on part time for economic reasons.

Marginally attached workers

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC
1994 2,120 1,951 1,832 1.770 1,659 1.777 1,844 1,726 1,858 1,663 1,674 1,810
1995 1,783 1,721 1,732 1,390 1,504 1,574 1,568 1,510 1,583 1,587 1,542 1,619
1996 1,737 1,838 1,584 1,516 1,475 1,684 1.490 1,436 1,518 1,447 1,503 1,463
1997 1,615 1,546 1,471 1,480 1,431 1,428 1,281 1,298 1,363 1,284 1,337 1,453
1998 1.479 1,478 1,426 1,278 1,213 1,213 1,328 1,251 1,377 1,242 1,240 1,196
1999 1,358 1,279 1,245 1,257 1.148 1,228 1,133 1,134 1,172 1,184 1,128 1.142
2000 1,197 1,273 1,209 1,215 1,116 1,141 1.170 1,095 1.158 1,036 1,097 1,122
2001 1,290 1,339 1,104 1,124 1.149 1,159 1,225

NOTE: The marginally attached are persons not In the labor force who wanted and were available for work and had
looked for a job sometime In the prior 12 months but were not counted as unemployed because they had not searched
for work In the 4 weeks preceding the survey.

SOURCE: Bureau of Labor Statistics



Levels in thousands. Data are not seasonally adjusted.

Discouraged workers

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC

1994 600 489 533 502 436 532 542 489 521 460 . 447 445

1995 440 439 454 385 398 364 456 410 341 412 401 425

1996 409 455 451 403 352 414 423 415 391 374 346 334

1997 397 364 356 379 338 353 311 311 328 302 331 345

1998 374 361 343 344 268 311 374 280 317 333 310 358

1999 339 271 295 245 256 220 290 265 289 271 272 267

2000 234 262 257 330 282 308 265 205 250 230 234 265

2001 303 289 350 346 325 291 308

NOTE: Discouraged workers, a subset of the marginally attached, are not currently looking for work specifically

because they believe there are no jobs available or there are none for which they would qualify.

co

SOURCE: Bureau of Labor Statistics
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AM 2 4 200

The Honorable Jim Saxton
Chairman, Joint Economic Committee
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

At the Joint Economic Committee Hearing on August 3, you
asked about the employment situation in New Jersey. I have
enclosed a package of charts and tables that provide the
information we have available.

I hope this material is helpful to you. Philip Rones,
Assistant Commissioner for Current Employment Analysis, can
be reached at 202-691-6378 and would be happy to answer any
follow-up questions that you or your staff may have
regarding these data.

Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance.

Sincerely yours,

KATHARINE G. ABRAHAM
Commissioner

Enclosure
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State Unemployment (Seasonally Adjusted)

* The July 2001 unemployment raw for New Jersey, 4.0 percent, was somewhat higher than the state's
historical low, 3.6 percent, recorded in both January and February of this year.

* New Jersey's unemployment rate rose consistently from March through June, but fell sharply in July.
New Jersey reported the largest over-the-month unemployment rate decline of any state, 0.5 percentage
point, between June and July.

* Over the year ending in July 2CO I, the unemployment rate in New Jersey was up by 0.3 percentage
point. This was more than the 0.1 point increase for the Middle Atlantic division, but less than the
national increase of 0.5 point.

* In July 2001, New Jersey posted the lowest unemployment rate among the states of the Middle Atlantic
division. By comparison, the New York and Pennsylvania rates were 4.4 and 4.5 percent, respectively,
while the Middle Atlantic average rate was 4.3 percent.

* The New Jersey unemployment rate was 0.5 percentage point below the U.S. rate in July 2001. New
Jersey's rate has been at or below that of the nation since December of 1996.

Labor force data for the U.S., Middle Atlantic division, and Middle Atlantic states,
July 2001, seasonally adjusted

1 l~~~~~~~~~ neMDOlMent a
Area Month-year Labor force Employmen l Rat e O Overthe-

L _ Over-the- Over-the-

United States Jul-01 141,774.0 135,379.0 6,395.0 4.5 0.0 0.5
Jun-01 141,354.0 134,932.0 6,422.0 4.5
Jul-00 140,546.0 134,898.0 5,648.0 4.0

MiddleAtlantic Jul-01 19,223.7 18,388.6 835.1 4.3 -0.2 0.1
Jun-01 19,281.1 18,408.3 872.8 4.5
Jul-00 19,069.3 18,272.1 797.2 4.2

New Jersey Jul-01 4,229.2 4,061.3 167.9 4.0' -0.5 0.3
Jun-0 1 4,246.3 4,055.7 190.5 4.5
Jul-00 4,166.9 4,013.6 153.4 3.7

New York Jul-01 8,914.5 8,521.8 392.8 4.4 0.0 0.0
Jun-0 1 8,931.8 8,540.9 390.9 4.4
Jul-00 8,937.8 8,541.9 395.9 4.4

Pennsylvania Jul-01 6,080.0 5,805.5 274.5 4.5 -0.3 0.3
Jun-01 6,103.1 5,811.7 291.4 4.8
J-00 5,964.5 5,716.6 247.9 4.2
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Metropolitan Area Unemployment (Not Seasonally Adjusted)

* Nine Primary Metropolitan Statistical Areas (PMSAs) exhaust the geography of New Jersey. It is the
only state entirely covered by metropolitan areas.

* Four of the New Jersey metropolitan areas--Camden, Middlesex-Somerset-Hunterdon, Monmouth-
Ocean, and Trenton--recorded unemployment rates below that of the state in July 2001.

* Middlesex-Somerset-Hunterdon registered the lowest unemployment rate among the New
Jersey areas, 3.6 percent, followed by Trenton, at 3.8 percent.

* The highest unemployment rate, 8.2 percent, was reported for Vineland-Millville-Bridgeton.
Jersey City had the next-highest rate, 6.7 percent.

* Over-the-year, most of New Jersey's metropolitan areas saw their unemployment rates increase. The
single exception was Atlantic-Cape May, which had a rate decrease of 0.3 percentage point. The
largest increases occurred in Vineland-Millville-Bridgeton, 0.7 point, and Bergen-Passaic and Newark,
both 0.5 point. By comparison, the state rate was up 0.3 point and the national up 0.5 point.

Labor force data for the U.S. and New Jersey state and metropolitan areas,

July 2001, not seasonally adjusted

(Levels in thousandsl

I Unemploved

Area Labor Force Employed evel Rat Over-the-year
I I Leve Rate rate changee

United States 143,181.0 136,385.0 6,797.0 4.7 0.5

New Jersey 4,306.3 4,108.6 197.7 4.6 0.3

Atlantic-Cape May 185.1 175.4 9.7 5.3 -0.3

Bergen-Passaic 670.6 637.9 32.7 4.9 0.5

Camden' 648.0 619.6 28.3 4.4 0.2

Jersey City 291.8 272.1 19.7 6.7 0.2

Middlesex-Sommerset-Hunterdon 667.9 643.8 24.0 3.6 0.4

Monmouth-Ocean ' 554.0 531.6 22.4 4.0 0.2

Newark 1,045.8 997.1 48.7 4.7 0.5

Trenton 180.2 173.3 6.9 3.8 0.2

Vineland-MilIville-Bridgeton 63.0 57.8 5.2 8.2 0.7

' New Jersey portion of Philadelphia, PA-NJ PMSA
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Unemployment rates by metropolitan area in New Jersey,
July 2001, not seasonally adjusted

(New Jersey rate = 4.6 percent U.S. rate 4.7 percent)

Jersey City
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State Nonfarm Payroll Employment (Seasonally Adjusted)

Despite recent employment losses, New Jersey added 19,000 payroll jobs over the year ending in
July 2001. Over the same period, the Middle Atlantic division and the U.S. saw employment gains
of 90,800 and 496,000, respectively.

In percentage terms, nonfarm payroll employment in New Jersey grew at a rate identical to
that of the Middle Atlantic division, 0.5 percent, and slightly above the U.S. average, 0.4
percent.

Employment growth rates have slowed markedly and consistently since mid-2000 for all
three areas. (See chart on the next page.) The average over-the-year growth rate for New
Jersey was 2.5 percent in 2000, compared to 1. I percent for the first seven months of 2001.

Among major industry divisions, services and government led in the net creation of new jobs
(+23,600 and +7,700, respectively). Only manufacturing and transportation and public utilities shed
jobs in New Jersey (-18,300 and -4,000, respectively) over the year.

* At the 2-digit SIC level, health services and local government employment posted the
largest gains (+7,900 and +7,600, respectively).

* Industrial equipment and machinery within manufacturing shed the most jobs (-2,900), as all
manufacturing industries registered losses over the year.

* In relative terms, construction grew most quickly, 2.1 percent, among the major industry divisions in
New Jersey, albeit at a slower pace than the 2.8 percent posted for the U.S. Growth rates in excess
of 1.0 percent were also reported for services and goverament.

* Employment in manufacturing and transportation and public utilities fell by 4.0 and 1.5 percent,
respectively, over the year.

* Five of the eleven 2-digit SIC industries with growth rates of 2.0 percent or more were service
industries, led by amusement and recreation services, at 5.5 percent.

* Among New Jersey's 2-digit SIC industries, those in manufacturing were the most hard hit with
over-the-year employment declines. The following manufacturing industries experienced declines
of at least 5.0 percent over the year

* Primary metal industries (-12.3 percent)

* Apparel and other textile products (-9.3 percent)

* Industrial and machinery equipment (-8.5 percent)

* Furniture and fixtures (-7.1 percent)

* Fabricated metal products (-6.3 percent)

* Paper and allied products (-5.7 percent)

* Petroleum and coal products (-5.3 percent)

* Lumber and wood products (-5.2 percent).

With the exception of petroleum and coal products, all of these industries underwent substantial

contraction at the national level.

* Federal government employment in New Jersey was down 5.5 over-the-year, attributable largely to
the loss of temporary Census jobs. (Federal employment shrank by 8.1 percent at the national
level.)
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Metropolitan Area Nonfarm Payroll Employment
(Not Seasonally Adjusted)

New Jersey added 18,300 nonfarm payroll jobs over the year ending in July 2001. The statewide
growth rate of 0.5 percent was slightly higher than the national rate, 0.4 percent, over the same period.

Over-the-year employment growth was registered in all but two of New Jersey's nine metropolitan
areas.

The largest number of new jobs (+5,800) were added in Newark, the most populous of New
Jersey's metropolitan areas.

Jobs were shed in Bergen-Passaic (-3,100) and, to a lesser extent, Vineland-Millville-Bridgeton
(-800).

Five metropolitan areas saw their employment grow more quickly than the state as a whole, while two
areas grew at rates less than or equal to that of the state.

Employment in Trenton grew most rapidly, 2.0 percent over-the-year.

Employment in Vineland-Miliville-Bridgeton shrank by 1.3 percent.

Employees on nonfarm payrolls in the U.S. and New Jersey state and metropolitan areas.
July 2001, not seasonally adjusted

Employment
Area Level Over-the-ear chan t

________ eve Percent

United States 132,246.0 507.0 0.4
New Jersey 4,032.4 18.3 0.5

Atlantic-Cape May 205.4 1.5 0.7
Bergen-Passaic 665.7 -3.1 -0.5
Camden' 503.7 5.4 1.1
Jersey City 260.7 4.5 1.8
Middlesex-Sommerset-Hunterdon 667.6 1.1 0.2

Monmouth-Ocean 406.6 2.2 0.5

Newark 1,024.8 5.8 0.6
Trenton 220.1 4.4 2.0

Vineland-MilIville-Bridgeton 58.7 -0.8 -1.3

I New Jersey portion of Philadelphia, PA-NJ PMSA
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Percentage change in nonfarm employnrut by metropolitan area in New Jersey,
July 2000 - July 2001, not seasonally adjusted

(New Jersey = 0.5 percent; U.S. = 0.4 percent)

Jersey City
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